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Abstract
Determining how monetary policy makers react to changes in key economic
variables has been of major interest to monetary economists. Estimates of
monetary policy rules (reaction functions) are a widely used method for doing
this. Behavior differs under different policy regimes, as in rule-based systems or
chronic inflation. In practice, estimates of instrument rules have been used to
describe how the central bank alters its policy in response to expected
macroeconomic events. In this paper we provide linear and non-linear
estimates for various instrument rules for Iran. Linear estimates show that
monetary policy in Iran tends to accommodate rather than counteract
inflationary pressures. More generally, the estimates indicate that Central Bank
of I. R. of Iran does not systematically follow any of the well-known instrument
rules or hybrid types. Non-linearity tests were performed and the null
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hypothesis of non-linearity of the monetary policy reaction function with respect
to inflation was rejected. The narrative that can be read from non-linear rule
estimates is that, in the "low inflation" states expansionary policies by CBI tend
to support economic activity. However, during "high inflation" periods, CBI
does not exercise anti-inflation policy but such a stance cannot accommodate
output growth. Monetary policy seems to be ineffective if not inappropriate in
this state.
Key words: Monetary policy, Instrumental rule, Non-linearity, Threshold
effect, McCallum Rule, Monetary Policy Reaction Function,
JEL Classification: E4, E5
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1. Introduction
Gone, are not only the days of high inflation, but also, at least temporarily, the
days of persistent moderate inflation in a large number of developing countries.
Monetary policies that accommodated persistent inflation have been replaced in
many parts of the world by policies that react to inflation. It is widely held that
improvements in monetary policies contributed to a better macroeconomic
performance in many parts of the world economy, particularly during the two
decades preceding the global financial and economic crisis of 2008-2009. While
the evidence regarding the ability of monetary policy to stabilize output, the
"natural" level is mixed, the facts regarding its power to control inflation is
much stronger. Since the mid-1980s up to the present, the inflation rates in all
regions of the world and in economies with different levels of development and
per-capita income levels have been trending down. Fluctuations in output gap
during 1990-2008, a period referred to as the "great moderation"', also
diminished.1 There seems to have been learning in institution building and
monetary policy design in developing countries (Mishkin 2007), as central
banks in many developing countries acquired more autonomy in the areas
covering their mandates, policies became more systematic or “rule-based”. Over
the last three decades average inflation rates have been declining at a faster pace
in the developing and emerging economies (Figure 1). The average inflation
rate in the Economy of Iran during the 1989-2010 period have not been very
high compared to those countries with similar levels of development,
considering the negative effects of the Iraqi war on the domestic productive
capacity. However, learning in monetary policy design that occurred and the
disinflation achieved in other regions of the world economy did not materialize
in Iran.
In some oil producing countries, there is evidence of fiscal dominance
which affects monetary management. Independence of the central bank from the
fiscal authorities is a prerequisite for a successful implementation of any
monetary regime. In an economy characterized by fiscal dominance over
1. For more details see Mishkin (2007).
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monetary dominance, there is no such independence, and therefore, fiscal
dominance impedes the effective implementation of any monetary strategy
aimed at controlling inflation. In addition to limit the role of monetary policy
through fiscal dominance, oil dominance1 may also affect the effectiveness of
monetary policy if the central bank limits the fluctuations in the nominal
exchange rate in response to changes in oil prices. The oil exporting countries
with the highest degree of oil dominance, measured by the ratios of oil export to
GDP, have chosen to adopt the exchange rate as the nominal anchor [Olivo and
Costa (2008)].
Determining how monetary policy makers react to changes in key economic
variables has been of major interest to monetary economists. Empirical
estimates of monetary policy rules (reaction functions) are the most prevalent
method for doing this. For instance, econometric tests of monetary policy
reaction function has shown that in a number of countries monetary policy
changed from a posture that accommodated inflation to one that resisted
inflation during the 1980s and 1990s (Clarida et. al., 2000) and the result was
lower and more stable inflation.
Broadly speaking, there are two distinct notions of policy rules: optimal
rules and instrumental rules. The former line lies within the optimal monetary
policy literature. Optimal policy is derived from an explicit central-bank intertemporal objective (loss) function. The other line employs a more restrictive
notion of a monetary policy reaction function where the rule expresses the
monetary authorities' instrument rate (or quantity) as a function of the set of
information available to the policy makers (Svensson 2003b). More often,
estimated monetary policy reaction functions have been of the simple
instrument rule variety—i.e. prescribed rules for setting the instrument rate or
quantity as a function of observable current economic variables (Svensson
2005). Simple instrument rules, like Taylor or McCallum rules, recapitulate
how the central bank alters its policy in response to (expected) macroeconomic
events. In this context, estimates of instrument rules can be utilized to describe
central bank's behavior and monetary policy stance, and this is what we plan to
do in the case of Iran in this paper.
1. A situation in which oil exports largely affect the main macroeconomic indicators
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The structure of the paper is as follows: Section two discusses the
framework for monetary policy making in Iran during 1968-2010 and includes
discussions on the stated mandates of the central bank and the choice of the
nominal anchor. Section three reviews a number of policy rules that will be
subject to empirical test in subsequent sections and provides backward and
forward looking estimates for a variety of linear reaction functions. The
objective is to find out how CBI1 behaves and how it reacts to the usual
economic variables of interest such as inflation, the level of economic activity,
and the exchange rate. In this connection we also test for the existence of
threshold effects in the monetary policy reaction function. Section four is the
concluding part.

2. Monetary Policy in Iran
The central bank of Iran (CBI) is a multiple mandate central bank in charge of
formulating and implementing monetary policy in conjunction with Five-year
Development Plans and the government's annual budget. The mission of CBI is
“to ensure the economic growth of the country by enforcing monetary policies,
and to support the government in implementing various economic stability and
development plans.”2 The main objectives of CBI as specified by its charter are:
maintaining the value of national currency, enhancing the economic growth
potential, and keeping equilibrium in the balance of payments.3
CBI has, over time, changed the way it implements monetary policies. From
1980s until early 1990s direct administrative controls were predominant. During
the early post-revolution years that coincided with the Iran-Iraq war (1980-88),
money supply growth was mainly driven by government debt.4 The ongoing
military conflict required financing, given limited fiscal resources; debt
monetization was the viable option. CBI monetized budget deficits and
government credit was the main factor contributing to the growth of monetarybase in this period. In this period, CBI pursued a policy of low and
1.CBI stands for Bank Markazi (the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran).
2. http://www.cbi.ir/page/GeneralInformation.aspx
3. For more details see, http://www.cbi.ir/page/GeneralInformation.aspx
4. Pesaran, (1995)
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administratively set profit (“interest”) rates on deposits and loan rates. Given the
above backdrop and prevailing conditions, imposition of credit ceiling on the
banking system was the main instrument for monetary policy to control the
growth rate of money supply. Moreover, in the absence of market mechanisms
for allocation of credit, directed credit as well as administratively determined
rates on facilities (loans) became the main means of regulating sectoral flows
of credit.
After the war, the approach to monetary policy changed gradually,
reflecting a different set of priorities and economic management style.
Authorities allowed variations of profit rates on deposits and loans within the
limits allowed by CBI. After mid-1990s utilization authorities gradually
reduced or phased-out some of the direct controls and, to a very limited extent,
there was a move toward more market-based monetary policy.1 With private
banks having permission to enter the market for deposits and loans, profit rates
became a bit more flexible to be more reflective of the market conditions.
Moreover, fixed official exchange rates were substituted with a "managed
floating" framework.
Notwithstanding the above developments, CBI's official policy framework
has been based on control of monetary aggregates, and more specifically M2, as
its intermediate target.2Annual target growth rates for broad money and
inflation, until the Fifth Plan (2010-2015) were set within five-year plans which
upon approval by the parliament became the policy-benchmark for formulating
monetary targets.3 “With the monetary policy aimed at controlling monetary
aggregates, attempts are made to prevent monetary expansion, incompatible
with liquidity and inflation targets set in the development plans, and to finance
productive and investment sectors." As well-known, the influence of monetary
policy on the goals of policy is uncertain and indirect and it comes with a lag.
The effect of policy depends on the strength of the relationship between the
nominal anchor (the intermediate target) and the final goals. The choice of
money supply as the intermediate target for monetary policy in Iran seems to be
an appropriate one based on several factors. Firstly, the interbank market is not
well developed and due to usury-free laws CBI is not allowed to set short-term
1. For more details see Jbili, Kramarenko, Bailen (2007), chapter three.
2. http://www.cbi.ir/section/1370.aspx.
3. At the level of operations, the Monetary and Credit Council oversees monetary policy
formulations and implementations. The Plan targets have at times been subject to revision by
MCC in the annual monetary policy reviews. For more details see Kramarenko (2004).
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interest rates as policy rates. The “sukuk market’ in Iran is not yet welldeveloped hence CBI does not have a mechanism to discover short-term prices
in the Islamic finance market as, for instance, in Malaysia. Secondly, monetary
aggregates (in particular M1) pass the test of being a “tight” instrument with
respect to inflation--but not output. “Money growth drives inflation even in the
short-run…there is no evidence of a structural change in the relationship
between money and inflation”.1Thirdly, components of aggregate expenditures
are more volatile relative to demand for money, hence, money supply seems to
be a reasonable instrument choice for stabilizing output (Poole 1970).
Monetary base has been the main instrument or the operating target for CBI.
Monetary policy instruments are presumed not to have direct influence on
monetary policy objectives and transmit their effect via intermediate objectives.
Due to the very significant weight of oil revenues and the impact of government
expenditures on base-money, fiscal dominance of monetary policy have always
been present and a factor that tend to undermine the degree of control by CBI
over its instrument. Note, however, that, the relationship between fiscal factor
and monetary base growth is complicated and it is difficult to empirically
establish link.2 Prior to the Third-Plan, the fiscal authority could finance the
deficits through credit from CBI and fiscal imbalances directly spilled-over to
influence the growth rate of monetary base. Since the Third Plan, direct
financing of fiscal deficits by CBI is not allowed and the deficits must either be
financed through selling of foreign currency to the CBI or raising revenue
through public issuance of "Participation Shares".3 Note that selling of foreign
currency (obtained from oil export receipts) to CBI to finance government
expenditure, even with no budget-deficit results in money-base expansion.
Thus, to control its operating target, CBI must resort to other measures in order
to limit the expansion of its balance sheet. CBI has leeway and has had a
framework to deal with these issues (such as variations in velocity and
unexpected changes in base-money growth) in order to control growth rate of

1. Bonato, 2007, p. 3. Note, however, that money growth rate and output growth have little
positive correlation.
2. See section 3.12 for more details.
3. Participation shares are an Islamic instrument of financing where the issuer shares profits made
in project with the purchaser of the security in proportion to the amount of capital invested.
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M2.1 Adherence to the announced targets for the growth of M2 has been low
(Bonato 2007) as CBI does not have the independence and political muscle to
withstand pressure from different interest groups (industrialist, farmers, and the
public sector) to curtail the growth rate of credit. We shall discuss these and
related issues in conjunction with evaluation of the results from the tests of
policy instrument rules.

3. Identifying Monetary Policy Behavior and Empirical Policy Rules
Empirical estimates of monetary policy reaction functions have been an active
area since the early 1990s. The continued interest in empirical policy rules
primarily stems from the ability of Taylor (1993) type rules ability to track real
data in a number of countries, initially in the developed economies. 2 On a
general level, there are two distinct conceptions of policy rules: optimal rules
(including optimal interest rules) and instrument rules. The former line lies
within rule-based monetary policy literature. At the center is an optimizing
central bank that has (or mandated to have) specific targets for certain economic
variables appearing its inter-temporal loss function—usually a quadratic loss in
output and inflation gap with a linear constraint. By minimization of the loss,
subject to the economic structure as its constraint3, the optimal policy rule is
obtained (Woodford 2004).4 A variant of this approach is the optimal targeting
rules literature (Svensson 2003b).5
The other approach, instrument rules, is based on a more restrictive notion
of a monetary policy rule. They have been widely used to describe policy
behavior and work as a standard for assessing the actual policy conducted by
1. For more details see Mahdavian (2005).
2. See for example, Clarida et al. (1998, 2000), de Brouwer and Gilbert (2005), Sutherland
(2010).
3. For instance, forward looking Phillips curve and IS in the New Keynesian system.
4. Policy rule does not have a uniform connotation in the monetary policy literature. In one part
of the literature "rule" is to limit the central bank's description. There is also a notion of policy
rule based on outcomes (Blinder 1999). A targeting rule stipulates a condition to be satisfied
by the central bank's target variables or their forecasts. Friedman’s' k% rule is a target rule on
the instrument that fits the above description. Svensson (2005) interprets Freidman's k% rule as
a targeting rule.
5. Target variables are variables that are included in the central bank's loss functions. In the case
of forecast targeting, forecasts of the target variable (an "intermediate target") enter the
loss function.
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the central bank. Much of the empirical policy rules focus on simple instrument
rules. Taylor (1993) and McCallum (1988) have formulas for setting
controllable instrument variable in response to current economic conditions
(McCallum and Nelson 2005). An operational rule restricts discretion of the
monetary authority, however, in contrast to the rigid monetarist k% rule, Taylor
and McCallum rules allow active response to the changing macroeconomic
condition—that is, they do not disallow discretion. Since the publication of
Taylor (1993) article, economists have extensively relied on simple interest rate
reaction functions to describe the endogenous response of monetary
policymakers to economic fluctuations. Investigation of simple rules does not
presume the existence of a formal commitment framework that forces the policy
maker to follow a stringent policy rule. In practice, simple instrument rules
serve as transparent and non-rigid policy guide-posts, and even under discretion,
for a large number of central-banks monetary-policy decisions maybe well
characterized by a simple instrument rule.
An argument for utilizing simple rules is that their performance might be
nearly as good as optimal rules (Galí 2002, Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe 2007,
Taylor and Williams 2010). But this is not the context in which we want to
discuss instrument rules in this paper. Rather we have a descriptive take on the
subject, that is, to what extent instrument rules empirically describe the
behavior of the monetary authority? To this end, we estimate a variety of
reaction functions that appear in the relevant literature for Iran in an attempt to
evaluate the conduct of monetary policy. Monetary policy reaction functions
have been estimated for a large number of developed and developing economies
to get insight into the factors that influence policy and changes in the stance of
monetary policy. For instance, it has been shown that a simple Taylor rule
provides a fairly good description of the behavior of the US and German central
banks during certain periods, particularly when simple rules can capture
threshold effects in conducting monetary policy.1 Instrument of various type
have been tested for a number of developing countries (Patra and Kapur 2012,
1. Even when the rules do not accurately predict movements in policy, they can serve as reference
points for understanding the current policy stance.
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Mehrotra and Sanchez-Fung 2011, Jácome and Parrado 2007) and the result
indicate that in a number of emerging economies monetary authority responds
to higher inflationary pressures by adjusting its instrument to offset such
pressures.

3.1. Reaction Function Estimates for Linear Policy Rules
In this section, we estimate a group of backward and forward linear reaction
functions for Iran. The literature on empirical policy rules focuses mainly on
two types of simple instrument rules that mainly differ in the choice of the
policy instrument: interest rate (Taylor, 1993) and monetary (McCallum 1988)
based rules.1 Taking into account the limitations regarding the range of policy
instruments in Iran, we estimate McCallum and Taylor monetary policy reaction
functions and hybrids forms with a mix of instruments and targets. Data for our
linear estimates are quarterly time series for 1990:2- 2010:12.3 Quarterly series
for estimation are seasonally adjusted if needed. The rate of inflation is
measured by year-on-year (y-o-y) variations in the consumer price index (CPI).
The descriptions and notations for the variables used in the estimations of linear
policy rules are given in table (1).
3.1.1. Contemporaneous Backward Looking Reaction Functions
Generally, we can specify a contemporaneous/backward looking reaction
function as in the following:
j

j

j

i 0

i 0

i 1

x1 c  i ( t i )    i ( yt i  ~yt i )   i xt i  e

(1)

x t stands for the instrument rate (interest rate) or instrument quantity (money)
depending on the type of policy rule.  t is the inflation gap,
̃ is the
output gap;  i is the coefficient of the lagged values of the instrument that

1. Taylor (2000) argues that utilization of policy rules in the developing economies have similar
benefits as in the developed economies.
2. Since in the Fifth Development Plan (2010-2015) quantitative target for inflation was not
announced, there is no information on this variable after 2010:1, the end of Fourth Plan. For
estimating nonlinear rule we use data for the period 1990:2-2011:3.
3. The data used in our estimates are from CBI website and publications.
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reflects the effect of instrument smoothing when the policy maker observes
the policy rule. The long-run coefficients of inflation and output gap,
respectively, are:
j

j

i 1

i 1

1  (  i ) /(1  i )

j

j

i 1

i 1

2  ( i ) /(1   i )

(2)

In a Taylor rule the policy instrument ( x t ) is the short-term interest rate.
The Taylor rule prescribes the adjustment of interest rate in a systematic manner
in response to developments in inflation rate and macroeconomic activity. Ball
(1999) argues that adding the exchange rate, either through a monetary
conditions index (weighted average of exchange rate and inflation rate) to
replace the interest rate as the policy instrument or by adding the exchange rate
to the right hand side variables of the simple Taylor rule (extended Taylor rule)
may improve macroeconomic performance. We present results of the estimates
of Taylor and extended Taylor rules in tables (2) and (3).
The McCallum rule (McCallum, 1988) specifies the growth rate of the
instrument, monetary base, in a non-discretionary feedback rule for nominal
GDP, the target variable (equation 3).

mtb     mtb1  v a t   ( x *  xt  1)

(3)

where mtb is the rate of growth of the monetary base (y-o-y), v a t is the rate
of growth of base velocity averaged over previous 16 quarters, x is the rate
of growth of nominal output, and ∆x* is the targeted rate of growth of
nominal income.
The above rule can be modified by adding inflation gaps to (3) to give
modified McCallum rule (4)-see table (1) for the description of the variables.

mtb    mtb1  v a t   (x * xt  1)   ( t*   t 1 )

(4)

These policy rules allow some discretion in the central bank’s response to
the changes in the macroeconomic conditions and hence incorporate feedback.
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Aside from the above two rules, we also estimate more flexible or hybrid policy
rules by allowing target variables not to be restricted by the specification of the
two previous rules. In equation (5) the instrument is set to respond to output
gap, inflation gap, and also the exchange rate gap (Eg) as target variables. The
latter is included since the policy maker may want to keep exchange-rate float
within a certain band.1
m

j

k

q

i 0

i 0

i 0

i 0

mtb      i mtb i    i ( yt  i ~
yt  i )   i Etg i    i ( t  i )   t

(5)

For the contemporaneous/backward-looking specifications of the above
reaction functions the estimation method is ordinary least squares and their
results are shown in table (2). The estimates of the contemporaneous and lagged
basic Taylor rules are presented in columns 2 and 3, respectively and the result
for the extended Taylor rule with exchange rate deviation as an additional
regressor is shown in column 4. The estimates indicate that CBI does not
change the administered rates in reaction to the evolving state of the economy
as described by inflation and output gap or the deviation of the official
exchange rate from the market rate. R2 for these regressions are very low. Thus
changes in the administered rates have little monetary policy implications. Note
that, the dependent variable in Taylor rule regressions in tables (2) and (3) are
first difference of the weighted loan rate. Since this series has a unit root, its
first difference was included in the Taylor rule regressions. We also estimated
this rule with the level of loan rate and the loan rate does not respond to
inflation and output gap.2
The same general conclusions can be said regarding the results of the
McCallum rule. In particular, if the central bank conducts an anti-cyclical
1. For instance, one form of hybrid McCallum rules is:

MBt  CH 1   H 1MBt 1   H 1 ( t   t* )  H 1 ( yt  ~yt ). In

this

formulation

real

output gap has been substituted with the nominal GDP gap.
2. R t = - 0.000187 + 0.997 R t -1 + 0.0084(  t -  t* ) + 0.00023 (y t - ~
y t ) the coefficient of Rt-1
is 0.997, denoting the presence of unit root hence spurious regression. The P-values for the
inflation and output gaps are 0.19 and 0.994, respectively, indicating their insignificance. The
same equation was estimated with average weighted deposits as the instrument. The results did
not change.
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monetary policy the expected sign of the coefficient of the nominal output gap
( x t*  x t 1 should be positive while the estimated regression coefficients
are negative, though statistically insignificant.1 Moreover, the sign of inflation
gap coefficient (reflecting the inflationary stance) is positive and significant at
10% level. A counter-inflationary policy should yield a negative and
statistically significant coefficient. In backward looking estimates of the
McCallum rule, the inflation gap is defined as the deviation of the actual
inflation rate from the “planned inflation rate” as stipulated in the Five-Year
Development Plans. In the policy rule literature, the inflation gap has been
defined differently. For instance, the inflation target is assumed to be constant
over the sample period (for example, a two-percent benchmark) and therefore,
we can consider it in intercept term of the regression. Alternatively, the average
rate of inflation during the sample period is considered as the inflation target.
We estimated hybrid backward rules by using the above alternative definitions.
The estimation results using alternative definitions for inflation target indicates
that the regressions reported in table (2) are robust with respect to the two
alternative definitions.2
Table 1: Description of variables in the group of monetary policy reaction
functions
Variable

Description

Monetary policy
instruments

R t
MB t

BD t

Weighted loan interest rate. Due to the non-stationarity of
this series we use the first difference of it.
The rate of change of the monetary base (annual and
quarterly)
The change in central bank claims on banks

1. When actual income growth is declining relative to trends growth, base money should be
expanding and vice versa.
2. The sign of inflation and output gap and their P-values for the alternative definitions of the
inflation gap are similar to the specification presented in table (2), and the coefficient of
inflation gaps are all positive and significant at 5%.
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Description

Monetary policy
targets

y t  ~y t

 t   t*

Real Output gap is deﬁned as deviations of log of output (real
GDP) from its trend using two stage Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter
with smoothing parameter (lambda=677,1). An alternative
measure of the output gap defined as the deviation of log of
non-oil GDP from its H-P trend was used for estimation.
Inﬂation gap deﬁned as the difference between annual
inﬂation (
) and the inﬂation-rate target
as specified in the five year development plans.

x t*  x t 1

Nominal output gap, defined as the difference between the
target rate of growth of nominal GDP(considered as the sum
of inflation and real GDP growth rate targets written in five
year development plan) and the annualized rate of
change in the previous period’s nominal income
(
).

 (e m e o )

Nominal exchange rate gap defined as the difference between
market rate and the official exchange rate. Due to the nonstationarity of the series its 4-quarter moving average is used
in the estimations.
the rate of growth of base velocity averaged over previous
16 quarters

 t

3.1.2 Forward-looking Reaction Function
In a forward looking framework the instrument rate (quantity), x t* , is adjusted
with regard to expected state of the economy as described by the dual gaps.
Therefore:

xt*     [ E( t  n t )   * ]   [ E( ~
yt  m t )], ~
yt  ( yt  y *t )

(6)

If the policy maker wants to adjust the instrument variable gradually as in (1)

xt  (1   ) xt*  xt 1  t

(7)

by substituting (7) in (6) we obtain:

xt*  (1   ) (1   )[E( t  n t )]   [E( ~
yt  m t )]  xt 1

(8)
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The empirical forward looking reaction function can be estimated with the
generalized Method of Moments (GMM) and the result of the estimations are
shown in table (3).1 The results shown in table (3) indicate that in the forwardlooking estimate of McCallum rule the sign of income gap coefficient is
positive but not significant. Therefore, CBI's policy reactions do not follow this
rule. The common feature of the McCallum rule estimates (both backward and
forward looking versions) is that much of the variation in the growth rate of the
instrument is explained by its own lag. The coefficients on lagged policy
instrument are relatively high and statistically significant, indicating that the
inertial growth of money base (business as usual) dominates other variables.
The estimation results of hybrid and modified McCallum’s rules indicate
that CBI had an accommodating stance regarding the inflation gap.2 This means
that even when the rate of inflation is above the target, the growth rate of
monetary base is not reduced to dampen inflationary forces.
Due to the potential presence of fiscal dominance and the effects of oil
expenditures on the monetary base3, we also tested the above regressions with
one of the components of monetary base which a priori CBI should have more
control over it and it is not systematically linked to oil revenues.

1. E [ xt  (1   )  (1   )t n  (1   ) yt m   xt 1 t ]  0
where Λ is a set of instrumental variables and a subset of the information set of the
policy maker.
2. For instance the regression equation for the hybrid McCallum-Taylor model is of the
following form:

MBt  cH 1   H 1MBt 1   H 1 Et ( t 1   t* )  H 1 Et ( yt 1  ~yt )   H 1(em  e0 ).

3.To test the existence of fiscal dominance, a VECM with growth rate of monetary base and
government expenditure was estimated. The results showed no evidence of long/short run
relationship between these two variables. Estimation of the model with non-oil deficit as the
fiscal variable did not change the result. We also extracted the common factor from four fiscal
variables (current-government expenditures, development expenditures, tax, and oil revenue)
and repeated the estimation using this (fiscal condition) factor. The coefficient of this factor is
not statistically significant, hence does not explain variations in growth rate of monetary base.
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Note: *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10, 5 and 1% respectively. Numbers in parentheses are the p-values of the estimates. We consider a dummy variable
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Table 2: OLS estimates of contemporaneous/backward-looking reaction functions
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Notes: GMM generalized method of moments. The instruments used in estimations are lags 2 and 3 of the instrument, and lags
1 and 2 of the output gap, inflation, the growth rate of nominal exchange rate and oil revenues. *, ** and *** indicate
significant at 10, 5 and 1% respectively. Numbers in parentheses are the p-values of the estimates. The J-statistic tests
the validity of the over-identifying restrictions for the GMM estimations.
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Table 3: GMM estimates of forward looking reaction functions
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Net lending of CBI to the banking system seems to fit this criterion more
than any other component of base-money. As indicated in both tables (2) and
(3) banking system debt to CBI (DB) is the dependent (instrument) variable.
The results indicate that changes in DB are positively related to the inflation
gap, indicating an accommodating stance with regards to inflation in both
backward and forward-looking estimates of the hybrid McCallum rule.
Therefore, we can conclude that in all versions of the McCallum rule, there is
no evidence for an inflation-fighting stance. If anything, the results indicate
tendency for inflation accommodation.

3.2. Threshold Effects and Non linear Policy Rules
In the previous section, we tested simple linear instrumental rules to determine
if CBI behaves according to a standard reaction function with linear
specification in terms of the level of the inflation and output gap. In this part,
we revisit the same question but with the conjecture that there might be some
degree of asymmetry in CBI’s preferences whenever the inflation rate exceeds a
certain threshold, and examine the threshold effects in monetary policy behavior
using threshold regressions. Despite the fact that the linear instrumental rules, as
developed by McCallum's (1988) and Taylor (1993), have been a useful tool for
evaluating monetary policy of central banks, these simple rules may not be
suitable if monetary policy decision making process involves asymmetric
behavior with respect to the target variable(s). By formulating the policy rule as
a threshold process, we allow the central bank to take action more aggressively
under some circumstances (e.g. high inflation or a negative output gap) than in
others (low inflation and a positive output gap).
There are a number of studies that show non-linearities in the monetary
policy rules, especially Taylor rule (Taylor and Davradakis 2006, Bunzel and
Enders 2010). Martin and Milas (2004) and Taylor and Davradakis (2006)
papers provide evidence that the Bank of England tightens monetary policy in a
non-linear fashion if the actual inflation rate goes out of a zone around the target
inflation rate. Taylor and Davradakis (2006) find that their estimated Taylor rule
exhibits significant non-linearity. During the periods when inflation rate is
within a half percent or so below the target rate of 2.5 percent annual rate, the
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Taylor rule falls into a random walk mode, that is, interest rate adjustments
approximately follow a random walk and seem to be unrelated to expected
inflation. In contrast, when the inflation rate exceeds the target by about 0.5
percent, it appears that the Bank of England follows a forward-looking Taylor
rule with highly significant coefficients. Bunzel and Enders (2010) examined
whether the Federal Reserve would act more aggressively when the rate of
inflation is high compared to periods when it is low, by formulating the Taylor
rule as a threshold process. They use both the inflation rate and output gap as
threshold variables. They make a case that the Federal Reserve responds more
to a negative than a positive output gap. They found out that a modified
threshold model that is consistent with an “opportunistic monetary policy" (the
state of high inflation and negative output gap) could provide a better
explanation for Federal Reserve behavior.1
3.2.1. Testing for Model Non-linearity
We perform a threshold effect test to determine whether there is a statistically
significant non-linearity in the reaction functions estimated in the previous
section. In order to test the existence of nonlinearity, we follow the approach
proposed by Terasvirta (1994) to test linearity in smooth transition autoregressive models (STAR)2. The linearity test with respect to inflation rate is
performed on the following regression:
3

MBt   0 Z t    j Z t  t j   t
j 1

Z t  (1, MBt 1 ,  t , ( yt  ~
yt ))

(9)

If the Null hypothesis H 0   1   2   3  0 is not rejected, then the nonlinear regression can be reduced to a linear form ( MBt   0 Z t   t ). We also
carried out this test to examine the existence of non linearity with respect to
RGDP gap. The results of these tests are reported in table (4).
1. Mandler (2012) provides evidence of threshold effect with respect to inflation for the Deutsche
Bundesbank, based on real time data.
2. Since threshold regression is nested in smooth transition regression (STR), this test of linearity
is more general than corresponding test in threshold regression.
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Table 4: Results of non-linearity test
Test Statistics

Probability

(chi-square)

t

20.2

0.0167

( yt  ~
yt )

10.68

0.2982

According to results in table (4), the null hypothesis regarding the nonlinearity of regression with respect to inflation rate is rejected within the 5%
confidence level. The null hypothesis is conducted with a Wald test of
restriction on coefficients as:  1   2   3  0 . The test statistic (20.2) and the
P-value of the test (0.0167) indicate that the non-linearity cannot be rejected.
However, there is no evidence of nonlinearity with respect to RGDP gap.
3.2.2. Inflation Rate as the Threshold Variable
To examine the conjecture of policy asymmetry, a nonlinear monetary policy
reaction function that allows the existence of two policy regimes—in which the
weights of inflation and output deviations differ in the two—instead of a linear
rule, is specified. The switch in policy depends on whether the inflation rate is
above or below a threshold value. Through estimation of nonlinear policy rules,
we want to find out if ignoring possible asymmetric reaction of the monetary
instrument to the inflation variable might lead to misleading results. If there is
no asymmetry in policy maker’s behavior when inflation is high or low, the
results of linear policy rules should be consistent.
Similar to the cited studies, a simple way for taking into account
nonlinearities in policy behavior is to estimate a threshold model whereby the
policy rule switches into a different regime whenever a certain variable—in this
case, inflation rate-exceeds the threshold level.1
1. In line with the literature on threshold monetary rule it seems natural to explore the possibility
of a threshold model in which the central bank acts aggressively when the rate of inflation is
high. This, however, does not preclude output gap as another natural candidate for the
threshold variable.
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We start by assuming that the growth rate of monetary base (the instrument)
might be subject to two different regimes depending on whether the inflation of
the previous quarter (
) is above or below the threshold level ( ̅ ). If
is
below that level, the growth rate of monetary base will follow an autoregressive
process—indicating business as usual. However, once inflation rises above a
given threshold level the central bank may assume a stronger stance by cutting
more aggressively the growth rate of monetary base to upward movements in
the rate of inflation. Let the growth rate of monetary base to respond to changes
of inflation and output-gap according to the hybrid rule mentioned in first
section. This would suggest a two-regime model.1

MBt   0  1MBt 1   2 t   3 ( yt  ~yt )   t

MBt   0  1MBt 1

if  t 1  

if  t 1  

(10)

where the disturbance term ( ) is assumed to be white noise. Note that this
model nests the simple linear hybrid rule model in first section. If ̅
, then
the auto-regressive process in (10) does not stand because we know that in the
case of Iran, inflation over the sample period is considered to be not negative.
The equations in (10) may also be written as:

MBt  ( 0  1MBt 1   2 t   3 ( yt  ~
yt ))D( t 1   ) 
(  0  1MBt 1 ) D( t 1   )   t
where D is a dummy variable. In order to estimate ̅ , we follow the approach
suggested by Hansen (1996). The threshold ̅ can be estimated through
sequential conditional least-squares estimation (CLS). For each possible value
of the threshold parameter, we estimate the above equation and keep the sum of
squared errors. This procedure is repeated from the 15th up to the 85th percentile
1. In order to test the robustness of policy rule estimation regarding to the definition of growth
rate, in this part we define the growth rate of monetary base and the rate of inflation as
quarterly change (instead of annual change considered in linear estimation). We will show that
changing the definition of growth rate does not change the results significantly.
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of the threshold variable (inflation rate) so that each regime includes an
adequate number of observations. The LS estimator for ̅ is the value that
minimizes the sum of squared errors:1

̅

(11)

Hansen (1996) has shown that a grid search that minimizes the total sum
squared residuals will provide consistent estimates of both the thresholds and
the model parameters.

3.2.3. Estimation of the Threshold Models
The result of estimating the threshold model (equation 10) using Hansen (1996)
approach is shown below:
MB  (10.6  0.80MB  0.045  1.02( y  ~
y ))D(  5.76) 
t 1

t

(0.001)

(0.002)

t

t

t

(0.926) (0.0304)

t 1

(12)

(6.2  0.41MBt 1 ) D( t 1  5.76)   t
(0.000) (0.000)

R2=0.26

adjusted R2=0.22 D-W=1.84

SSR=3374

Note: numbers in parenthesis are P-values.

The estimated value of the threshold is 5.76 percent or about 23% of annual
rate. On this basis, we consider two regimes: a high inflation regime, if
quarterly inflation is above 5.76% and a low inflation regime below this
threshold. As shown in equation (12) with the non-linear rule, the sign of the
coefficients of inflation rate and output gap are consistent with what is generally
expected; they are both negative, implying anti-cyclical output and an antiinflation stance. However, note that while the coefficient of output is significant
at the 5% level, the coefficient of inflation is not. In addition, the coefficient of
the lagged value of the instrument ( MBt 1 ) is highly significant in both regimes.
This result indicates that during higher than threshold inflation level, CBI did
not undertake measures to counter inflation but assumed an anti-cyclical stance
regarding the output gap.
1. For estimating the TR model, a program was written in Eviews 7.
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An alternative way to define the threshold level for inflation is to average
inflation rate in the preceding two quarters. We estimated equation (10) using
this definition of a threshold:

MB t   0  1MB t 1   2  t   3 ( y t  ~y t )   t if ( t 1   t 2 ) / 2  
MBt   0  1MBt 1

if ( t 1   t 2 ) / 2  

(13)

the results are shown in equation (14).
MBt  (11.3  0.602MBt 1  0.13 t  0.043( yt  ~yt ))D(( t 1   t 2 ) / 2  6.032) 
(0.009) (0.004)

0.817)

(0.925) 

(6.07  0.45MBt 1 ) D (( t 1   t 2 ) / 2  6.032)   t

(14)

(0.000) (0.000)

R2=0.27

adjusted R2=0.23 D-W=1.89

SSR=3335.6

Note: numbers in parenthesis are P-values.

As shown by equation (14), the estimated threshold is around 6%. The
coefficient of inflation rate is positive and statistically insignificant. Therefore,
the hypothesis regarding a change in monetary policy stance in the direction of
combating inflation during high inflation periods cannot be confirmed, which is
consistent with the previous findings in this paper.
We also tested with another form of threshold model for conducting
monetary policy as follows:
MBt   0  1MBt 1  ( 2 t   3 ( yt  ~
yt )) * D(( t 1   t 2 ) / 2   ) 
(  2 t   3 ( yt  ~
yt ))D(( t 1   t 2 ) / 2   )   t

(15)

In this model, we assume that CBI’s preferences regarding the target
variables change in each regime, instead of considering the auto regressive
process for low inflation regime. In (15) α2 and β2 are the weights that central
bank assigns to inflation rate in high and low inflation regimes, respectively,
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and in a similar way to output gap. Therefore, the sample of observations is
separated depending on the level of inflation (above or below the threshold).
The results of estimating this model are shown in equation (16):
MBt  9.48  0.465MBt 1  (0.185 t  0.58( y t  ~y t )) * D(( t 1   t  2 ) / 2  4.425) 
 
( 0.000)

( 0.000)





( 0.559 )

( 0.125)

(0.942 t  2.1( y t  ~y t ) * D(( t 1   t  2 ) / 2  4.425)   t




( 0.082)

( 0.0035)

R2=0.30

adjusted R2=0.26 D-W=1.89

(16)

SSR=3204.9

Note: numbers in parenthesis are P-values.

The estimated threshold level is 4.42%. R2 is higher in this model compared
to the first and second models (equation 10 and 13), SSR is smaller. When the
average inflation rate in the preceding two quarters is equal or less than 4.42%,
the coefficient of output gap is positive and significant. This means that during
“low inflation periods”, CBI conducts expansionary monetary policy which
accommodates increases of the output gap, instead of closing the gap by
reducing the growth rate of MB. The coefficients on inflation in high and low
regimes are both negative but only significant (at 10%) in the low inflation
regime. The narrative that can be read from (16) is that, if negative supply
shocks are absent in and the "low inflation" states, CBI's policies tend to support
economic activity. However, during "high inflation" periods, presumably when
negative supply shocks are present, CBI does not exercise anti-inflation policy
but such a policy does not accommodate output growth. In this state, CBI seems
to be ineffective in managing the economy.

4. Summary of Empirical Results and Concluding Remarks
Simple instrument rules are useful ways to describe policy stance and the
reaction of the monetary authority to changing macroeconomic conditions. We
presented estimates for several forms of reaction functions that are widely cited
in the literature. Moreover, we estimated various hybrid rules, particularly those
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in which the growth rate of monetary base serves as the instrument, with
inflation, exchange rate, and output gaps as the target variables. Based on the
empirical results obtained from all estimations of standard and hybrid versions
of the linear (for the 1990:2-2010:1 period) and non-linear policy rule (for the
1990:2-2011:3 period), it is clear that CBI did not follow a specific monetary
policy rule and did not respond to inflation rate and output gap in the
conventional counter-cyclical manner. We tested for (non-linear) threshold
effects and we could not reject the hypothesis of non-linearity for inflation.
Threshold estimates show that when inflation is below the threshold, usually
when positive supply and terms of trade shocks are present, monetary policy is
in a position to accommodate output. When the inflation rate is above the
estimated threshold levels, often corresponding to periods when negative supply
shocks are present, CBI did not react to inflationary pressures by assuming an
inflation-fighting stance and the trend growth in money (business as usual
policy) did not accommodate output growth. Monetary policy seems to be
ineffective in this state.
What stands out in the empirical tests carried out in this paper is the
persistence displayed by the policy instruments, in particular, monetary-base
growth rate. This implies a process in which either the policy-maker elects to
stick with a policy of accommodation in spite of an ongoing moderate inflation
rate in the economy—with occasional fluctuations or flare ups of inflationary
pressures—perhaps, due to potentially high cost of breaking the inflationary
process, as was experienced in a number of developed countries in the 1970s
and the early 1980s. Or, other forces impinge the policy maker to follow an
accommodating monetary stance. In both cases the result could be chronic
inflation, a phenomenon that was observable in a relatively large number of
emerging economies, but at long last, it has become a less frequent occurrence
due to implementation of macroeconomic reforms and institutionalizing
disciplined monetary policies. Economic history has shown that individuals and
economic systems can live with moderate chronic inflation for extended periods
of time, because, in many circumstances, the stake holders' incentive for
changing it is not sufficiently strong. In the absence of large external shocks, the
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rate of inflation in the "moderate chronic inflation" regimes fluctuates around an
average rate; 15 to 30 per cent, for the countries in the sample examined by
Dornbusch and Fischer (1993) and 17.11 per cent per annum in Iran during
1989-2010. Under this regime inflation indexation provides some protection for
the workers; higher prices are passed on by firms to consumers, and inflation
tax helps government financing. Periodic nominal wage and price adjustments
are the ordinary measures to compensate for the ongoing price and cost
inflation. With full and partial indexation, wages are set to capture all or part of
past inflation. Firms periodically adjust their prices to cover higher costs. 1 In
such a setting, monetary growth becomes endogenous with respect to the
nominal rescaling of the economy and fiscal (and quasi-fiscal) exigencies
dictate money supply growth with little or limited reaction to the evolving
macroeconomic conditions (e.g. inflation) by the central bank. Since the
economic and political costs of stopping chronic inflation are significant, ending
persistent inflation has always been a challenge to policy makers. In the absence
of monetary policy autonomy, fiscal discipline, and structural measures to
enhance productive capacity, demand-side growth and redistributive policies
requires monetary and credit expansion.2 Prolongation of these policies
generates chronic inflation and an accommodating monetary process.

1. This behavior may be influenced by the particular legal and administrative setups for wagebargaining and price adjustments and the frequency with which they allow wage and price
adjustments.
2. This policy approach has been practiced in various parts of the world. "Latin America’s
economic history seems to repeat itself endlessly, following irregular and dramatic cycles. This
sense of circularity is particularly striking with respect to the use of populist macroeconomic
policies for distributive purposes. Again and again, and in country after country, policymakers
have embraced economic programs that rely heavily on the use of expansive fiscal and credit
policies and overvalued currency to accelerate growth and redistribute income." Dornbusch
and Edwards (1991), p. 7.
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Abstract
Primary objective of this paper is to explain why Korea has been successful in
economic growth and industrial transformation while Iran has failed in this
area. To explain the different performances of the two countries, we have
looked at their initial level of industrialization, nature of political regimes and
economic institutions, trade and industrial policies in the two countries. Our
conclusions are as follows: First, before 1960s, the level of per-capita GDP and
industrial development in Korea was well above Iran, and Korea was better
placed for long term growth and industrial development, than Iran. Second, in
the period 1960-1977, political regimes, planning organization and baking
system were similar in both countries, and despite the fact that Korea adopted
export oriented policy and Iran adopted import substitution policy, the
economic growth and industrial development in Korea and Iran were quite
high, compared to the other developing countries. Third, in the period 19802012 Korean government liberalized its trade and FDI regimes, gave more role
to markets and modified its industrial policies to facilitate entry of Korean
economy to the knowledge based economy. Economy of Iran, however, during a
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long period from 1979 to 2013, faced a revolution, a prolonged war,
international sanctions, institutional disruptions, and contradictory shifts in
economic policies. Better performance of Korean economy in this period can be
attributed to its superior institutions and policies. Fourth, even if Iran did not
face with all of these adversaries, import substitution policy, coupled with no
specific industrial policy, could not bring about the industrial transformation
and competitive edge for the country.
Key Worlds: Industrial policy, Trade policy, FDI policy, Heavy and
chemical industries, High- tech industries.
JEL Classification: O11, O13, O14
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1. Introduction
As compared to Iran and with respect to the economic growth and industrial
transformation, better performance of South Korean Economy in the period
1960-2012 is evident. The main objective of this article is to explain the role of
industrial policy in different economic performances of the two countries.
To answer the main question of this research, this paper is organized in 8
sections. In the second section, theoretical and conceptual framework of
research is discussed. In the third section a brief picture of the economic and
industrial performance of the two countries is provided. In the fourth section,
we have argued that different economic performances of these countries if not
wholly but partly depends on the level of industrialization they had attained
before 1960s.
In the fifth section, we have examined similarities and differences of
political and institutional settings in both countries. Here we have given a
glance at the political regime and the role of planning and banking institutions
in industrial transformation of these countries.
Many scholars have argued the importance of trade regime for economic
and industrial growth. In the sixth section, we show that South Korea (hence
force Korea) has pursued import substitution and export promotion policies
simultaneously, but Iran has followed the import substitution policy in the long
run. Still, the two countries approach toward FDI also was fundamentally
different at different stages of their development.
In seventh section we have elaborated on the industrial policy at
manufacturing sector and firm level in both countries. Here again, we observe a
sharp contrast between the economic policies adopted in the two countries at
different stages of their development.
Finally, conclusions are briefed in section eight.

2. The Theoretical Framework
Industrial policy is defined as the state intervention in the allocation of
resources between different sectors of manufacturing and industrial organization
of a specific sector within it, with the aim of accelerating economic growth and
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structural transformation of a country (Zonooz, 2003, p.162). Hence, industrial
policy can be defined as any policy regime where incentives are intentionally
non-neutral across industrial sectors.
There are essentially two approaches to the issue of policy: neoliberal and
structural. The neoliberal approach is that the best strategy for all countries and
in all situations is to liberalize, and not doing much else. Integration into the
international economy, with resource allocation driven by free markets, will let
them realize their "natural" comparative advantage. This will in turn optimize
dynamic advantage and so yield the highest rate of sustainable growth
attainable. No government intervention can improve upon this but will only
serve to reduce welfare. In this approach, the only legitimate role for the state is
to provide a stable macro economy with clear rules of the game, open the
economy fully to international product and factor flows, give a lead role to
private enterprise, and furnish essential public goods like basic human capital
and infrastructure. This approach has the backing of the industrialized countries
and the Breton Woods institutions (which is why it is also referred to as the
Washington consensus.). It has become enshrined in the new rules of the game
being formulated and implemented by the WTO (Lall, 2004, p.1 and 2).
The structuralism view puts less faith in free markets as the driver of
dynamic competitiveness and more in the ability of governments to mount
intervention effectively. It questions the theoretical and empirical basis for the
argument that untrammeled market forces account for the industrial success of
the East Asian Tigers (or, indeed, of the earlier industrialization of the presently
rich countries). Accepting to the mistakes of past industrialization strategies and
the need for greater openness, it argues that greater reliance on markets does not
pre-empt a proactive role for the government. Markets are powerful forces but
they are not perfect; the institutions needed to make them work efficiently are
often weak or absent. Government interventions are needed to improve market
outcomes. Structuralists also accept that some industrialization policies have
not worked well in the past. To the neoliberals this is a reason for denying any
role for proactive policy both in past success and in future strategy: if there are
market failures, the costs are always less than those of government failures. The
structuralists, on the other hand, see a vital role for policy in industrial success.
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For them, therefore, past policy failure is not a reason for passive reliance on
deficient markets but for improving government capabilities. They note that
many poor regions that have implemented neoliberal policies recently have not
experienced the industrial growth or export success that characterized more
interventionist economies (Amsden, 2001). To them, a projection of current
trends suggests that persisting with passive liberalization in the
context of globalization will exacerbate rather than reverse divergence (Lall,
2004, p. 2).
The important point is that only developmental governments have the
capacity needed for beneficial interventions in the market economies (Evans,
1995). In fact the nature of the political regime, determines the quality of
bureaucracy, and this one in turn affects the quality of market institutions and
government policies.

3. Economic and Industrial Performance in the Period
1960-2011
In this section a brief picture of economic performance of the two countries is
provided. For this purpose we have examined three sets of indicators, namely:
growth rates, structural changes and foreign trade.

3.1. Economic and Manufacturing Sector Growth
In the period 1960-2011 GDP growth rate of Korea and Iran were 6.9 and 4.8
percent respectively (table 1). Due to the better performance of Korean
economy and higher population growth of Iran, the gap between per capita GDP
of the two countries widened tremendously. While per capita GDP of
Iran was about 66.6 percent of Korea in 1960, this figure plunged to 13.7
percent in 2011.
Economy of Iran in the pre-revolution period (1960-1977) performed better
than Korea. However, following the Revolution in Iran and during Iran-Iraq war
period (1978-1988), economy of Iran experienced a major setback. Although in
the period 1989-2011 the average growth rate of Koran economy decreased due
to the financial crises in 1997 and 2008 and narrowing down the technological
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gap between Korea and major industrial powers; however in this period the
growth rate of Iranian economy was less than Korea (table 1).
Table 1: Average Annual Growth Rate of GDP and Manufacturing Sector
in Iran and Korea (1960-2011)

GDP

Manufacturing

Years

1960-1977

1978-1988

1989-2011

1960-2011

Iran

9.2

-2.2

4.9

4.8

Korea

8.3

7.8

5.4

6.9

Years

1960-1977

1978-1988

1989-2010

1960-2010

Iran
Korea

13.3
18

2
12.5

8.4
7.3

8.7
12.1

Sources:
1. Central Bank of Islamic Republic of Iran, National Accounts (1960- 2011)
Note: Annual growth rate of Iran in the year 2011 equals to the average growth
rate of the first 9 months of the same year.
2. www.worldbank.org/data

As far as the performance of manufacturing sector is concerned, Korean
economy has done better than Iranian economy, both before and after the
Iranian Revolution (table 1).

3.2. Structural Changes in the Economy and Manufacturing
While the Korean economy has rapidly expanded, the entire structure and other
dimensions of the economy have undergone drastic changes. The miraculous
economic growth has transformed the economy from mostly agricultural to a
major new industrial power. The exceptionally fast growth of the manufacturing
and social overhead capital sectors (networks of transportation, communications,
electricity, water and sanitary services) chiefly led the structural changes, as
well as economic growth. The expansion of industrial sector was impressive
and came to dominate the economy (table 2). In comparison to the modern
industrial sector, agriculture, the backbone of the economy before World War
II, has lost its dominance. It now accounts for about 3 percent of GDP
in the country.
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Table 2: Composition of GDP in Iran and Korea (1960-2011) (percent)
Iran
1960
Agriculture,

Forestry

and

1977

Korea
2009

1960

1977

2009

17.3

7

12.9

36.8

24.2

2.6

Oil, Gas extraction and Mining

34

30.7

9.6

2.1

1.5

0.2

Manufacturing

4.2

6.8

20.1

13.8

23.9

30.3

Power, Water and Gas

0.1

0.3

1.2

4.1

1.4

2

Construction

2.7

5.7

5.1

5.3

6.3

Services

41.7

49.5

51.2

43.7

58.5

Total
100
100
100
100
100
Sources:
1. Central Bank of Islamic Republic of Iran, National Accounts (1960- 2011)
2. The Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics System.

100

Fishing

43.2

Although the Iranian economy has experienced similar structural
transformation, but there are major differences between Iran and Korea in
this respect:
First, in 2009 primary sector's (agriculture and mining) share in Iran's GDP
was about 22.5 percent. While in Korea primary sector has much less
importance (table 2).
Second, in 2009, the share of manufacturing value added in economy of Iran
was much less than that of Korea (table 2).
In Korea, within the manufacturing, the sectors that expanded most rapidly
were the chemical, metal, electrical, machinery, equipment and textile
industries. Over time, the industrial sector has also become more capital and
technology intensive. The dynamic industrialization in South Korea that began
with light consumer goods after the Korean War quickly advanced into heavy
and chemical industries (HCIs) and then into high-tech industries. The industrial
scene is now marked by plants requiring relatively high skills and technology,
such as the manufacture of electrical machinery, electronic appliances,
electronics, chemicals, transport equipment, ships and high-tech products.
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Table 3: Composition of Manufacturing Value added In Iran and Korea
(1960, 1977 and 2009) (Percent)
Iran

Korea

1975

1990

2008

1975

1990

2008

Foods and Beverages

20.7

12.2

8

17.8

10.7

6.1

Textiles and clothing

33.5

20

3.1

22.6

13.8

4

Chemicals

11.3

8

17.8

4

9.2

8.7

19.3

15.4

20.2

14.2

30.2

46.6

Other

15.2

44.5

50.9

41.4

36.1

34.6

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

Machinery and transport
equipment

Sources:
1. The Central Bank of Islamic Republic of Iran, National Accounts
2. The World Bank, Data.worldbank.org

Manufacturing sector in Iran also experienced structural changes in the
period 1975-2008:
First, the relative importance of food and textile industries in manufacturing
sector of Iran declined as it did in Korea (table 3).
Second, the relative importance of chemicals and machinery and transport
equipment in Iran increased as it did in Korea but rather to a lesser degree
(table 3).
Third, the development of high-tech industries in Iran unlike Korea started
late and at present is at its infancy.

3.3. Foreign Trade Performance
In the period 1960-2011 Iran relied mainly on oil export to earn hard currencies.
Adoption of import substitution strategy also discriminated against non-oil
exports. In 1977 and 2011 the share of oil and gas export in merchandise export
was 93.2 and 81.6 percent respectively. In the early years of development the
foreign trade deficit was covered by foreign aid and loans. But after the
Revolution, government access to international financial markets was reduced
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dramatically and negative oil price shocks had serious consequences for
domestic economy.
Unlike Iran, in Korea government primarily relied on US aid for
reconstruction of the country after the Korean War (1954-1960). But in the
years of rapid industrialization in 1960-1990 Korean government knew that it
should rely on the export of manufacturing goods to earn hard currencies, it
therefore, followed export promotion strategy. That is why rapid industrial
growth in Korea went hand in hand with rapid growth of manufacturing
products export. In Korea, the foreign trade deficit was mainly covered by
foreign loans for about 30 years.
The evolution in the size and composition of manufacturing products export
in the both countries shows the high degree of competitiveness of this sector in
Korea and failure of Iranian economy in penetrating into the international
markets and changing its position in international division of labor (tables
4 and 5).
Table 4: Foreign Trade Performance of Iran and Korea
(1960, 1987 and 2009) (in million US $)
Iran

Korea

1960

1977

2011

1960

1977

2011

Imports

650

14070

77805

344

10811

524413

Exports

636

9216

144874

32

10048

555214

Foreign trade balance

-14

-4854

67069

-312

-763

30801

Sources:
1- http://unctadstat.unctad.org,
2- Central Bank of IRI, Economic Indicators, 2011
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Table 5: Value of Non-oil Export in Iranian Economy, 1962, 1977, and 2009
(in million US $)
year

1962
value

1977

2009

%share

Value

%share

Value

%share

193.2

89.1

443

70.9

4133

23.1

Mining products

7.4

3.4

46.6

7.5

702

3.9

Manufacturing products

16.3

7.5

135.6

21.7

13094

73.0

Iron and steel

0

0

0

0.0

1041

5.8

Organic chemical product

0

0

17.7

2.8

2436

13.6

Aluminum, copper and zinc

0

0

0

0.0

915

5.1

Plastic materials and
products

0

0

0

0.0

2301

12.8

Non-metallic mineral
products

2.3

1.1

2.2

0.4

1286

7.2

Textiles and clothing

4.3

2.0

24.3

3.9

260

1.5

Automobiles and its spare
parts

...

…

13.1

2.1

473

2.6

Non-organic chemical
products

0

0

0

0.0

349

1.9

Carpets and floorings

0

0

0

0.0

277

1.5

Jewelry

0

0

0

0.0

146

0.8

Washing powder and soap

4.2

1.9

16.1

2.6

169

0.9

shoes

2.9

1.3

8.1

1.3

125

0.7

Sweets

0

0

11.3

1.8

0

0

Other products

0

0

0

0

3316

18.5

2.6

1.2

42.8

6.8

39

0.2

216.9

100

625.2

100

17929

100

Agricultural and traditional
products

Non-classified goods
Non-oil export

Sources: Central Bank of IRI, Annual Report, 1962, 1977 and 2009.
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Table 6: Share of the Top 10 Export Items in Total Exports of Korea
(percent)
Rank

1961

1980

Iron ore

13.0

2

Tungsten

2.6

3

Raw yarn

6.7

Footwear

5.2

4

Coal

5.8

Ships

3.6

Automobiles

8.3

5

Cuttlefish

5.6

Audio equipment

3.4

Semiconductors

7.8

6

Live fish

4.5

7

Graphite

4.2

8

Plywood

3.3

9

Rice

3.3

Video equipment

2.6

3.0

Semiconductors

2.5

Sum

Swine
bristle

62.0

Steel plate-rolled
products

Man-made
filament fabrics
Rubber products
Woods and wood
items

16.0

Ships and ship

1

10

Garments

2008

5.4

3.2

2.9

2.8

components

10.2

Petroleum products

8.9

Mobile phone

8.5

equipment

Flat display screens

4.4

Steel plate-rolled

3.8

products
Synthetic resin

3.5

Automobile parts

3.3

Computers

47.6

2.5
61.3

Source: Institute for International Trade http://www.kita.net

4. Economic Development and Manufacturing Experience
Before 1960
The fundamental transformation of Korean economy began when the
peninsula's economy was an integral part of Japanese empire as a colony
before 1945 (1910-1945). Its real GDP and population under colonial rule
approximately tripled and doubled, respectively, resulting in a rise in per capita
GDP of about 52 percent, from $745 to $1094 in year 2000 prices, which was
about one third of that of Japan at the time (Ohakawa and Rosovsky 1973:89,
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cited in Young-Iob Chung, 2007, p. 7). The average annual increases in
aggregate and per capita GDP during the 40 year period were about 3 and 1.2
percent respectively. The rates of increase were not spectacular, but they
certainly showed solid gains in comparison to earlier traditional (before 1876)
and transitional (1876-1904) periods, as well as to many underdeveloped
economies at the time (Ibid).
Accompanying the economic growth were substantial changes in the
nation's economic structure during the shift from an agrarian to a semi-industrial
economy during the period. It is estimated that from 1910-12 to 1939-1941, the
real value added in manufacturing grew by more than 10 percent per year on
average. Country’s foreign trade also expanded and changed over time. By
1936-1940, manufacturing goods accounted for more than 40 percent of
exports, which in turn comprised well over a quarter of commodity
production(Ibid, p. 8).
Japanese colonialism left a rich legacy of capital, including human capital
and institutions more substantial than those typically found under Western
colonialism. After World War II Korean economy faced with two major blows.
The first was the collapse of Japanese economy, in which Korean economy was
highly integrated. The collapse meant not only a loss of vital spare parts, capital,
human resources and other necessities, but also of markets. In manufacturing
and construction, the number of operating establishments in South Korea fell
from 10000 in 1943 to 4500 in 1947-48.
Second, a further blow to the Korean economy was the partitioning of the
nation into two separate and independent countries. There was a vast difference
between their industrial structures, with mainly light industries in the south and
heavy and chemical industries (HCIs) in the north. In 1940 the area that became
North Korea produced about 54 percent of Korea's industrial output and 86
percent of the heavy industries.
In addition, the country went through the catastrophic Korean War. The
physical destruction to property in South Korea during the war has been
estimated at a quarter of its infrastructure and $3 billion (in 1953 prices); which
was more than 2.3 times its GDP in 1953. In the manufacturing sector the
production level fell by about 75 percent between 1949 and 1951 (Ibid: 11). It is
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clear that without foreign aid, the South Korean economy would not have
remained viable, especially in the early years of independence following the
Korean War (Ibid, p. 9).
After the armistice in 1953, South Korea continued to experience many
economic problems. Severe shortages hampered daily life. Per capita GDP in
1953 was only $67 (equivalent to about $778 in year 2000 prices), and its net
commodity production level was estimated to have been 27 percent lower than
it was in 1940. Moreover, heavy defense expenditures shifted resources away
from investment and development (Ibid, p. 13).
In spite of these obstacles, the South Korean economy gradually shifted
onto the road to recovery and eventual, economic success. In the nine year
period of 1953-1961, the economic growth was moderate at 3.3 percent per
annum and per capita GDP growth rate of 1 percent. Few advances were made
beyond prewar levels. Most economists agree that the war-torn economy had
more or less recovered around 1958, and industrial production reached the
prewar level in about 1960 (Ibid).
Iranian experience was rather different. New manufacturing industries in
Iran were established in 1880s by foreign and domestic investments. But most
of the newly established industries went bankrupt due to foreign competition
and backward infrastructure of the country (Ashraf, Ahmad, 1980).
In the period 1900-1925 three textile factories, one lumber mill, one match
factory, one weaving mill and one soap factory were established in Iran.
Number of employees in these 8 factories was not more than 3500 and their
products were sold at local markets (Bahrier, Julian, 1971, Ch. 9).
Great push for industrialization in Iran came later during the years 19261947. At the end of this period number of large industrial establishments
(employing 10 or more workers) was 136 and number of their employees was
about 40421. Sugar processing, cotton textiles, match industry and cement
factory were among most important enterprises which were established in this
period. Most of the industries established in 1930s were state owned enterprises.
In the years 1926-1947, tariffs were increased dramatically, new banks were
established, higher education institutes were founded, roads and rail-roads were
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constructed, and internal security in the country was improved. All of these
measures insured the success of new industries at this phase of development in
the country.
The years between 1947 and 1955 were the period of political instability
and economic uncertainty. In this period Iranian economy witnessed economic
recovery. Preparation of the First Development Plan (1948-1955) and
nationalization of oil industry were the products of this recovery period. In this
period, some measures were undertaken for reorganization and completion of
state owned enterprises and projects. Annual reports of Bank Melli show that
the years 1947-1952 were the period of industrial recession. The main reason
for this was competition from imported goods which was abundant after the
World War II. The nationalization of Iran oil industry also had adverse effects
on the industrial development. Due to lack of government revenue, Rials 5.3
million which was earmarked for industrial projects in the First Plan, decreased
to 1.4 million (Bahrier, Ibid).
In the period 1953-1960 industrial sector of Iran experienced a rapid
growth. Production of sugar, tea, cigarettes, cotton and woolen textiles, match
and cement increased rapidly during this period (Bahrier, Ibid).
The brief picture which was given here shows that in the beginning of
1960s, Korean economy was better placed for rapid economic growth and
industrial development. As Amsden argues, countries that industrialized rapidly
after World War II had accumulated manufacturing experience in the prewar
period (Amsden, 2001, p. 99).

5. Political and Institutional Setting: Similarities and Differences
Governments intervene in the market economies by institution building,
economic planning, direct investment, and policymaking. The institutional
capacity of states for beneficial interventions in economy differs dramatically
across countries and different periods. Industrial policy design and
implementation requires a developmental state which is independent from
private sectors influences, meritocratic and in the meantime cooperative with
private sector (Evans, Peter, 1995). Here, first we will briefly look at the
political regimes in Iran and Korea and compare their capabilities, and then will
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examine the crucial role of planning and banking institutions in economic and
industrial development of the two countries.

5.1. Nature of Political Regimes in Korea and Iran
In South Korea, the authoritarian and highly centralized government of the
military regime set the acceleration of economic growth as its primary goal and
played the central and most crucial role in it. Cole and Lyman, along with Jones
and Sakong, noted that the key to effective planning in the new military-led
administration was that of government that embraced economic growth as a
primary objective and as principal legitimizing factor of its holding the power
(Cole and Lyman, 1971, P. 80). Also the World Development Report for 1983
observed that "single minded attention to economic growth" was a significant
factor in promoting the country's economic development. All the regimes
installed in South Korea after the 1961 military coup set rapid economic
development , as accompanied by the maintenance of a strong military defense
capacity against North Korea as the country's most important goal.
Transformation of authoritarian regime to a democratic one in Korea was
realized peacefully in 1987. Under the new political system also economic
development was the most important priority for Korean government.
In Iran like Korea, an authoritarian and centralized government was set up
after the 1953 coup de tat, whose main objective was modernization of Iran
through rapid industrialization. Military strength was also justified by the
government to face threats from communism and regional rivalry.
Both Korean military generals and Shah's regime had close political,
economic and military ties with United States and western world. Both of these
regimes established a mixed economy in which private sector was protected by
state subsidies.
After the Revolution of Iran, the course of events and policies changed
dramatically. Modernization was interpreted as westernization of an Islamic
country and came under fire. Private entrepreneurship was identified as
dependent bourgeoisie and exploitative nature of big businesses were morally
condemned. The close political and economic ties with west collapsed and were
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replaced by hatred and pessimism.
Due to this paradigm shift, private enterprises were mostly replaced by state
owned enterprises. Foreign direct investments as well as domestic big
businesses were expropriated and export of oil reduced to minimum to curtail
the economy's dependence on oil.
These policies were predominant during the first ten years after the Islamic
Revolution. But after the Iran–Iraq War in 1988, when the First Five Year
Development Plan was approved, Iranian economy witnessed a dramatic policy
change and since then heavy interventions of government in the markets was
avoided. However the foreign policy of Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI) still had
an unfriendly connotation toward western powers.
With respect to the meritocracy in public sector, we must say that Korea in
the period 1960-2012 had highly qualified technocrats whose employment and
promotions were under close watch of high ranking administrators. In Iran this
was partly exercised before 1978, but was totally neglected following the
Islamic Revolution. During the Iran-Iraq War, ministries were full of low rank,
unqualified and low paid staff. However new generation of managers and
technocrats were trained in the first 10 years after the revolution who undertook
the reconstruction of Iranian economy after Iran Iraq War. Iranian bureaucracy
experienced another blow in the period 2004-2013 when a populist government
took office in Iran. Again this had a negative effect on the quality of
bureaucracy, economic policy and resource allocation in the country.

5.2. Plan and Budget Organization
In Korea and Iran economic planning had important role in economic and
industrial development. State planning apparatus in both countries had crucial
role in laying down the foundations of infrastructures, health and education
systems, which were direly required for economic development.
In Korea government established the Office of Planning under the Prime
Minister in 1952, which was responsible for submitting the annual budget. It
later organized a separate Ministry of Reconstruction, which was responsible
for planning reconstruction and development, followed by the new Economic
Development Council in 1958. Finally, in the executive branch of the
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government, a pioneering principal office in charge of nation's economic
development and investment programs, the Economic Planning Board (EPB)
was created in 1961. The EPB combined the functions of planning, economic
management, and budgeting. It was supplied with omnipotent power for
promoting the expansion of industrial capacity and enhancing the level of
operation and profitability of existing capacity. While the office had the
dominant voice in development strategies, including the nation's investment and
its financing, the Ministry of Finance had the control over supervision of
organized financial institutions.
Within the EPB, a capital import bureau was established, and its power
extended to the area of foreign borrowing. It was also given the power to
guarantee loans and audit and oversee the activities of the borrowing firms. The
EPB was given the power to select the capital-goods imports and importers that
qualified for government-aided deferred payment privileges. Finally, when the
power to approve and extend incentives to foreign direct investment (FDI) was
transferred from the Ministry of Finance to the EPB, it effectively gained
complete control over Korea's importation of foreign capital. These
responsibilities naturally gave the EPB a strong say over the money supply and
industrial policy as well.
EPB had close ties with the private sector and directed it to achieve the
planed goals for industrial development.
The new military government in Korea undertook a series of ambitious
five-year economic plans aimed at converting the still overwhelmingly
agricultural economy into an industrialized one. The economic development
plans had better than expected results. Annual economic growth typically
outpaced plans.
In the Fifth Five Year Plan (1982-1986) the government of Korea had
accepted that Korean economy and world market have become so much
complicated that its direct management is impossible. That is why indicative
planning was adopted and markets were given bigger role to play. In the Fifth
Plan period financial and import liberalization were adopted. It should be noted
that at international level also these years were coined by privatization and
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market orientation.
In December 1994 Economic Planning Board was merged into the Ministry
of Economy and Finance (Tofigh, 2004, Ch. 6).
In Iran the Plan Organization was established in 1948 and the First
Development plan (1949-1955) was approved by the parliament in the same
year. In 1962 the Plan Organization took the responsibility for preparing
government budget and subsequently its name changed to Plan and Budget
Organization (PBO). After the Revolution in 2000, State Administration and
Employment Organization merged with the PBO and the latter's name changed
to the Organization of Management and Planning (OMP). But this merger did
not brought about a valuable reform in government administration. Eventually
in 2007 OMP was dissolved and became the Office of vice Presidency for
Strategic Planning, and Supervision (Zonooz, 2010).
In Iran like Korea PBO formulated and supervised the implementation of
social overhead investment projects. In both countries government undertook
some major projects in oil refining, fertilizer, petrochemicals and iron and steel.
Unlike Korea PBO in Iran did not have close tie with the private sector and
the responsibility of FDI and Foreign loans was held by the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Affairs.
Despite the fact that the Economic Council was given the responsibility of
overseeing PBO in 1972, and its secretariat was placed in PBO, its main
preoccupation was to decide on the allocation of financial resources to big
projects by ministries or state owned enterprises. It never succeeded in
coordinating the government monetary, fiscal and trade policies.
The First Development Plan of Iran (1948-1955), failed because of oil
embargo and the World Bank refusal to give a long term loan to Iran. Before the
Revolution, the Second, Third, and Fourth Development Plans were
implemented successfully. But the Fifth Five Year development Plan
(1973-1977), failed because of abundant financial resources and limited
absorptive capacity of the economy (Zonooz, 2010).
After the revolution, economic planning in Iran was abandoned for ten years
(1978-1988), partly because of ideological prejudices against it and partly
because of Iran-Iraq War. After the War, in the period 1989-2004, three plans
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were approved and implemented. The most successful of which was the third
Development Plan (2000-2004). But the Fourth Development Plan which had
been approved by the parliament was abandoned by the new government,
because of anti-liberalist attitudes of it.

5.3. The Role of Banking Sector in Financing Industries
Banking sector played a very important role in financing manufacturing sector
in the early stages of economic take off in both countries. In 1960s and 1970s,
development banks were owned by state and in both countries state authorities
had a considerable control over the credit allocation.
In Korea, Development Bank, Medium Industry Bank, and Export-Import
Bank, owned by the state and had a prominent role in financing manufacturing
sector of the country.
The major portion of the nation's investment in Korea was financed with
domestic resources in both the public and private sector. Most loans were
extended to promote the designated industries and sometimes particular
enterprises that were considered by the government to be critical to the nation's
economic development. "Entrepreneurial" projects, capital and technologyintensive industries, and large corporations were favored. A relatively small
number of large businesses, especially the Chaebols, received the lion's share of
loans after 1953.
Loans to the targeted industries and firms were made on favorable terms,
including low interest rates and often with a long maturity period, to both public
and private enterprises, which varied depending on the type of industry to which
the loans were extended and the personal connections and contacts the
borrowers had with the government.
The government directly allocated about 70 percent of domestic credit until
about 1978 and the allocation of loan-able funds did not become subject to
market forces until about 1980s. Commercial banks were instrumental in
implementing a comprehensive system of selective credit allocation to ensure
the flow of funds to chosen industries and firms. Korean government has been
flexible with its financial policies over time, however (Young-Iob Chung,
pp172and 173).
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Along with its credit policy, the government controlled the organized
financial intermediaries and regulated interest rates for most of the period after
World War II. For most of the period it followed a repression policy, starting
with a very harsh policy in the early years and gradually relaxed more recently
to the point where the capital market has more or less returned to normal
free market.
Not only the business that received bank loans had to meet the official and
objective benchmarks based on both economic rationale, but also they were
subjected to unofficial, subjective, and administrative discretion.
In Iran, the Industrial Credit Bank (ICB) was established in 1955 by the
Plan Organization. The main objective of ICB was to provide long-term loans to
private industries. The state provided 90 percent of ICB and remaining funds
were financed through foreign loans which were guaranteed by the state. In
1960s and 1970s about 30 percent of loans provided to industrial sector in Iran
were given through ICB.
The Industrial and Mining Development Bank (IMDB) was a private joint
venture bank which was established by the joint initiative of Iranian government
and the World Bank in 1959. Foreign partners provided 40 percent of the initial
capital and 60 percent of it was paid by domestic partners. Initial capital of the
bank only accounted for 12 percent of its resources, and the rest of it came from
long term government and foreign loans (Karshenas, 1995, pp. 146,147). In the
period 1960-1977, between 30 to 40 percent of private sector's investments in
manufacturing and mining were financed by long term loans from IMDB.
After the Revolution, ICB and IMDB merged and a new bank by the name
of Industry and Mining Bank (IMB) was formed. In the post Revolution period,
the role of this bank in providing long term and medium term loans to private
sector was decreased, due to two factors. First, government did not provide
enough transfer payments or loans to the bank. Second, commercial banks
started providing long term and medium term loans to different sectors as well
as manufacturing and mining sectors under the new Islamic Usury-free Banking
Law (1982).
After the Revolution, financial repression policies were adopted by the
Central Bank of Iran and credit rationing became prevalent. But manufacturing
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sector because of long digestion period of investments and higher risks inherent
in this sector, was not favored by banks for credit distribution.
There are two other problems facing private sectors financing in Iran. One is
the free entry to the manufacturing sector. Due to this policy there are always
too many new projects with below optimal scale and technology, which usually
end up with the wastage of resources. The second is the unsupervised credits,
which is usually used for speculative purposes.

6. Trade and FDI Policies in Korea and Iran
Trade and FDI policies are interlinked with industrial policy. Actually late
industrialization involves protection of domestic industries to overcome
technological backwardness through learning process. In the meantime trade
orientation and FDI policies have strong implications for access to lager
markets hence economies of scale and filling the technological gap and
enhancing competitiveness of manufacturing sector.

6.1. Import Substitution and Export Promotion Policies in Korea
and Iran
As we know Korea and Iran followed different policies in foreign trade.
Adoption of two different approaches toward foreign trade, in these countries
is not accidental, and its roots lie in their differences in the natural
resource endowments.
Lack of natural resources in Korea (Annex table 1), has urged the Korean
government to pursue export promotion policies in early 1960s. To fill the gap
between domestic savings and investment and the gap of foreign exchange
(which was urgently needed for the rapid industrialization of the Korean
economy), Korean government heavily depended on foreign loans in 1960s and
1970s. In the meantime government of Korea was well aware that in the long
run it should earn foreign currencies through export promotion to be able to pay
back the loans.
In Korea the currency was devalued in May 1964 from 130 to 255 won per
United States dollar and in March 1965 a unitary floating exchange rate was
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adopted. Selected import markets were liberalized to supplement the outwardlooking strategy, since high-cost or low-quality inputs could harm the
competitiveness of exports. However, most domestic markets were protected
until the end of the 1970s (Somi, 2001, p124). Along with these policy
measures, the government intensified incentives to exporters. The export
incentive system allowed exporters to deduct various taxes (domestic
commodity taxes, and income taxes), giving them accelerated depreciation. A
formal system of wastage allowances permitted exporters to import, on
preferential terms, a greater amount of intermediate inputs than required in
production. Among these incentives, the export credit subsidy was the most
significant incentive scheme (Ibid). This played a critical role in supporting
export industries until the mid-1980s, when the Republic of Korea's current
account recorded a surplus.
The export oriented growth strategy was a wise choice but it was not the
only reason why Korea's economy performed so well during the period 19631972. Korea had a well-trained labor force and dynamic entrepreneurs. The
world trade environment was also favorable to developing countries in
the 1960s.
Contrary to Korea, Iran had an easy access to hard currencies by exporting
crude oil (Annex table 1), so import substitution policy was adopted in the
country for a long time without paying due attention to the export promotion.
In Iran to facilitate cheap importation of machinery and intermediate goods,
foreign exchange rate deliberately kept low for a long period despite the fact
that inflation rate in the country was higher than its trading partners. For
example in the period 1968-1972, the exchange rate of Iranian currency against
US dollar was almost kept fixed, despite the fact that whole sale price index
changed in the same period by about 21.6 percent. In the period 1973-1977, the
value of the US dollar was cheaper than previous period and was fixed between
67.6 and 70.6 Iranian Rials. In this period whole sale price index increased as
much as 54.7 percent (Zonooz, 2000, pp. 100 and 103)
After the revolution, a multiple exchange rate system with rationing of
foreign exchanges was adopted, followed by managed floating exchange rate
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system for ten years (2002-2012). In 2013 heavy oil sanctions caused disruption
of this system and a multiple exchange rate was established again.
Other factor which hindered the export promotion policy in Iran can be
attributed to the fluctuation of real exchange rate in the country due to
unanticipated changes in terms of trade, caused by changes in crude oil prices in
the international market.
Different natural resource endowments in the two countries also had far
reaching implications for institutional capacity building and economic
management. Actually in Korean government had felt the necessity of better
business environment to enhance economic development much better than the
government of Iran. In fact, raising tax revenues to finance social overhead
investment and earning of hard currencies to import machinery, intermediate
goods and technology, wholly depended on the competitiveness of Korean
economy. While in Iran the primary source of government budget and foreign
exchange revenue was export of crude oil. So we can suggest that the Korean
government was forced to design its foreign trade and industrial policies in such
a way to overcome the main obstacles of its development. But in Iran,
government having access to an easy source of revenue did not fill such an
urgent need.
The import substitution policy in Korea was simultaneously followed with
export promotion policy. Government of Korea made access to the banking
system credits and allocation of foreign exchange to the Industries, conditional
to their export performance. Another feature of Korean incentive system was its
selectivity. By this we mean that in each period certain industries which had
priority for development were selected for protection (Amsden, 1989).
In the 1960s with its export promotion program, government of Korea,
eliminated rent-seeking opportunities and encouraged positive-sum activities by
entrepreneurs with the exchange rate reform (Jones and SaKong, 1980). It
provided export subsidies, which can be considered as a compensation for the
knowledge spillover (positive externalities) exporters generated for other
domestic producers by finding new markets or products. The subsidies were
given in proportion to the export performance, which acted as a clear and
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objective criterion for success. They were also given to all export activities
regardless of the sectors or industries. The government held a monthly cabinetlevel meeting with representatives from the private sector to discuss and solve
export-related problems. The government also has focused on education and
training to support export industries (SaKong and Koh, 2010).
Foreign trade played a pivotal role by encouraging innovation and
accelerating resource reallocation. It also enabled Korea to learn from advanced
countries and take advantage of the vastly expanded global market.
Entrepreneurs responded to changing circumstances by committing themselves
to pioneering new markets and new products. The government provided
institutional and physical infrastructure essential for their activities (Ibid).
In Iran, however, inward looking policies, coupled with unconditional, indiscriminatory and open-end subsidies to domestic industry, brought about
unproductive rent seeking and technological lethargy under monopolistic
market structure.

6.2. FDI Policies in Korea and Iran
Another important theme of Korean state intervention is the policymakers’
attitude towards foreign firms. Korean policymakers have regarded assimilation
of advanced technology by domestic firms as a vital condition for effective
industrial upgrading. To them, this meant tight state control over foreign direct
investment. Of course the persistent saving gap had to be filled, but Korean
policymakers tried to avoid foreign direct investment and contracted (all stateguaranteed) foreign loans to do the job, if they could afford it. As a result the
share of foreign direct investment in total foreign capital inflow (except foreign
aid) from 1962-83 was a mere 5 percent (Amsden, 1989, p.92, table 5).
Although restrictions on foreign direct investment have been weakening in
later years, even Law for Importation of Foreign Capital (amended in 1988) –
which was regarded as a liberal one by Korean policymakers- specifies that
foreign direct investment should be restricted in priority industries, infant
industries, industries using large quantities of imported raw material, consumer
(especially luxury) goods industries, polluting industries and agriculture and
fishery – which can mean practically all industries, if the state so wishes. Even
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when foreign direct investment was allowed, foreign majority ownership was
practically banned, with some rare exceptions, outside the free trade zones
(FTZs). The fact that only 6 percent of multinationals in Korea (including the
ones in the FTZs) are wholly-owned subsidiaries compared with 50 percent in
Mexico and 60 percent in Brazil, suggests a substantial degree of state control
over foreign direct investment in relation to ownership (Evans, 1987, p. 208).
Even technological licensing, which was preferred to foreign direct investment
whenever feasible, was subject to heavy restrictions. For example the 1988
version of the Law for Importation of foreign capital clearly states that
technological licensing is banned in industries where local technological
capability is deemed to be promising – which, again, can effectively mean
any industry.
For the 42 year period between 1953 and 1994, the share of FDI, which
accounted for 0.2 percent of GDP, was less than 1 percent of total investment in
the country. While the bulk of FDI projects was jointly owned with Korean
businesses until about 1984, notable changes resulted in a rise in the number
wholly owned or majority–owned foreign subsidiaries in later years ( YoungIob Chung, 2007,pp303and304). Korea adopted more friendly policy in respect
of inward FDI after the financial crises of 1997. The stock of inward FDI after
this year surged in Korea (Figure 1).
Iran, unlike Korea, adopted more liberal policy toward FDI in prerevolutionary era. In 1955 the law of attraction of FDI passed by Iranian
parliament. In the period (1962-1977), about $ 3.3 billion FDI was absorbed,
29.6 percent of which was invested in oil industry and rest of it was mainly
invested in manufacturing sector of Iran (Zonooz, 2000, p. 137). Multinationals
policy at that time was to erect assembly lines in the country and sell their
products in the domestic market, which was growing fast.
After the Islamic Revolution, government's attitude toward FDI was hostile
and expropriated all foreign investments in the country. After the Iran –Iraq
War, Iranian government revised its policies and made several attempts to
attract FDI to the country, buts its efforts were not fruitful, because of
prolonged tensions with western world, political instability in the country and
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unfavorable business environment (Zonooz, 2000, Ch. 4). In the year 2002 a
new law for FDI was passed by legislature to ease inward FDI. According to the
law there is no restriction for investment in different sectors of the economy of
Iran. The only exception is prohibition of joint venture in oil and gas industries
which is based on the constitution of IRI.
In the period 2003-2011 inward FDI increased (Figure 1), but new
sanctions in 2012 and 2013 by UN and industrial countries halted this trend.
Both before and after the Iranian Islamic Revolution, unrestricted and
unselective attraction of FDI has not helped Iranian manufacturing sector very
much in technology transfers or in opening up foreign markets.
Figure 1: Inward FDI stock, (1980-2011) (US $ at current prices and
current exchange rates in millions)
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Source: UNCTAD, STAT

7. Industrial Policies in Korea and Iran
In this section we will briefly overview the industrial policies in its limited
meaning in the two countries. By this we mean: picking up the winners (or
priority sectors), the role of Cheobols in Korea's industrialization, and industrial
rationalization program.
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7.1. Priority Sectors in Korea and Iran
Most of Korea's major industries have been designated as priority sectors at
some stage and were developed through a combination of massive support from
and heavy control by the state. The designated industries had priority in
acquiring rationed (and often subsidized) credits and foreign exchange, state
investment funds, preferential tax treatment (for example tax holidays,
accelerated depreciation allowances) and other supportive measures, including
import protection and entry restrictions. In return for this support, they became
subject to state controls on technology (for example production methods,
products), entry, capacity expansion and prices (Ha-Joon Chang, 1994, p, 113).
The practice of giving priority to certain industries identified as important is
a common practice in industrial- policy states such as France and Japan. In
Korea the practice originated in the very early years of economic development,
with the designation of cement, fertilizer, and oil refining in First Five Year
Plan(FYP)(1962-1966) as basic industries. In the second FYP (1967-71),
chemicals, steel and machinery were designated as priority sectors. And during
the Third and Fourth FYP (1972-81), especially through the HCI program
(announced in 1973), non-ferrous metals, shipbuilding and electronics were
added to the Second FYP's list of priority sectors. The practice continued in the
Fifth and Six FYP periods (1982-91), during which machinery, electronics,
automobiles, chemical, shipbuilding and various high-tech industries
(semiconductor, new materials, biotechnology) were designated priority sectors.
In the Seventh Economic and Social Development Plan (1992-1996),
government aimed at the development of high-Tech industries including microelectronics, new materials, fine chemicals, bio-engineering, optics and aviation
(Tofigh, 2004, ch.6). Changes in the priority sectors in Korea are shown
in table (7).
Korean government had tight performance monitoring system. The monthly
export-performance monitoring by the Korean state is already famous, but all
firms in promoted industries were required to report not just on their export
performance but also on their performance in other areas. Failure to report
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regularly and / or false reporting could result in the imposition of fines and
prison sentences (Ha-Joon Chang, 1994, p, 113, p114).
The biggest challenge for Korean industry in the 2000s was how to deal
with restructuring between industries that are able to handle the changes
resulting from market opening and technological advancement and those
industries that have trouble dealing with these challenges. In addition, there was
the need to effectively select and develop future growth engines.
In the light of the country’s resources and industrial structure, it is generally
agreed that the Korean government and business should focus on advanced
technology industries, parts and materials sector, and knowledge-based service
industries as the sources of future growth. These new growth industries are not
only expected to play the leading role in forging the future of the Korean
economy, but also influence the development of existing industries. In addition,
the “green growth” economic strategy for the next 60 years as outlined by the
Lee Myung-Bak administration is expected to influence the future growth of
some industries.
From the early 2000s, Korea started to foster the development of new
advanced industries under such programs as “next-generation growth engine
businesses,” “basic development plan for bio-technology,” “comprehensive
development project for Nano-related technology,” and “development plan for
convergence technology.” These efforts will require large financial investments
and long lead times since Korea now lacks the core technologies in these areas.
As for science and technology, Korea has reached the level where it can be
at the forefront of global efforts in making scientific and technological
breakthroughs. (SaKong and Koh, 2010, Ch 3).
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Apparently, a similar pass from light industries to heavy and chemical
industries and then to high-tech industries have been followed by policymakers
in Iran (table 9), but close examination of Iranian experience shows that we
have not reached the same level of industrial development as Korea did.
Actually having in view the rich natural resources of gas and mining in Iran,
it may be argued that, development of petrochemical and metal industries in
Iran is an obvious opportunity. Government of Iran decided to develop these
industries by state owned companies, through turnkey contracts, before the
Revolution (1968-1977) and after the Revolution (1988-2004). In practice in
some projects such as Isfahan Iron and Steel and Arak aluminum project,
selection of inappropriate technologies, and small scales, has increased the cost
of production.
The execution of many large projects, were delayed, due to managerial
shortcomings and Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988). Iranian engineers and technicians
did not acquire necessary capabilities to implement similar projects after the
completion of projects in their hand. Due to long delays in the completion of
petrochemical projects, Iran's entry to the international markets has become
difficult.
In Auto industry, machine making and electrical appliances Iran has not
made any considerable progress in the long run, and failed to establish and
expand competitive enterprises in these fields.
Development of high- tech industries in Iran started very late in 2000s.
Iranian government started its efforts in high-tech industries by setting up
government companies in nanotechnology, micro-electronics, bio-technology,
aerospace, and atomic energy (for peaceful purposes). But commercialization of
R&D in these areas has been delayed for various reasons.
Establishment of necessary infrastructures for a knowledge based economy
and E-government also has not gone properly. The World Bank indicators show
the large gap between Iran and Korea in this respect (table 8). In the table, two
indicators of knowledge economy are shown: Knowledge Index (KI) measures a
country's ability to generate, adopt and diffuse knowledge. This is an indication
of overall potential of knowledge development in a given country. The
Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) takes into account whether the environment
is conducive for knowledge to be used effectively for economic development. It
is an aggregate index that represents the overall level of development of a
country towards the Knowledge Economy.
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Table 8: Knowledge Economy Indexes for Korea and Iran, 2012
Country
Rank (2012)
Change in rank
KI
Innovation
Education
ICT
Economic Incentive Regime
KEI

Iran
94
1
4.97
5.02
4.61
5.28
0.73
3.91

Korea
29
-5
8.65
8.8
9.09
8.05
5.93
7.97

Source: www.worldbank.org/kam

7.2. Scale Economies in Korea and Iran
In moving towards high-productivity sectors, the biggest concern for Korean
policymakers was that these industries are often characterized by large scale
economies. The strong emphasis on scale economies in Korean economic
policymaking is exemplified by EPB (1982), which diagnoses the causes of
troubles in the heavy and chemical industries in the early 1980s as the lack of
scale economies due to the participation of too many firms in each industry, that
is in our terminology, the failure of investment coordination (Ha-Joon Chang,
1994, p113).
The prevalence of scale economies in many priority sectors posed two
challenges to Korean policymakers. One was that individual firms in these
sectors needed to be large enough in order to obtain the minimum efficient scale
of production. Firms were often instructed by the state to build plants of
efficient production scale, which given the small size of the domestic markets,
had the beneficial side-effect of compelling them to start exporting as soon as
possible in order not to incur losses due to low capacity utilization. And
whenever firms were thought to be smaller than the minimum scale, stateinitiated or state subsidized mergers were implemented. The most dramatic of
this policy was 1980 reorganization of six major industries. The merger of two
automobile producers in 1965, merger of five PVC producers in 1969 and
mergers within the fertilizer, shipping and overseas-construction industries in
1980s (see Leipziger, 1988) and other examples. The second challenge from the
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presence of large scale economies was the high possibility of "excessive
competition", a term used by Korean (and Japanese) policymakers to describe
the well-known propensity of industries with large sunk costs to engage in
price wars. As a result serious attempts were made to restrict entry and regulate
capacity expansion in such industries. Korean policymakers thought
that excessive competition could result in social waste (for example, WP,
1968, p.173).
Korean policymakers have regarded competition as a means to achieve
efficiency rather than as an end in itself .This view is exemplified by the 6th
FYP document, which states that collusive behavior should be allowed, and
even encouraged, in ‘promising industries’ that need to ‘increase R&D, improve
quality, attain efficient production scale’ and in ‘declining industries’ that need
to ‘scale down their capacities’ (p.79). likewise, the antitrust law (the law for
the Regulation of Monopoly and Fair Trade), which come in to being in 1981,
after four abortive attempts at legislation (in 1964,1966,1969and 1971), claimed
to be concerned mainly with restricting anti-competitive behavior, rather than
market concentration itself, although the growing criticism of the concentration
of economic power in to the hands of conglomerates brought about amendment
(in 1986) with stronger restrictions on cross investments between members of
the same conglomerates (Ha-Joon Chang, 1994,p, 114).
Scale economies in Iran were never a serious concern of the policymakers.
Free entry has caused excessive and non-optimal scale projects, in different
fields of manufacturing sector. In the last decade government with the aim of
reducing regional disparities, decided to construct small scale iron and steel
units and petrochemical plants in different provinces of the country. Production
for domestic market also has reduced the scale of plants and firms to the size of
domestic market.

7.3. The Role of Chaebols in Korea's Industrialization
One significant group within the business community that dominated the
Korean economy was business conglomerates, or Chaebols. The term is used in
the same context as the Japanese world zabatsu. Chaebol is the highly
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diversified, family-controlled businesses that have held a central role in the
development of Korean economy. In general, a Chaebol is a very large
conglomerate engaged in numerous lines of business, comprising a group of
different specialized companies with interrelated management 1988(Young-Iob
Chung, p35).
After the departure of the Japanese in 1945, some Korean businessmen
began expanding their businesses, and a number of them became Chaebol in the
late 1950s and thereafter.
Chaebols engaged in almost every kind if business, but they were especially
conspicuous in manufacturing, and they expanded much faster than nonChaebol businesses. In 1985top 30 Chaebols share in manufacturing value
added was about 40 percent (Ibid, p. 36).Within manufacturing. Chaebols
became more oriented toward HCI. Nearly 60 percent of the top 40.Chaebols's
value added in manufacturing was from them.
Businesses of Chaebols' extended far beyond manufacturing. Their value
added contributions were higher- greater than 30 percent – also in most other
fields, such as construction, finance, insurance, retailing, real estate and foreign
trading. While these activities were important in the early 1990s, real growth is
now taking place in their electronics and high-technology industries. Many of
Korean small and medium sized firms typically manufactured specialized parts
or equipments for the Chaebols.
Among all businesses, the group that worked most closely with the
government policymakers and bureaucrats in developing and implementing the
nation's economic policies and fulfilling its goals was the Chaebols. Chaebols
leaders assisted and cooperated with political leaders and government planners
who relied on their ideas in the areas of economic planning and implementation.
The government policy objectives were not formulated, set, and imposed by
politicians or bureaucrats alone. They were the result of close and extensive
consultation and coordination with the Chaebols through channels such as
"discussion groups", "deliberation councils", and committees established to
guide the development of targeted industries and implement government
policies. While the discussion groups enabled private sector groups to influence
the formulation and implementation of government policies relevant to their
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interests, the deliberation councils made allocation rules clear to all participants.
These groups and councils also facilitated the collection and dissemination of
important information about export prospects, technological developments, and
markets to assist individual firms in their investment decisions. In this way a
highly effective modous operandi emerged in which the Chaebols served as
shock troops (Young-Iob Chung. The implementation of economic policies was
carried out by the government as if it and Chaebols together formed a quasiinternal organization, paralleling that within a large private enterprise. Since
transactions between subunits of the later were often more efficient than the
same transaction across a market between independent firms or agents, direct
government intervention in the large private enterprises was smoother and more
efficient than functional incentives. In this way, relevant information was shared
directly instead of indirectly across markets through prices .the government then
was able to use other incentives and control techniques to curb a small number
of opportunists, coordinate interdependent enterprises so as to adapt to
unforeseen contingencies, and resole by fiat small number bargaining
indeterminacy among enterprises for so called public goods. Under this setup,
the part of the private sector consisting of small and medium sized firms did not
participate directly in the process and was not subject to direct government
intervention, but policy of the government that had an impact on large
enterprises indirectly influenced their activities, because many of these firms
were connected with large enterprises either as suppliers or customers. In this
way government influence extended over a wide range of fields and businesses.
In Iran, certain industrial conglomerates were emerging as family
businesses, before the Islamic Revolution. They were involved in diverse
activities and most of them were among most successful enterprises in the
country. But government never intended to establish formal relationship with
these holding companies to formulate and implement industrial policies.
After the Islamic Revolution, government expropriated all of the big
businesses in the country. But after the Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988), again big
businesses emerged in the country again. Some of them have engaged in
manufacturing, construction, foreign trade and banking. They have informal
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connections with politicians and high ranking technocrats, and try to get benefit
of rents distributed by government through bribery.
In the last twenty years certain business groups are formed as semi-sate
owned agglomerations which have monopolistic power in the market of certain
products. These groups have benefited from the government privatization policy
in this period (Zonooz, 2012). Exertion of monopolistic power by these groups
in the absence of any performance based controls amounted to rent seeking
activities by these groups and hindered the development of private sector in
the country.

7.4. Industrial Rationalization in Korea
Toward the end of the 1970s, attention was increasingly drawn to the
over-capacity and low profitability of HCIs, in Korea. In response, the
government set out an investment coordination plan as part of the
comprehensive economic stabilization program (May 1979) and implemented
the plan in two rounds in 1980. The first round (august 20, 1980) was targeted
at power generators, automobile and construction machinery, whereas the
second round (October 7, 1980) at heavy electric machinery, electronic
switchboard, diesel engines and copper smelting. In these industries, the
investment coordination plan aimed to merge enterprises if there were too many
of them; to reduce excessive capacity and cancel new investments; and to
guarantee monopolies if excessive competition was a worry.
In addition to the investment coordination, a series of industrial
restructuring programs were carried out in the 1980s to help distressed sectors
overcome their difficulties. The shipping industry underwent several rounds of
restructuring (December 1983, may 1984, July 1985 and December 1985), in
which many shipping companies were merged with the aid of tax benefits and
financial support from government. The restructuring of the overseas
construction industry began in 1984 and gained speed in 1986.
The industrial restructuring of these industries had its legal basis in the tax
reduction and exemption regulation act (TRERA) and the manufacturing
development Act (MDA). These laws enabled the government to designate
certain industries for rationalization, provide various tax benefits (such as
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exemption from capital gains taxes) and financial support, and regulate market
entry and investment; the rationalization period was specified in advance
for each industry. Nine industries were rationalized after 1985 automobile
(1986-1989), construction machinery (1986-1988), diesel engine for ships
(1986-1989), heavy electric machinery (1986-1989), alloyed metal (1986-1989),
textile (1986-1997), dyeing (1987-1988), fertilizer (1987-1990) and footwear
(1992-1995).
The industrial rationalization program was meant to improve the
competitiveness of the industries. But its success was limited because the
government did not adopt reasonable standards in assessing what business
categories and companies should be chosen for rationalization. In addition, the
government failed to monitor the results of corporate asset disposals.
The industrial rationalization program, however, produced negative side
effects as well. It accelerated the concentration of economic power in the hands
of the chaebols, which were the only business enterprises with the financial
resources to take over troubled companies. In some cases it blocked the entry of
new competitors and left key industries under the dominance of a few
companies. This led to a monopolistic or oligopolistic market structure in many
industries, more importantly; it represented another example of questionable
government intervention in the economy following the HCI drive of the 1970s,
which hindered the development of market mechanisms.
Recognizing these problems, the government changed its industrial policy in
the late 1980s. Instead of directly intervening in the market, it decided to rely
more on indirect and functional methods such as R&D support. It also began to
liberalize the financial sector. But the reliance on the private sector in taking the
initiative also had its share of drawbacks. The government failed to keep close
tabs on excessive investments by the large industrial groups in the early 1990s
as they sought to expand their business empires. This eventually led to the 1997
financial crisis. The fundamental problem lay in the inappropriate sequence of
liberalizing the economy before strengthening market discipline by abolishing
the risk partnership between the state and the private sector.
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8. Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to explain why Korea has been successful in
economic growth and industrial transformation and Iran has failed. To explain
the different performances of the two countries, we have briefly looked at their
initial level of industrialization, nature of political regimes and economic
institutions, trade and industrial policies in the two countries. Our conclusions
are as follows
In the period 1960-2012 performance of Korean economy with respect to
economic growth, industrial transformation and export of manufactured
commodities, has been better than the Iranian economy (Section 1).
Before 1960s, the level of per-capita GDP and industrial development in
Korea was well above Iran, and Korea was better placed for long term growth
and industrial development, than Iran (section2).
In the period 1960-1977, political regimes in these counties were
characterized by authoritarian and developmental states, which adhered to
market economy, while intervening heavily in the economy to promote
industrial development. Both Korean and Iranian government, established a
strong planning organization, and controlled the banking sector to direct bank
loans to priority sectors. In this period governments of these countries
successfully laid down the infrastructures, health care and education systems
needed for economic development (section 3). At the time the economic growth
rate and industrial development in Korea and Iran were quite high, as compared
to other developing countries (section 1).
During the Islamic Revolution and Iran-Iraq War (1978-1988), economic
institutions were disrupted in Iran. Private ownership was undermined; foreign
investments were nationalized, diplomatic relation with industrial nations froze,
economic planning abandoned, and government interventions in the economy
with the aim of inflation control and administrative allocation of resources for
the War increased. For about ten years while the Iranian economy was
experiencing a serious recession and vast destruction, Korean economy was
growing fast.
The period 1980-2012 was characterized by economic liberalization and
globalization in the world. In this period Korean government liberalized its
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trade and FDI regimes to some extent, took further measures at home to give
more role to markets and modified its industrial policies to facilitate entry of
Korean economy to the knowledge based economy. In the same period Korea
managed to overcome the difficulties of 1997 and 2008 financial crises in a
relatively short span of time.
In the period 1989-2004, Iranian government revised its economic policies,
and embarked on privatization, and market oriented reforms in foreign trade and
FDI regimes. Government interventions in different markets were decreased
considerably. One of the major reforms in this period was adoption of unitary
floating exchange rate system in 2002. In this period the economic growth and
performance of industrial sector improved dramatically in the country,
compared with the previous period, but as for the competiveness of
manufacturing sector, no considerable breakthrough was made.
In the period 2005-2013, Iran benefited from oil price surges. But owing to
the injection of petro-dollars to the economy, Iranian economy after a short
period of high growth rates, encountered a long lasting stagflation. The new
round of economic sanctions against the country in 2012 and 2013 aggravated
the situation further.
Economy of Iran, during a long period from 1979 to 2013, faced a
revolution, a prolonged war, international sanctions, institutional disruptions,
and contradictory shifts in economic policies. The result of which is
unsatisfactory economic and industrial performance. Our argument is that even
if Iran did not face with all of these adversaries, import substitution policy and
absence of proper industrial policy could not bring about the industrial
transformation and competitiveness for the country.
Trade policies followed by the two countries in the period 1960-2012, were
different. Korea followed import substitution and export promotion policies
simultaneously. Export orientation of Korean economy, was beneficial for the
Korean entrepreneurs. They had better access to large and expanding export
markets and technical know-how. Since subsidies In Korea were conditional to
their export performance, protection of domestic industries did not led to
unproductive rent seeking activities (section 5).
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In Iran, because of easy access to foreign currencies, government followed
import substitution policies both before and after the Islamic Revolution,
however, un-discriminated, unconditional, and open- end protection, brought
about adverse effects such as unproductive rent seeking and technological
lethargy. Monopolistic structure of markets for many manufacturing product
and non-optimal scale of domestic oriented industries, gave rise to further
economic inefficiencies (section 5).
FDI policies in Korea and Iran also differed diagonally. In Korea
government policy toward FDI was restrictive almost until 1997. Although,
Korean government liberalized inward FDI after this period, its approach still
remained selective. It is worth mentioning that, since then, trans-nationals invest
in Korea in search of creative assets and high skilled manpower, to produce
high-tech products for export (section 5).
In Iran, in the period 1960-1977, government policy toward FDI was
unrestricted and unselective. In that period, multinationals invested in Iran in
search of raw materials and prospering domestic market. In the period 19791988, government expropriated foreign equity capital in the country. Following
that period, government revised its policies toward FDI and took certain
measures to attract more FDI to the country, but unrestrictive and un-selective
promotion of inward FDI, resulted in almost no technology transfer or increase
in exports of manufactured goods (section 5).
In both countries transition from light and labor intensive industries to
heavy and chemical industries, have taken place under government policies, but
in Iran, this has been realized mostly due to the state investments in metals,
machinery and petrochemical industries. Today, the diversity, technological
sophistication and scale of heavy and petrochemical industries in Korea are
much higher than that of Iran (section 6).
Transition to high-tech and knowledge based industries in Korea, initiated
earlier than in Iran, and government assistance in promoting R&D, training
highly skilled manpower and providing subsidies have had crucial role in the
development of high-tech industries, but in Iran, however, high-tech industries
are yet to born. Iranian government has created state-owned R&D based
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option to meddle in and control fiscal and banking affairs to ensure the
performance of the fiscal system.
Following the completion of landmark reforms in the financial sector,
banking sector in Iran has witnessed large changes with the elimination of
bureaucratic controls, encouragement of foreign and private investment and
integration of Iran's banking systems with the international economy. The entry
of new foreign and private banks constitutes a challenge to the public sector
bank leadership in Iran.
The Government of Iran guides the Central Bank to use specific monetary
policies in support of their current affairs and fiscal policies. Thus, the Central
Bank controls money supply.
The mix of private and state banking in Iran may be considered as a
structural problem. The market share of private banks is 22% of the whole
market at present. Their performance and productivity are significantly higher
than those of the state banks. Nevertheless, they are constantly subject to anticompetitive interference in their affairs by the government and the Central Bank
to prevent their fast market share growth. Additionally, state owned banks can
slash the private banks’ profitability, since they tend to care less about profits
(Dehghan Nejad, 2010).
Besides, they receive a large number of unfair benefits from the Central
Bank (Naghshineh-Pour, 2009). Based on international standards, Iran does not
have an adequate number of private banks compared to the number of state-run
banks. Because of the lack of a competitive state of affairs in the country,
there are fewer private banks in Iran than that of developed countries
(Naghshineh-Pour, 2009).
In the comparison of private and state banks in Iran, return on equity of
private banks was higher than return on equity of state banks during 2005-2009.
Besides, return on asset in private banks has been more than state banks. The
higher return on asset of private banks means that the private banks are more
efficient in using their assets.
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companies in high-tech industries, but so far, commercialization of their
innovations have not been realized in a large scale (section 6).
The importance of scale economies and its role in attaining competitiveness
has been one of the Korean policymaker's major concerns. To this end,
government of Korea has restricted entry to industries, and encouraged private
sector to set up industrial units with large sizes. Rationalization program in
Korea also has been directed to achieve economies of scale. Iranian government
unlike Korean government, has never exerted a serious restriction on the entry
and exit to any industry, and has never paid due attention to the economies of
scale. Small size of the domestic market and regional policies of government
has been other causes of prevalence of small scale production units in the
sectors which should have been large enough to attain economic efficiency
(section 5).
In Korea most of government loans and subsidies have been given to
chaebols. These large agglomerates have benefited from economies of scale and
scope. In the meantime chaebols have been reliable partners of Korean
government in providing information about markets, technologies, and
competitors, and in formulating and implementing industrial policies.
In Iran, large family companies with diversified activities emerged in1960s
and 1970s. But after the revolution all of them were nationalized. After IranIraq war, a few large agglomerates grew up, which have informal connections
with government, but they do not have any role in formulating and
implementing industrial policies. One of the characteristics of Iranian economy
after the Islamic Revolution is the emergence of new economic agglomerates
owned by semi-state holding companies, which have close ties with political
power centers.
In the beginning of 1980s, Koran government embarked on the industrial
rationalization program. This program was meant to improve the competitiveness
of the industries. But its success was limited.
Lessons which Iran can learn from Korean experience are as follows:
1. The close interaction of developmental state and business is crucial for
successful late industrialization. But building up a developmental state
which is characterized by embedded autonomy is a difficult task.
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2. Private sector should be empowered by property rights which are
ensured by the rule of law.
3. Banking system should have close ties with industrial base, heavily
controlled by government and directed lending.
4. Trade policy should be export oriented, with selective, temporary and
performance based incentives.
5. International capital flows should be promoted especially in energy and
priority industrial sectors.
6. Industrial organization should be based on the horizontal and vertical
integration in production.
7. Public ownership should be limited only to upstream sectors.
We know very well that most of these prescriptions are against the
neoclassical perceptions. Departure from the neoclassical lessons is the corner
stone of industrial policy.
Annex Table 1: Natural Resources of Iran and Korea
Total area:
land
water
Arable land
Permanent crops
Other

Unit
Sq. km2
Sq. km2
Sq. km2
%
%
%

Irrigated land

Sq. km2

Total renewable water
resources
Freshwater withdrawal
Per capita Freshwater
withdrawal
Oil reserves
Gas reserves
Iron ore
Copper

Other minerals

Cu km /yr.
Cu km /yr.
Cu m /yr.
Million barrels
Billion cu m
Billion Tones
Billion Tones

Iran
1648195
1531595
116600
10.05
1.08
88.86
87000
(2009)
137
(2011)
93.3
1306
(2004)
154580
33620
2.5
2
Coal,
Chromium,
Lead,
Manganese,
Zinc, Sulfur

Korea
99720
96920
2800
14.93
2.06
83.0
8804
(2003
69.7
(2011)
25.47
548.7
(2003)
Coal,
Tungsten,
Graphite,
Molybdenum,
Lead

Sources: OPEC, Annual Statistical Bulletin, 2011 Official publications of Iran and Korea
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Abstract
Understanding the degree of price stickiness and the nature of price setting is
necessary for analyzing the effects of monetary policy on economy. To the best
of our knowledge, no comprehensive study has examined the degree of price
stickiness in Iran yet. For this reason, we examine the basic features of retail
price setting behavior using a large data set containing the micro data
underlying the construction of the CPI over the period 2004:5 to 2011:9. First
we calculate the frequency and size of price changes for 359 categories of
consumer goods and services in order to obtain the degree of nominal rigidity
of consumer prices. We then investigate what models of price setting, including
time dependent and state dependent models, are more consistent with price
adjustment pattern in Iran. Based on our results, Consumer prices are highly
flexible and there is a high degree of downward rigidity. Also, there is a
1. This paper was first presented in the Second International Conference on the Iranian
Economy at Bilgi University, Istanbul in June 2013
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considerable amount of heterogeneity across sectors both in terms of the
frequency and size of price changes. The methods used in this paper for
identifying the pattern of pricing supports the existence of both time and statedependent pricing patterns.
Keywords: Price rigidity, Price setting, Frequency of price changes,
Duration, State dependent pricing models, Hazard function.
JEL Classification: E30, E31, E5
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1. Introduction
One of the starting points of many macroeconomic models for monetary policy
analysis is that due to the existence of sticky prices, monetary policy has shortterm real effects on goods and services produced. The idea that sticky price
plays a central role in explaining monetary non-neutrality in the short-term
dates back to Keynes. Since then, both theoretical modeling and empirical work
have been developed to show the real effects of monetary policy when sticky
prices are present. The history of policy making in Iran shows that the most
commonly used tool for stimulating economic growth in short run is monetary
policy expansion. If it could be shown that the degree of price rigidity in Iran is
low, then it would mean that expansionary monetary policy is not proper for
that purpose and will result in inflation without significant change in output and
economic growth. In this condition, policy maker should implement supply-side
policies (such as improving productivity) to stimulate economic growth.
Recent researches on the frequency of price adjustment using micro data
have cast some doubt on the validity of some of the popular models of
infrequent price adjustment. So the investigation of price setting behavior based
on micro prices, which is associated with the nature of inflation dynamics, can
be clarified. The first goal of this paper is to investigate price setting behavior
and to evaluate credibility of models of infrequent price adjustment for
monetary policy analysis in Iran. The second goal of the paper is to examine
what models of price setting including time dependent and state dependent
models are more consistent to price adjustment pattern in Iran. Researchers who
work on economy of Iran based on DSGE models do not know what model of
price setting is the most consistent one to conditions of economy of Iran. Due to
this lack of information, those researchers choose price setting model based on
their personal judgment. This paper tries to help to identify this problem to
some extent. We attempt to extract some stylized facts regarding the pattern of
pricing which help identifying the model of price setting. However, further
studies are needed to identify the exact model of price setting in this economy.
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The timing of individual price changes is exogenous in time-dependent
pricing models. A ﬁrm sets its price every nth period (Taylor, 1980) or randomly
(Calvo, 1983). The Taylor and Calvo models feature exogenous staggering of
price changes across ﬁrms in the economy, and therefore, a ﬁxed fraction of
ﬁrms adjust their prices each period. In state-dependent pricing models, ﬁrms
choose when to change prices subject to “menu costs”. Price changes may be
bunched or staggered, depending on the importance of common versus
idiosyncratic shocks and other factors. Monetary shocks typically have longer
lasting real output effects in time-dependent pricing (TDP) models than in statedependent pricing (SDP) models. The reason is that prices respond more rapidly
to monetary impulses in many more SDP models than TDP models. In SDP
models, a positive monetary shock boosts the fraction of ﬁrms changing prices
and/or the average size of those price changes. In Dotsey, King, and Wolman
(1999, hereafter DKW) it is predominantly the fraction that responds, whereas
in Golosov and Lucas (2007, hereafter GL) it is almost wholly the average size
of changes (more increases and fewer decreases).
Few works have looked into microeconomic evidence on price adjustment
until very recently. Previously, these works were all based on restricted data sets
generally concentrated in one sector or product1. The most important limitation
to the development of this kind of study was the unavailability of a large and
broad data set on price quotes. Only recently, a pioneer work by Bils and
Klenow (2004) released the first study for the US. Their work is based on
unpublished individual price records data that is collected and used by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) to compute the US consumer price index
(CPI). After publishing Bil's and Klenow`s paper, surveys were also
implemented to complement this research effort. For example, Gagnon (2009)
studies the evidence from Mexico, for price setting during low and high
inflation. Medina et al. (2007) report the evidence from micro level data for
Chile. Baumgartner et al. (2005) for Austria, Aucremanne and Dhyne (2004) for
Belgium, Gouvea (2007) for Brazil, Hansen and Hansen (2006) for Denmark,
Vilmunen and Laakkonen (2005) for Finland, Baudry et al. (2007) for France,

1. Examples are Cecchetti (1986), S. L. and Tsiddon (1992).
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Hoffmann and Kurz-Kim (2006) for Germany, and Gabriel and Reiff (2008) for
Hungary studied price setting behavior at micro level.
Such Studies for Asian countries are very few. For instance, Baharad and
Eden (2004) and Saita et al. (2006) studied price setting behavior for Israel and
Japan. In this paper, we provide descriptive evidence about price setting
behavior in Iran. This paper contributes to the literature by adding Iran to the
list of Countries carrying out this type of research. We provide evidence on the
frequency of price changes, including the duration of prices and hazard
functions, as well as the size of price changes. Price increases and decreases are
treated separately, and special attention is devoted to the investigation of
heterogeneity across sectors.
Our results show that the average monthly frequency of price changes is
75.5% which indicates the existence of large flexibility in consumer prices in
Iran. However, there is a considerable amount of heterogeneity in the frequency
of price changes among main categories of CPI. Both the frequency and size of
price changes depend on the inflation rate. This stylized fact is consistent with
state-dependent pricing model. However, results of variance decomposition of
inflation and simulating three important sticky price models indicate that the
pattern of pricing at micro level in Iran might follow a time dependent model.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the dataset.
Section 3 discusses the statistical issues used for the analysis of pricing
behavior. Section 4 presents the main findings on the frequency and size of
price changes. In Section 5 we try to identify the main factors affecting the
frequency and size of price changes. In Section 6 we analyze the variance
decomposition of the inflation and compare the facts about price setting
behavior by the predictions of sticky price models in order to discover the
pattern of pricing at retail data level in Iran. Finally, Section 7 summarizes main
stylized facts.

2. Data Description
In this section, we briefly describe the Iran Consumer Price Index (CPI)
database including the history of issuance, classification of goods and
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services, geographical and population coverage of index and collecting
information procedure.
CPI has been issued in Iran for a long period of time. It was first calculated
according to the base year 1315 (1936/37). Over these 76 years of publishing
CPI data by central bank of Iran (CBI), the consumption basket of
representative urban household, the relative weight of goods and services, the
number of sample households, cities, and some calculation methods were
revised several times. The base year of index was changed six times
respectively in 1348 (1969/70), 1353 (1974/75), 1361 (1982/83), 1369
(1990/91), 1376 (1997/98), and 1383 (2004/05).
In the last revision of the CPI base year in 1383(2004), 359 items of goods
and services in the household’s basket were taken into consideration. In the
selection of goods and services, the relative weight of goods and services are
calculated based on the household’s expenditure and then these goods and
services are taken into account on the basis of their weights and quality
of pricing. The goods and services included in the CPI (1383=100)
constitute more than 85 percent of total consumption expenditures of Iran
urban households.
Through the last revision in 2004, the classification of goods and services included in CPI- has been changed based on COICOP1 classification. The
number of main categories of CPI has been increased from 8 to 12 groups
(including: “Food and Beverages”, “Tobacco”, “Clothing and Footwear”,
“Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other Fuels”, “Furnishings, Household
Equipment and Routine Household Maintenance”, “Health”, “Transport”,
“Communication”, “Recreation and Culture”, “Education”, “Restaurants and
Hotels” and “Miscellaneous Goods and Services”). The CPI (1383=100) has
also three special groups (including “Goods”, “Services”, “Housing, Water,
Electricity, Gas and other Fuels”).
In order to achieve the reliable geographical coverage, CBI collects prices
from 75 representative cities across 30 provinces of Iran (comprised 70% of the
total population in urban areas). CPI is calculated independently at the level of
30 provinces and by combining them, total CPI is obtained. The weights used in
1. Classification of Individual Consumption by Purpose
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the CPI (1383=100) are derived from the Household Budget Survey (HBS) in
Urban Areas in that year (March 2004 – March 2005). In each month,
permanent and experienced Statistical Officers of CBI Economic Statistics
Department refer to about 40000 retail outlets (sources of information) and ask
the price quotes of more than 121000 goods and services for the purpose of
constructing the CPI. However, price quotes aren’t publicly released by CBI
Economic Statistics Department (unlike Bank of England, Mexico…).1
Although most of studies examining the price setting at micro level have
used CPI price quotes data, but due to the unavailability and lack of access to
price quotes, we inevitably use the monthly sectoral price indices. The sectoral
price indexes are available at different levels of disaggregation: from least
disaggregate (12 major groups) to most disaggregate (359 items of goods and
services). Focusing on the most disaggregated retail prices in this paper, we use
the monthly price indices of 359 items of goods and services (272 goods and 87
items of services). The sample used for analysis, begins in 1383:1 (2004:3/4)
and ends in 1390:7 (2011:9/10).

3. Methodology
In this section, we show how to formulate frequency with which price change,
including the duration and empirical hazard functions, and how large price
changes are. Computations are carried out on the basis of most disaggregated
CPI items.

3.1. Frequency of Price Changes
Let
be the level of the price of item at time
an indicator for price change.

{

we define

to be

(1)

1. Despite sending the request for getting price quotes from CPI department, we could not
obtain that.
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We define Ki as the set of non-missing times for item i;
{

{

}}

(2)

The frequency of price changes for item is calculated as the proportion of
price changes in the total of observations of item as below:

fi 

I

tK i

it

(3)

T 1

1 The frequency
Let
be the number of items in group ,
of price changes for group
is the weighted average frequency across items
in that group.

Ng

fg  
i 1

wi
fi
wg

(4)

where
is the weight of group
between all G groups and
is the
2
weight of item i between all items . Weights are based on 1383 base year
Household Survey.
The aggregate frequency of price changes is obtained by computing the
weighted average of the G groups.
G

f   wg f g

(5)

g 1

1. We have 12 major groups; so G=12.
2. Note: W is the share of each items in consumption expenditure of urban households, Fr is the
monthly weighted mean frequency of price changes, Fr+ and Fr- are the weighted mean
frequency of price increases and decreases. Fr+/Fr is the percentage of frequency of price
increases in total frequency. P-D is Pseudo duration and D represent the implied mean duration.
S, S+ and S- are monthly weighted absolute mean size of price changes (increases and
decreases). For detailed calculations please contact the authors at MBRI.
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Now, Assume
is obtained by:

f



G

Ng

g 1

i 1

  wg 

Similarly,
given by:

f



=1 if

. The frequency of positive price changes

I


it

Ng

g 1

i 1

Ng

G

I


it

wi tKi
tK
(
)   wi ( i )
wg T  1
T 1
g 1 i 1

=1 if

G
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  wg 

The frequency of negative price changes is

I


it

G

Ng

I


it

wi tKi
tK
(
)   wi ( i )
wg T  1
T 1
g 1 i 1

By these definitions we must have
.
We define the frequency of positive price changes at time t,

(7)

, as

Pt

f t   wi I it


(6)

(8)

i 1

where Pt is the number of items having positive frequency in time t. The
frequency of negative price changes at time t,
, is defined as:
nt

f t   wi I it


(9)

i 1

where nt is the number of items having negative frequency at time t and the
frequency of price changes at time t, , is
.

3.1.1. Duration of Price Changes
The average duration of price changes is computed from the frequency
approach. If prices can change at any moment with a constant probability
within every time period, the average duration, named "implied duration", for
group g is:
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(10)
but if we assume that price changes happen at most once a month, the mean
duration of price changes is computed by the inverse of the price changes,
named "pseudo duration", as below:
(11)
The aggregate duration is given by the weighted mean of durations at the
group level,
G

D   wg D g

(12)

g 1

3.1.2. Hazard Function
A price hazard function, defined as a conditional probability of price changes in
terms of time, is a key concept in understanding price setting behavior.
Empirical hazard functions are calculated by the Kaplan-Meier product limit
estimator and are widely used because of their simple calculation. Dhyne, et al.
(2006), Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008) and Higo and Saita (2007) reported that
empirical hazard functions of price changes are downward sloping. The output
of empirical hazard function, the hazard rate pt, is obtained from the KaplanMeier product limit estimator, which is expressed as:

pt 

dt
rt

(13)

where dt is the number of data whose prices were revised in period t and rt is the
risk set in period t. The risk set rt is the number of spells at risk in period t. The
term spell means the duration of prices, that is, the length of time in which the
price is fixed. Spells are at risk if they have not yet revised. In other words, the
risk set indicates the number of spells in which prices were not revised until
period t-1. For instance, the risk set in period t=4 is the number of spells whose
lengths of time are at least 3 periods.
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3.2. Size of Price Changes
The size of price changes for item i in terms of total observations, ∆p i, is
computed as:

pi 

 p

tKi

it

fi
pit  log( pit )  log( pit 1 )

(14)

The aggregate size of price changes is given by calculating the weighted
average of all items,
NT

p   wi pi

(15)

i 1

The average size of positive price changes at a given time t,
by the below expression:
f t

pt 

, is given

 w p


it

i

i 1

(16)

f t

w

i

i 1

where
is the size of positive price changes for item i at time t. The average
of negative price changes can be shown by similar expression:
ft

pt 

 w p


it

i

i 1

f

(17)


t

w
i 1

i

4. Empirical Results
This section describes the main features of the price setting process for Iran
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consumer prices during 2004: 4 to 2011:9. For this purpose, we present a
descriptive analysis based on the frequency and size of price changes.

4.1. Frequency of Price Changes
In order to find the periodicity with which prices are changed, we compute the
monthly frequency of price changes by all consumption items. Figure (1) shows
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Figure 1: Distribution of average monthly frequency of price change

monthly average frequency of price changes

the distribution of the weighted mean frequency among 359 items of
consumption goods and services. The distribution that is skewed to the left
indicates that a significant proportion of items (about 80%) are of high
flexibility (with the frequency of more than 50%).
Price setting is very heterogeneous across 359 items of goods and services.
The estimated frequency of price changes covers a broad spectrum, ranging
from perfect price flexibility (frequency of 100%) to a high degree of price
stickiness (frequency of 0%). Estimated monthly frequencies range from zero
for two items [(telephone tariffs (within city) and mobile charges)] whose prices
are unchanged during the sample period to 100 for one item (grapes) whose
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price is adjusted every month1. This implies that the average price duration per
consumption item ranges from 0 month to infinity.
Table 1: Weighted mean frequency of price change and duration
(all items)
weighted
mean
frequency

weighted
positive mean
frequency

weighted
negative mean
frequency

percentage
of positive
frequency

pseudo
duration

implied
duration

75.48

64.90

10.58

85.98

1.32

0.71

Source: Authors’ estimates

For the purpose of providing an overall view of the degree of price
stickiness in the economy of Iran, we calculate the weighted mean frequency
and the implied duration of price spells. As can be seen from the table (1), the
average monthly frequency of price changes is 75.5%, so that prices change on
average once every 1.3 months (if we assume that prices are changed at most
once per month). Alternatively, if we assume that prices can be changed at any
moment, according to the amount of implied duration (0.7 month), consumer
prices are changed once every 20 days which indicates that the consumer prices
are highly flexible in Iran. In addition, price decreases are less frequent than
price increases (10.58% against 64.9%). So, we can deduct that the hypothesis
of downward rigidity may be proved by micro level data. This finding is
consistent with high and chronic inflation in Iran.
The estimated frequency of price changes for Iran is very large compared to
the results reported for other countries [Table (2)]. For the United States,
Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008) report estimates of 29.9 for mean frequency of
regular prices ; for European countries, Aucremanne and Dhyne (2004), Baudry
et al. (2007) and Dias et al. (2004) report estimates of 0.17, 0.19 and 0.22 for
Belgium, France and Portugal, respectively. In addition, for developing
countries, Kovanen (2006) and Medina et al. (2007) show that the
1. You can apply to the authors for detailed analysis.
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frequencies of price changes are 51.5% and 46.1% for Sierra Leone and
Chile respectively.
Table 2: International comparison of the Frequency of price changes
(using CPI database)
study
Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008)
Aucremanne and Dhyne (2004)
Baudry et al. (2007)
Dias et al. (2004)
Kovanen (2006)
Medina et al. (2007)

United States
Belgium
France
Portugal
Sierra Leone

weighted mean frequency
(%)
29.9
0.17
0.19
0.22
51.5

Chile

46.1

country

Source: Klenow, P. and A. Malin.

4.2. Assessing the Heterogeneity in Price Stickiness across Main
Consumption Categories
Figure (2) displays the distribution of the weighted mean frequency of price
increases and decreases for twelve main groups. There is a considerable amount
of heterogeneity in the frequency of price changes among main groups of CPI.
The flexibility of prices is greatest for “Restaurants and Hotels” prices (its
estimated frequency is 90.2 %) and the highest degree of price stickiness is
observed for “communication” group with the frequency of 10%. The price
increases have a very large proportion (99%) in the frequency of price changes
in “Restaurants and Hotels” and “Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and other
Fuels” groups.
The categories of “Food and Beverages”, “Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas
and other Fuels” and “Clothing and Footwear” have also very high frequencies
(with frequency of 85.8, 85.6 and 78.6%, respectively). In “Housing, Water,
Electricity, Gas and other Fuels” groups, the subgroup of “Housing” has a very
high frequency of price changes (89%) while the price regulation of energy by
government results in low frequency in this subgroup (28%). Due to the large
share of unprocessed items in food group, changes in costs related to the
production and distribution of these raw items, are likely to be transferred to
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customer prices rapidly. On the other hand, among main groups, prices of items
in “Food and Beverages” decline more (its negative frequency is about 25%).
The reason for this result could be the supply surplus of firm products
(perishable products like fresh fruits and vegetables) in certain months. The
other reason might be the implementation of market control plan in food market
which could have led to price reduction of some items in this group.
Figure 2: Average monthly frequency of price changes
[(%) increases & decreases] for main groups

Miscellaneous goods & services
Restaurants & hotels
Education
Recreation & culture
Communication
Transportation
Medical care
Furnishings, household equipment…
Housing, water, electricity, gas &...
Clothing & Footwear
Tobacco
Food & Beverages

0
positive frequency

20
40
60
negative frequency

80

100

Sources: research estimates

Due to the importance of “Food & beverage” group in consumption
expenditure of lower deciles, we look at its subgroup carefully. According to
Fig (3), the prices of subgroups such as “Fresh fruits”, “Fresh vegetables” and
“Fish and seafood” change more than 90 percent of sampled months. The
frequency of price reductions is also higher for fresh fruits and vegetables (more
than 40%). “Sugar, sugar lump, and Confectionary products…” subgroup
experienced the highest frequency of price increases during the sample.
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Figure 3: Frequency of subgroups of “Food & Beverages”

Source: Research estimate

4.3. Size of Price Changes
In addition to the examination of frequency of price changes and duration
between price adjustments, we also analyze the size of price changes. Figure (4)
represents the distribution of monthly average absolute size of price changes for
the whole consumption basket1. Unlike the distribution of the frequency of price
changes, the distribution of monthly average absolute size of price changes is
right-skewed. As can be seen, More than fifty percent of consumption items
have the average size of price changes between 2 and 3 percent.

1. We can define the average size of price changes (in absolute) as follows:
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Figure 4: Distribution of monthly average absolute size of price changes
(all items)

number of consumption items
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Figure (5) shows the average monthly price change for each 12 main
groups. Similar to the frequency of price changes of main groups, there is
substantial heterogeneity in average size of price adjustment across the
consumption groups. The monthly average rate of price increases is very low
for “transportation” and “communication” groups (0.56 and 0.83 percent). Price
decreases and increases are relatively similar for “communication” and
“transportation” as well as “food & beverage”. As mentioned in previous
section, the frequency of price increases for “communication” is very low
(3.4%), whereas the frequency of price increases for “transportation” is rather
high (45%). On the other hand, the monthly average rate of price increases is
very high for “education” (6.94%), however the frequency of price increases for
this group is rather low relative to other groups (29.4%). As a result, a high
(low) frequency of price changes does not necessarily indicate high (low) size
of price changes.
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Figure 5: Average monthly change by main categories of CPI
(percent per month)

5. Factors Affecting the Frequency and Size of Consumer
Price Changes
Figure 6 and 7 plot the monthly time series of the frequency and size of price
increases and decreases for all items over the 2004:5 to 2011:9 (as well as
their mean).
Figure 6: The time series of the frequency of price increases and decreases
(for all items)
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Figure 7: The time series of the size of price increases and
decreases (for all items)

Source: Research estimate

We identify explanatory factors that affect the frequency and size of
consumer price changes. These explanatory factors can be classified in three
broad types: 1) Time dependent factors (seasonal patterns, hazard function), 2)
state dependent factors (macroeconomic variables) and 3) other factors (like
price regulations). In this paper we examine the effects of the seasonality and
hazard function (as the time-dependent factors) and the level of inflation (as a
state-dependent factor) on frequency and size. Due to the fact that price
regulations are common in Iranian economy and there are some institutions for
monitoring the pricing procedure (like “Governmental Discretionary
Punishments Organization” and “Consumer and Producer Protection
Organization”), further researches should be done to assess their effects on the
frequency and size of price changes.

5.1. Time-dependent Factors
5.1.1. Seasonal Patterns
Figure 8 reports the positive and negative frequencies observed in each month.
The highest frequency of price increases is observed in the 6th and 9th months
whereas the lowest one is found in the 10th and 11th months. In general, the
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lowest frequency of price increase is recognized in fourth quarter. Due to the
small difference between the highest and lowest positive frequencies (8
percentage points), we can conclude that the frequency of price increases and
decreases are relatively unaffected by seasonality. The seasonal pattern of the
frequency of price increases differs from that corresponding to price decreases.
Price decreases occur less in the first and the last month of each year. However,
the frequency of price decreases range from 8% to 13%. As a result, the
existence of seasonal pattern in the frequency of price changes has not been
proved by Iran consumer price data.
Figure 8: Monthly frequency of price increases & decreases
(for all items)

Source: Research estimate

Now we do the same exercise for the weighted average size of price
increases and decreases to examine the seasonal patterns. As can be seen from
Fig (9), there is an evidence of seasonality in the average size of price
decreases. 4th and 2th months reveal the highest size of price decreases (8.1%
and 7.6%) whereas in M11 and M10 the lowest size of price decreases is
observed (3.4%, 3.66%). 12th month also reveals the highest size of price
increase among other months.
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Figure 9: The monthly average size of price increases & decreases
(for all items)

Source: Research estimate

We also use seasonality test (X12-ARIMA) for checking whether there is a
statistically significant seasonal pattern. Based on our results, there is no
evidence of seasonality in average frequency of price increases and decreases
but seasonality tests show that seasonality presents in average size of price
increase and decreases (specifically seasonality presents in 12 th month for
average size of price increases and in 2th, 4th, 10th and 11th month for average
size of price decreases).
5.1.2-Hazard Function
The shape of the hazard function of price changes is a key feature in analyzing
the pricing behavior. The Calvo (1983) model assumes a flat hazard function,
while the deterministic timing of price adjustment in the Taylor (1980) model
predicts a zero hazard except at a single age, where the hazard is one. Menucost models can generate a variety of shapes, depending on, among other things,
the relative importance of transitory and permanent shocks to marginal costs.
Permanent shocks, which accumulate over time, tend to yield an upward sloping
hazard function, while transitory shocks tend to flatten or even produce a
downward-sloping hazard function (e.g., sellers may be more attentive to
getting prices right when revenue is temporarily high for a product due to
idiosyncratic supply or demand considerations).
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Figure 10: Hazard Rate of Price Changes
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Our finding shows that hazard function is downward-sloping which is
consistent with Dhyne (2005) who argued that in practice hazard functions are
often found to be downward-sloping but are irregular. The hazard function does
not support Calvo and Taylor time-dependent models.

5.2. State-dependent Factors
5.2.1. The Relation between the Frequency and Inflation Rate
According to the state dependent pricing models, the state of the economy is
likely to influence price setting behavior of firms. One of the important
variables describing the macroeconomic conditions is inflation rate. Therefore,
in this section, we analyze the correlation of the level of inflation with the
frequency and size of price changes (as well as increases and decreases). We
expect that the higher level of inflation increases the fraction of firms increasing
their prices and also the magnitude of this adjustment increase in these periods
and vice versa.
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Table 3: Regression on inflation
variable

Mean

Std. dev.

0.65

Regression on inflation
coefficient

P value

R2

0.103

4.65

0.0001

34

0.11

0.048

-2.53

0.0000

53

0.03

0.008

0.75

0.0000

80

0.05

0.027

-0.980

0.0004

25

Note: Average size of price changes is not annualized.

is the absolute size of price

decreases.

The inflation has a positive and significant impact on the frequency of price
increases (a one percentage point increase in inflation increases the frequency of
price increases by 4.65%). However, comparing to its mean (65%), the
magnitude of this effect is moderate (approximately 7% of the average
frequency of price increases). Inflation has a negative and significant influence
on the frequency of price decreases. In contrast to price increases, the effect of
inflation on negative frequency is rather strong [approximately 23% of the
average frequency of price decreases (11%)]. The inflation significantly affects
the average size of price increases and decreases. According to their
corresponding mean and the estimated coefficients, we find that the
inflation affects the size to a higher degree relative to the frequency of
price changes.
5.2.2. The Relation between the Frequency and Inflation in Main Groups
The correlation between inflation and frequency of price increases of seven
groups including
“Food and Beverages’, “Clothing and Footwear”,
“Furnishings, Household Equipment and Routine Household Maintenance”,
“Transport”, “Recreation and Culture”, “Restaurants and Hotels” and
“Miscellaneous Goods and Services” are statistically significant. The sign of
inflation coefficients for two groups of communication and tobacco are
unexpectedly negative.
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In short, there is a significant correlation between the inflation rate and the
frequency of price changes in most of the main groups. This relationship is
robust for “Food and Beverages” and “Furnishings, Household Equipment...”
Table 4: Results of regressing the frequency of price increases and
decreases on inflation
price increase

Main
categories

F+

Food &
Beverages

61.09

Tobacco

58.5

Finflation

price decreases

R2

D-W

0.61

1.7

9.476
24.76

2.04

Housing, water,
electricity,
gas &...

84.92

Furnishings,
household
equipment…

63.88

Medical care

65.14

2.14

(0.0272)
2.05

(0.6271)
2.04

2.01

2.12

(0.0529)
1.9

15.07

2.02

(0.0506)
29.44

1.08

Miscellaneous
goods
and
services

65.12

0.64

2.02

0.005

1.99

0.01

2.01

0.27

2.31

-0.304
2.16

(0.0207)

(0.3567)

3.366

-0.275
0.31

(0.0145)

2.08

(0.9511)
0.25

2.35

0.08
0.0393

0.16
4.134

89.58

1.98

(0.359)

(0.8524)
Restaurants &
hotels

0.09
-1.194

0.13
0.613

Education

1.95

(0.0088)

2.845
31.57

0.07
-2.026

0.002
(0.6873)

&

1.89

(0.0828)

-0.2225

Recreation
culture

0.01
-3.268

0.14

6.6

1.93

(0.3264)

4.18

3.45

0.4
0.3135

0.4
(0.5807)

Communication

2.11

(0.054)

0.8247

12.84

0.05
-2.136

0.46
(0.0118)

45.01

1.96

(0.1347)

5.258

Transportation

0.19
-0.175

0.034

1.71

2.1

(0.0188)

1.685

5.58

0.27
-2.319

0.36

0.72

1.6

(0.6385)

4.687
7.21

0.51
-1.522

0.06
(0.5403)

71.37

D-W

(0.0000)

-2.7903

Clothing and
Footwear

R2

-7.169

(0.0000)
19.8

inflation

2.32
(0.5497)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are p values of coefficients of inflation. In each regression, the
first lag of dependent variable is considered as an explanatory variable. D-W statistics
indicate that there is no evidence of autocorrelation.
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5.2.3. The Relation between the Size and Inflation in Main Groups
Among 12 main groups, the average size of price increases of six groups
including “Food and Beverages”, “Clothing and Footwear”, “Housing, Water,
Electricity, Gas and other Fuels”, “Furnishings, Household Equipment and
Routine Household Maintenance”, “Recreation and Culture”, “Restaurants and
Hotels” depend on the rate of inflation (The coefficients of inflation for these
groups are statistically significant at 1% and 5%). The strongest relationship is
found for “Food and Beverages”. This means that the firms in these sectors
increase the amount of average price increases in response to a higher level
of inflation.
The average size of price decreases for “Food and Beverages” depends on
the rate of inflation significantly. However, the regression coefficients of the
size of price decreases on inflation are not statistically significant for other
groups and also have the wrong sign for 4 categories (having positive sign
instead of negative).
Comparing the relative importance of inflation for explaining the frequency
and size of price changes indicates that the effect of inflation on the size is
much stronger than the frequency of price changes (relative to their means).
Our ﬁnding in this section indicates that the pattern of pricing at micro level
in Iran might follow a state dependent model.

6. Identifying the Pattern of Pricing
In addition to regressing the frequency and size of price changes on the rate of
inflation, there are two method proposed in literature for recognizing the pattern
of pricing. These methods include variance decomposition of the inflation rate
and simulating the sticky price models proposed by Klenow and Kryvtsov
(2008). In following section, we decompose the variance of the inflation rate in
order to identify the pattern of pricing. Simulating the sticky price models can
be used in future research.
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Table 5: Results of regressing the average size of price increases and
decreases on inflation
Price increase
Main categories

S+

Sinflation

Food &

0.0425

0.06

Beverages

2

Price decrease

R

D-W

0.45

1.7

1.27
(0.0000)

0.014

0.003

0.0126

0.006

Housing, water,

0.0126

0.009

-1.28

0.26

1.73

0.098

2.03

0.003

1.97

0.007

2

0.006

2

0.003

2

0.003

1.98

0.053

1.99

0.015

1.93

0.006

1.99

0.006

1.99

0.17

1.75

2.07
(0.4382)

0.26

0.044
0.27

Footwear

D-W

0.047
0.21

(0.8408)
Clothing and

R2

(0.0003)

0.034

Tobacco

inflation

2.04

(0.0003)

(0.5834)

0.75

-0.05

electricity, gas

0.41

1.95

(0.0000)

(0.8072)

0.32

-0.054

&...
Furnishings,

0.0132

0.004

household

0.21

1.97

(0.0026)

equipment…
0.0176

0.019

(0.4608)

0.025

Medical care

-0.131
0.30

1.75

(0.8125)
0.015

0.0078

(0.7531)

0.21

Transportation

0.014
0.14

1.86

(0.2622)
0.011

0.0168

(0.9092)

0.12

Communication

-0.137
0.02

2.03

(0.5452)
Recreation &

0.0210

0.0154

(0.5596)

0.54

-0.165
0.09

culture

(0.0049)
0.0199

0.0006

0.175

(0.4597)
0.08

Education
0.0132

0.0005

5

hotels
0.0144

0.0043

(0.5671)

0.178

-0.006
0.36

Miscellaneous

-0.02
1.89

(0.6369)
Restaurants &

1.88

2.16

(0.0223)

(0.7299)

0.133

0.1765

goods and

0.07
(0.2211)

2.11
(0.1488)

services

Note: Numbers in parentheses are p values of coefficients on inflation. In each regression, the
first lag of dependent variable is considered as an explanatory variable. D-W statistics
indicate that there is no evidence of autocorrelation.
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6.2. Variance Decomposition
One way to show the state or time dependency of price setting is to decompose
the variance of the inflation rate into the variance of the average size of price
change, the variance of the fraction changing price, and their covariance. As
proposed by Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008), if the variance of the average size of
price change (named as "intensive margin') has a considerable share in
explaining the variance of inflation, then we can deduce that the pricing pattern
may be time dependent. In a general manner, different models of price-setting
have clear implications for this decomposition. In the perfectly staggered price
setting models like Taylor and Calvo model, the intensive margin will account
for all of inflation’s variance, whereas the fraction of items changing price plays
an important role in some SDP models, such as Dotsey, King and
Wolman (1999).
In order to decompose the variance of inflation, we can express inﬂation as:

∑
(18)

∑
∑

where is the number of all items in the sample. We can redefine the term as
the share of expenditure on items whose price changed at month t. Therefore,
the term
is the average size of those price changes. Note that in this case,
is not defined in absolute term of change.
At first stage, we write the First - order Taylor-series expansion of
around the sample means ̅ and ̅̅̅̅, as implemented by Klenow and
Kryvtsov (2008):

 ̅ ̅̅̅̅

̅

̅

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅

̅ ̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅

(19)
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By taking the variance on both sides and rearranging terms, we have:

̅

̅̅̅̅

̅ ̅̅̅̅

TD term

SD term

(IM)

(EM)

(20)

where
represents the higher order terms (note that we use the First-order
Taylor-series expansion for approximation).
According to the results of decomposition, TD term accounts for about 92%
of variance of inflation. As a result, ﬂuctuations in the average size of price
changes played an important role in the dynamics of inﬂation over the sample
period while the movements in the frequency of price changes has a minor role.
This ﬁnding indicates that the pattern of pricing at micro level in Iran might
follow a time dependent model.
Now this question arises whether a possible reason for minor role of SD
term is that the movements in the frequency of price increases and decreases
offset each other and result in little variation in the overall frequency of price
changes. Gagnon (2009) first emphasized the usefulness of further decomposing
inflation in terms of price increases and decreases.
Before decomposing the variance of inﬂation further into a weighted sum of
price increases and decreases, we again look at the figures in table (3) which
include the coefficient of regression on inflation.
Table (3) reports that 1 percentage point increase in inflation is associated
with a 4.65 (or-2.53) percentage point change in the fraction of price increases
(decreases), and a 0.75 (or-0.98) percentage point change in the size of price
increases (decreases). All the coefficients are statistically significant. According
to the magnitude of coefficient, the change in inflation affects average size of
price changes more than fraction of price changes (in comparison to their mean)
We also decompose inﬂation further into a weighted sum of price increases
and decreases:
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(21)

(∑

)(

∑
∑

)

(∑

)

∑
∑

and
are the set of items in the sample whose price changes are
respectively positive and negative.
We can decompose the variance of inflation in to 4 components (in addition
to covariance terms) including: variance of positive fraction, negative fraction,
positive size and negative size.
First-order Taylor-series expansion of around , ̅̅̅̅ ,
and ̅̅̅̅ is as
follows:

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅̅

By taking the variance on both sides and rearranging terms, we have:

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

(22)
Ignoring the covariance terms and high order terms (because of their small
share), the positive (negative) average size of price changes [
(
)]
account for about 42% and 13% while the positive (negative) fraction [
(
)] account for 10.56% and 10.40%. We find that average size of price
increases are the most important factors driving inflation movements. If there is
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high degree of heterogeneity in pattern of pricing between main categories of
CPI, performing the variance decomposition at aggregate level might be
misleading. For future research, performing Variance decomposition of 12 main
categories of CPI might be useful for recognizing the pattern of pricing in
major sectors.

7. Summary and Conclusion of Main Stylized Facts about
Pricing Behavior
This paper examines the degree of price stickiness in Iran by exploiting the
prices of 359 items of goods and services underlying the CPI. We calculate
some statistics including the weighted mean frequency, the implied duration and
size of price changes. Lack of access to price quotes might influence our result
for the degree of price stickiness. CBI price collector gathers the price quotes of
top selling brands of each item in each month. So tracing one item with specific
brand is somewhat impossible. Due to this feature of CPI database, using
price indexes for estimating the frequency of price changes might lead to an
upward bias:
 Consumer prices are highly flexible. The average monthly frequency of
price changes is 75.5%, so that prices change on average once every 1.3
months (if we assume that prices are changed at most once per month).
Alternatively, if we assume that prices can be changed at any moment,
according to the amount of estimated duration (0.7 month), consumer
prices are changed once every 20 days.
 Price decreases are less frequent than price increases (86% of price
changes are price increases). So, there is a high degree of downward
rigidity. This finding is consistent with high and chronic inflation in
economy of Iran.
 There is a considerable amount of heterogeneity in the frequency of price
changes among main categories of CPI. The frequency of price changes
is highest for “Restaurants and Hotels” and “Food & Beverages”, while
the frequency is lowest for “Communication” and “Education”.
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 Heterogeneity is also noticeable for the size of price changes across main
consumption categories. A high (low) frequency of price changes does
not necessarily indicate high (low) size of price changes.
 Both the frequency and size of price changes depend on the inflation rate.
This stylized fact is consistent with state-dependent pricing model.
Whenever, the inflation is high, price increases are more frequent and the
size of price increases is larger (vice versa). However, note that the effect
of inflation rate on average size of price changes is stronger than the
corresponding effect on the frequency of price changes.
 According to the results of variance decomposition of inflation,
ﬂuctuations in the average size of price changes played an important role
in the dynamics of inﬂation over the sample period while the movements
in the frequency of price changes have a minor role. This ﬁnding
indicates that the pattern of pricing at micro level in Iran might follow a
time dependent model.
 Based on the simulation results, the pattern of price changes in Iranian
firms can be better explained by time-dependent models, especially
Calvo model.
In this paper, we have analyzed the price setting behavior at consumer level.
Examining the price setting behavior at the producer level and comparing it
with the stylized facts at consumer is the subject of our future research.
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1. Introduction
According to Jones and Kierzkowski (2000), if the term fragmentation suggests
destruction, it is creative destruction in the Schumpeterian tradition. Breaking
down the integrated process into separate stages of production opens up new
possibilities for exploiting gains from specialization. Although such
fragmentation is likely to occur first on a local or national basis, significant cuts
in costs of international coordination often allow producers to take advantage of
differences in technologies and factor prices among countries in designing more
global production networks. The fragmentation and offshoring of production
processes has been an important phenomenon for many years (Hummels, Ishii,
and Yi 2001), having started in the mid-1980s in East Asia and across the USMexico border. Ando and Kimura (2005) and Urata (2001), for example,
document the linked rise of foreign direct investment, offshoring, and parts and
components trade by Japanese firms in East Asia. In North America, the 1980s
saw the widespread emergence of ‘twin plants’ (one on either side of the USMexico border) under the Maquiladora programme (Dallas Fed 2002, Feenstra
and Hanson 1996). Even so, these supplemental statistics illustrate the overall
importance of this activity to some developing countries as over 40 percent of
the total manufactures exports of Mexico, Jamaica, Haiti, Dominican
Republic and El Salvador involve assembly operations using components
manufactured abroad.
Antràs and Helpman (2004) have stated that growth of international
specialization has been a dominant feature of the international economy. The
World Trade Organization provides an example in its 1998 annual report. In the
production of an “American” car, 30 percent of the car’s value originates in
Korea, 17.5 percent in Japan, 7.5 percent in Germany, 4 percent in Taiwan and
Singapore, 2.5 percent in the United Kingdom, and 1.5 percent in Ireland and
Barbados. That is, “only 37 percent of the production value is generated in the
United States” (p. 36).
Veeramani (2009) has studied the impact of imported intermediate and
capital goods on economic growth. He has explained that endogenous growth
models emphasize two important mechanisms through which the participation
in international trade can raise the long-term growth rate of countries. First,
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trade enables the use of better (Aghion and Howitt 1992) and larger (Romer
1987) variety of intermediate products and capital equipment. Second, trade
plays an important role as a transmission channel for knowledge spillovers
across countries (e.g., Grossman and Helpman 1991, Coe and Helpman 1995,
Coe et al, 1997, Keller 2000, 2004). Countries that use imported intermediate
products and capital equipments derive benefits because these products embody
foreign knowledge. Spillovers arise in this process of knowledge diffusion to
the extent the imported products cost less than its opportunity costs –including
R&D costs to develop products. Further, import might facilitate learning about
the products (for example, reverse engineering), spurring imitation or
innovation of competing products. Adding, trade relationships stimulate
personal interaction and other channels of communication leading to cross
border learning of production methods, product design, organizational methods,
and market conditions.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines and illustrates the
concept of international outsourcing. Section 3 analyzes the role and impacts of
international outsourcing and intermediate trade on international trade flows. In
section 4, we will describe trends of intermediate and final goods trade in the
world. Section 5 will study structure of intermediate and final goods trade
between Iran and China in period 1992-2011, finally Section 6 will focus on
concluding remarks which meet the main objective of this paper.

2. Concept of International Outsourcing
Feenstra (2004) has stated that international outsourcing refers to geographic
separation of activities involved in producing a good (or service) across two or
more countries. In research by Zorell (2008), value chains have been sliced up
into individual tasks, some of which have been relocated to foreign countries,
either in the form of offshore in-house production or as purchases of foreign
intermediates at arm’s length. Both modes are referred to as offshoring. To
Grossman and Helpman (2005), outsourcing means more than just the purchase
of raw materials and standardized intermediate goods. It means finding a partner
with which a firm can establish a bilateral relationship and having the partner
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undertake relationship-specific investments so that it becomes able to produce
goods or services that fit the firm’s particular needs. Often, but not always, the
bilateral relationship is governed by a contract, but even in those cases the legal
document does not ensure that the partners should conduct the promised
activities with the same care that the firm would use itself if it were to perform
the tasks.
Antràs and Helpman (2004) have classified and nominated different kinds
of strategy for producing an intermediate good: A firm that chooses to keep the
production of an intermediate input within its boundaries can produce it at home
or in a foreign country. When it keeps it at home, it engages in standard vertical
integration. And when it makes it abroad, it engages in foreign direct investment
(FDI) and intra-firm trade. Alternatively, a firm may choose to outsource an
input in the home country or in a foreign country. When it buys the input at
home, it engages in domestic outsourcing. And when it buys it abroad, it
engages in foreign outsourcing, or arm’s-length trade.
Sometimes, Offshoring and Offshore Outsourcing are used for International
Outsourcing. Feenstra (2004), Feenstra and Taylor (2008), have mentioned that
Production Sharing is a good name for this concept. The term Production
Sharing was conducted by management consultant Peter Drucker in Wall Street
Journal, March, 1977. Hence, a variety of expressions are used for this concept
by different economists that Feenstra (2004) has pointed to some of them which
can be completed:
1. Outsourcing (Katz and Murphy 1992; Feenstra and Hanson 1996)
2. Delocalization (Leamer 1996)
3. Fragmentation (Jones 2000; Arndt and Kierzkowski 2001; Marjit and
Acharyya 2003)
4. Intra-product specialization (Arndt 1998a, 1998b)
5. Intra-mediate trade (Antweiler and Trefler 2002)
6. Vertical specialization (Hummels, Ishi, and Yi 2001)
7. Slicing the value chain (Krugman 1995)
8. International outsourcing (Glass and Saggi 2001; Kohler 2004;
Meshcheryakova 2005; Bachmann and Braun 2011; Falk 212)
9. Foreign outsourcing (Antràs and Helpman 2004; Elwell 2005)
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Production Sharing (Drucker 1977; Feenstra and Taylor 2008)
Thus, international outsourcing can be explained by intermediate goods
imports from a foreign country. This is based on definition that Antràs
and Helpman (2004) have classified and explained in their paper.

3. International Outsourcing and International Trade
As Sturgeon and Memedovic (2010) have stated in their study, there is a rapidly
growing body of research examining the processes of geographic fragmentation,
dispersion, and long distance coordination in both goods and services industries.
Clearly, the rise of what are often referred to as international outsourcing is an
important driver of structural change on many levels. When production
becomes increasingly fragmented, or “roundabout” (Young, 1929), the
increased demand for specialized intermediate goods and services draw a
broader range of establishments, firms, workers, and countries into increasingly
complex and dynamic division of labor. For nations that are very deeply
integrated and economically interdependent with others, the basic structure of
industries, employment, and innovation can be affected.
In theory, each segment, activity, or node in the value chain can contribute a
set of highly specialized tasks and inputs to build up of finished products or
services (Smith, 1776), with the dividing lines between tasks influenced by
points of technological dissimilarity (Richardson, 1972) as well as the
codification schemes and standards that ease the exchange of appropriate
technical information between specialized tasks (Langlois and Robertson, 1995;
Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Sturgeon, 2002; and Principe et al., 2003).
Such factors can influence how the work is divided, not only within a
factory or single firm, but also in globe-spanning business networks that link
several firms, facilities, offices, carriers, and workshops as a product or service
takes shape along a value adding chain of activities. Moreover, the potential for
international outsourcing formation is increasing. Advances in information
technology, better codification schemes, and improvements in transport and
logistics increase the potential for the geographical fragmentation of work.
According to Makusen (2002) the traditional view of internationalization
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rests on a clear distinction between produced commodities and primary factors.
According to this view, the principle of international arbitrage operates on
goods prices via international exchange of goods, based on a given and welldefined underlying value-added process. In addition, it operates on factor
prices-directly via international factor movements, and indirectly via the
factor-price effects of trade. However, recent developments appear to challenge
this view. Improvements in communication technology as well as reductions of
formal and technical barriers to trade gave rise to a new vehicle of
internationalization where international arbitrage cuts value-added processes
into ever smaller slices produced in different locations (Jones and Kierzkowski,
1990; Harris, 1995). In contrast to traditional trade theory, a certain value-added
process then no longer takes place under a uniform set of factor prices, but
draws on different factor markets for different fragments. The theoretical
challenge is to analyze the driving forces and effects of this process of
increasing international fragmentation. It is quite obvious that this goes beyond
extending trade theory to include trade on established markets of existing
intermediate goods, and indeed a largely accomplished task.
Growth in exports in the 1990s was mostly in exports of technology and
human capital–intensive production. They grew by around 17 percent per year
as against 9 percent growth for all exports. In contrast, export growth in the
2000s was much more balanced between sophisticated goods and goods more in
line with India’s static comparative advantage, natural resources and unskilled
labor. In the 2000s, however, services exports with much higher human-capital
intensity took off with growth of 18 percent per year. The sources of global
trade growth provide no strong reasons for export pessimism. In recent years
before the global crisis, high-income country imports have grown faster than
GDP, driven by differentiation of goods and outsourcing of some elements of
production. Developing country exports, in contrast, have risen faster than
global GDP because of continuing economic integration, fragmentation of
production, and specialization in globalized production networks (Shephard et
al., 2011). Hummels et al, (2001) have shown that growth of trade in
intermediate goods is more rapid than trade in final goods.
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Despite significant data gaps, recent research strongly suggests that global
value chain (GVCs) and international outsourcing have become a central force
driving structural change in many economies, and that their rise is likely to have
triggered both positive and negative outcomes. On the positive side, Bernard et
al, (2006) have shown that in the United States, firms that trade tend to be
larger, earn higher profits, spend more on R&D, and pay higher wages than
firms that do not. Empirical research has also shown that access to a range of
competitively priced foreign intermediate goods has been crucial to achieve
higher productivity in both industrialized countries and recent developers such
as India and China (Miroudot et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2008).
For developing countries, trade, investment, and knowledge flows that
strengthen international outsourcing can provide mechanisms for rapid learning,
innovation and industrial upgrading (Lall, 2000; Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002).
GVCs can provide better access to information, open up new markets, and
create opportunities for fast technological learning and skill acquisition.
Because GVC-linked transactions and investments typically come with quality
control systems and prevailing global business standards that exceed those in
developing countries, suppliers and individuals in developing countries can be
“pushed” to acquire new competencies and skills through their participation in
GVCs. In the most deeply linked developing countries, these business process
improvements can sometimes be felt far beyond exporting firms and sectors.
At the same time, local firms in developing countries can achieve greater
success in their own markets by combining domestic and foreign intermediate
inputs and creating economies of specialization that leverage cross-border
complementarities. For example, border-spanning GVC linkages can potentially
bring local firms into closer contact with “open innovation” systems (Teece et
al., 1997 cited in Ketels and Memedovic, 2008), where firms draw on and
contribute to freely available technologies and standards. Local firms can also
take advantage of specialized knowledge garnered through participation in
GVCs to export or set up production abroad, either directly or through
contractors and suppliers.
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The impact of GVCs can be easy to see on the ground. GVC-mediated trade
has clearly driven investments in new productive capacity and massive
infrastructure improvements, especially in key producing countries such as
China, where we see huge factory complexes, sometimes employing 100,000
workers or more, churning out products that are sent to world markets through
vast new port facilities. While little if any of this business or technological
competency is likely to be indigenous to the “host” developing countries, it is
clear enough that GVCs have boosted employment, enabled increased
specialization and larger scale production, driven more efficient geographical
allocation of industrial activities, and increased the availability of a variety of
intermediate goods in the developing world. As a result, GVCs tend to
“compress” the development experience, making non-linear catch up possible,
as has been the case in China (Whittaker et al., 2010; Breznitz, 2011).

4. Analysis of Intermediate and Final Goods Trade in the
World
This section explains briefly a research that has been done by Sturgeon and
Memedovic (2010). They have drawn on the United Nations (UN)
COMTRADE database to examine patterns of final and intermediate goods
trade. Intermediate goods can be parts and components of manufactured goods
for final consumers. Trends in intermediate goods trade are indicative of
GVC formation because fragmented production processes require that parts,
components, and partially manufactured subassemblies cross borders—
sometimes more than once—before final goods are produced and shipped to
final markets (Feenstra, 1998; Arndt and Kierzkowski, 2001). They focus on
trade in goods because goods-producing industries have been at the forefront of
GVC development and, simply put, rich international trade statistics are only
available for goods (Sturgeon et al., 2006; Sturgeon and Gereffi, 2010).
A group of data using novel classifications for final and intermediate goods
trade, overall; and in three industries oft-cited as being at the forefront of global
economic integration has been used: 1) electronics, 2) automobiles and
motorcycles, and 3) apparel and footwear.
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Figure 1: World imports of intermediate, capital and consumption goods
1962-2006, in Billions of constant (2000) US Dollars

Source: Sturgeon and Memedovic (2010)

Figure 1 shows total world import growth of intermediate, capital, and
consumption manufactured goods, as well as a “final goods” category, which
combines capital and consumption goods taken together, for the period
1962 to 2006.
According to Figure 1, trade in intermediate goods appears to be much more
volatile than trade in either capital or consumption goods. This shows the
indication of recessions and business cycles, where slowdowns and downturns
impact material, parts and component shipments more than final goods because
final goods producers tend to draw down parts of inventories and delay reordering during and directly after periods of uncertainty (Escaith et al., 2010).
In addition, the growth of intermediate goods trade has been notable after
recessions, especially US recessions, but also following bubbles in industries
driving GVC development (for instance, the 1985 personal computer bubble
and the 2001 “dot.com” or “technology” bubble), crises in regions deeply
engaged in GVCs (the 1997 East Asian financial crisis), and worldwide
slowdowns (the oil shocks of 1972 and 1979). It can be hypothesized that a
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similar reason has followed in the wake of the “great recession” or “financial
crisis” of 2008-2009.
Also Chen (2010) has examined the role of intermediate goods in explaining
large trade volatility. This topic is of great importance in analyzing the trade
collapse in the crisis of 2008 and 2009. In aggregate data, trade volatility is
three times greater than GDP volatility, an observation contradicting standard
theories. Using input-output tables of the United States data, he identified the
importance of intermediate goods in production and distinguished them from
final goods. The data showed that the final product trade volatility was
dominated by the fluctuation of the intermediate goods trade. Understanding the
relationship between final consumption goods and intermediate components can
explain why there is high volatility in the trade flow caused by intermediate
goods. The final consumption goods producers are trying to deliver goods that
customers perceive as being different in ways that are important to them, even if
they are producing goods in the same group. Therefore, the production of final
consumption goods always involves advertisements, additional accessories,
customer services, etc. All these procedures increasing sales and appealing to
consumers make final consumption goods imperfect substitute. For example,
consumers care about varieties of computers produced by different firms.
Computer manufacturers, like Lenovo and Dell, can build laptops with the same
specs using quite different designs and materials. They also offer different
customers services, technology supports and accessories.
These steps differentiate laptops between manufacturers. Thus final
consumption goods are imperfect substitute. By contrast, consumers care less
about intermediate goods. Consider the case of laptops. Consumers are more
aware of laptops producers than memory or hard disk producers. Final
consumption goods are less substitutable than intermediate goods. The
production of final consumption goods requires specific intermediate goods
produced either at home or in the foreign country. For example, auto
manufacturers require components like tires, frames, steels. These intermediate
goods are specific and nonexchangeable within the production of a car.
It is well documented that companies tend to be reluctant to hire new
workers after recessions, slowdowns, and crises until demand improvements are
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sustained, making employment a lagging indicator of recovery (Langdon et al.,
2004). Related to this, however, and less well documented, is the more
aggressive implementation of outsourcing and offshoring strategies, when
expansion resumes, based on a similar reluctance to invest in new internal
production capacity and lingering caution from recession episodes of cost
cutting and downsizing. This pattern is in line with the findings from qualitative
research on the electronics industry, where companies increased outsourcing
and offshoring following recessions and technology bubbles in 1985, 1991 and
2001, because demand uncertainty rendered investments in internal capacity
more risky. Then, as the cycles continued toward new peaks, firms reported
building on successful outsourcing experiences given insufficient time to install
new internal capacity to meet rapidly growing demand (Sturgeon, 2003).
Overall, in different times, outsourcing and offshoring tended to become
more common.

5. Analysis of Iran-China Relations
Iran-China relations are as ancient as the Persian and Chinese civilizations.
According to Olimat (2013), their origins extend far back into the era of the Silk
Road. The Sassanids of Persia, and the Han and Tang Chinese dynasties had
built strong commercial and cultural ties. The Hans signed a commercial treaty
with Persia in 100 BCE to organize their trade and customs relations, while
Tangs enhanced trade and strengthened their cultural ties with Persia. Since
then, trade flourished between the two sides when Silk Road caravans travelled
from China across the plains, mountains and valleys of Central Asia towards
Persia and through Turkey to Europe’s ports. Silk Road merchandise of silk,
species, textiles, horses and camels strengthened relations among world nations
at that time and continued its role in promoting trade and cultural exchange well
into the thirteenth century.
Olimat (2013) classified the five aspects of Sino (China)-Iranian relations as
political cooperation, cultural exchange, arms sales, oil and energy cooperation,
and trade and economic relations that are explained as follow:
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5.1. Political Cooperation
Persia recognized the Republic of China (ROC) in 1911, signed a friendship
agreement with the ROC in 1922 and withdrew its recognition of China in
1949. However, Iran re-established its diplomatic relations with the ROC in
1956 and maintained close political, economic, trade and diplomatic relations.
Relations continued to improve until the Iran Revolution from 1978 to 1979.
China had called for peaceful negotiations between the Government and the
opposition all along, a process that failed and led to the demise of Shah’s
regime. China recognized the revolution and attempted to continue normal
relations with Iran. Although China did establish diplomatic relations with Iran,
its relations with Iran could not be classified at that time as strategic or
distinguished. During the 8-years war between Iraq and Iran, China sold
weapons to both sides.
After 8-years war, China was delighted that the war had ended, as it was
eager for lucrative deals in the postwar reconstruction period and had an interest
in the energy sectors in both Iran and Iraq. Iran went to China wholeheartedly,
and trade grew rapidly between the two sides.

5.2. Cultural Exchange
Iran-China cultural relations are deeply rooted and embedded within the Silk
Road paradigm. Persian culture, musical instrument (lute), religious doctrines
(Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism), costumes and traditional folklore were highly
celebrated in China, especially during the Tang Dynasty. Familial relationships
of marriage and kinship between the two sides were common throughout history
as well. These cultural relations began to decline with the Mongol near
total destruction of both Islamic and Chinese civilizations. This trend continued
through the era of Chinese isolationism and the century of humiliation
(1848-1949).
Kemp (2010) states that ‘the cultural barriers between the Islamic people of
Persia and Buddhists of China, as well as natural barriers such as the mountains
and deserts of Central Asia, discouraged trade. Meanwhile, nations encouraged
isolationism, which led to xenophobia among their populations, and trade and
communications led to the Silk Road dwindled. Olimat (2013) explains contrary
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to Kemp’s assumption that the incompatibility of the Islamic and Buddhist
values contributed to isolationism, Islam was well received in China
and celebrated.
Relaxing ideological tensions and improving trade relations led to a
significant volume of cultural contacts not only between China and Iran but also
between China and the people of the Middle East during the Deng Xiaoping era
and afterwards. Cultural exchange is viewed as an instrument to further ties
between two sides. In his visit to Iran in April 2002, Jiang Zemin made sure to
visit Iran’s cultural capital, Shiraz, where he signed a cultural agreement to
translate and publish some Iranian masterpieces into Chinese; the project was
successfully carried out. Both countries celebrate an ‘Iranian” and a Chinese
week, assort of annual cultural festival to highlight culture, cuisine, folklore,
traditions and bilateral cooperation.
Iran opened the doors of its pavilion to millions of visitors in 2010,
Shanghai International Expo. The pavilion fully embodied the traditional
Islamic architecture and revealed its glorious ancient art and colorful
contemporary lives. It was divided into three parts: Iran’s past, present and
future. It reflected Iranian civilizational depth, its current developmental
accomplishments and its future aspirations. Chinese people also have a
tremendous interest in learning Persian. Chinese entrepreneurs are educating
themselves in Iranian language, culture and history. Their goal is to equip
themselves with the necessary tools to conduct successful business deals with
their Iranian counterparts. The Chinese New Year and the Nowruz (Iranian New
Year) festivals are frequently celebrated in both countries. They are a testament
to the cultural depth between China and Iran. There is also an increase in
tourism between the two sides, as Iran is becoming one of the destinations for
Chinese tourists.

5.3. Arms Sales
China’s arms sales to Iran began in the early 1980s, associated with the IranIraq War, 1980-88. China’s weapon shipments sustained Iran and boosted its
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ability to counter Iraqi advancements in the war, and eventually turn the tide of
the war two years later, in 1982.
Table 1: Iran arms imports from China in millions of dollars
from 1987 to 2011
Year

Value in $
millions

Year

Value in
$millions

1987

612

2000

71

1988

225

2001

82

1989

68

2002

83

1990

94

2003

86

1991

103

2004

89

1992

98

2005

52

1993

304

2006

71

1994

274

2007

64

1995

58

2008

64

1996

320

2009

64

1997

54

2010

79

1998

70

2011

79

1999

63

Total

3,227

Source: SPRI, www.sipri.org

Dittmar and Yu (2010) maintain that, during 1980s, Chinese arms exports to
the Middle East ‘had reached an annual average of nearly 87 percent of China’s
total arms exports and over 74 percent of total arms agreements, which declined
in the 1990s to nearly 32 and 26.5 percent, respectively. From 2000 to 2008, the
average share of the Middle East in China’s arms sales stood at about 34
percent, with most of the weapons going to Iran (some 18 percent), Egypt, and
Sudan.’ According to Stockholm International Pease Research Institute
(SIPRI), table 1 shows Iran arms imports from China in millions of dollars from
1987 to 2011.

5.4. Oil and Energy Cooperation
Chinese-Iranian cooperation in the 1980s was dominated primarily by arms
sales, then by commodities and service trade and cooperation in carrying out
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major construction projects in Iran such as the Tehran Subway System, then by
cooperation in the field of arms sales again in the 1990s, followed by a major
concentration on oil and energy. China’s early oil importing from Iran goes
back to the 1960s, although both countries had no diplomatic relations until
1971. Hameed (2010) states: ‘During the first phases of Sino-Iran relations,
even though China had oil reserves of its own during the 1960s, it imported
1,393,000 tons of crude oil (100,000 tons per annum), in 1976 it imported
200,000 tons, and in 1977 it imported 300,000 tons from Iran.’ After the Iran
Revolution, for the period from 1979 to 2000, China assisted Iran in
rehabilitating its oil and gas fields. China exported oil technology to Iran which
allowed Iran to increase its production capacity. China had also assisted Iran in
the maintenance and upgrading of three of its oil refineries as early as 2000,
tapping into oil reserves in the Caspian Sea Basin and developing gas fields in
the Persian Gulf.
Table 2: Oil and Energy Cooperation Agreement between Iran and China
Years

Agreement Explanation

1960s

China imported 100,000 tons of crude oil from Iran per annum

1976

China imported 200,000 tons crude oil from Iran

1977

China imported 300,000 tons crude oil from Iran

1999

China imported 7.35 million metric tons of crude oil from Iran

2000

China helped Iran in upgrading three oil refineries, tapping into oil
reserves in the Caspian Sea

2000

NITC1 ordered five giant oil tankers from the CSIC2

2001

An agreement to exploit the Zavaran-Kashan oil block

2001

An agreement worth $150 million to upgrade two NIOC3 refineries

2004

China signed a 25-year deal to import 110 million tons of LNG4 from Iran

1.National Iranian Tanker Company
2. China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation
3. National Iranian Oil Company
4. Liquefied Natural Gas
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Years

Agreement Explanation

2006

An agreement including repair, management, and maintenance of the
Alborz semi-floating platform in the Caspian Sea with worth $35 million

2007

Sinopec1 signed an agreement to develop the Yadavaran oil field

2008

An agreement to exploit the North Pars gas field by CNOOC2

2009

An agreement to develop the North Azadegan oil field by CNPC3 with
worth $1.76 billion over a 29-year period

2009

An agreement to develop phase 11 of South Pars by CNPC with worth
$4.7 billion

2010

An agreement to import an oil rig from China by Iran’s NDC 4, for $143
million

Source: Olimat (2013)

The essence of Sino-Iranian relations is the abundance of Iranian oil and gas
reserves, associated with Western withdrawal from Iranian markets due to
continued sanctions and renewed sanctions on Iran since the Iraq-Iran War in
the 1980s.

5.5. Trade and Economic Cooperation
Wellman and Frasco (2010) have mentioned that China and Iran enjoy an
extensive economic relationship. The two cooperate in various different sectors,
including energy and construction. China has emerged as a top economic
partner of Iran, investing heavily in the energy sector. In 2009, China became
Iran's most significant trade partner, with bilateral exchanges worth $21.2
billion compared to $14.4 billion three years earlier. In 2011, volume of
bilateral trade between Iran and China increased to $45.09 billion. Figure 2
shows trade flows between Iran and China. The figures confirm the exponential
growth in commercial ties between the two countries, which were relatively
minimal 17 years prior, when trade volumes amounted to just $400 million.
1. China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation
2. China National Offshore Oil Corporation
3. China National Petroleum Corporation
4. Iran’s North Drilling Company
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According to official data, Iran imported 13% of its imports ($7.9 billion) from
China in 2009. In 2009, China imported $3.12 billion worth of Iranian non-oil
goods, making it Iran’s second largest export market. In 2011, this digit
increased to $5.652 billion, making it Iran’s largest export market.
Figure 2: Trade Flows between Iran and China, 1992 – 2011,
Millions of US Dollars

50000
45000

Iran's Import from China

40000

Iran's Export to China

35000

Trade Volume between Iran and China

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000

5000
0
1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010

Source: Author's

For analyzing in details, we have extracted intermediate and final goods
trade between Iran and China for three groups of goods: 1) electronics, 2)
automobiles and motorcycles, and 3) apparel and footwear. These data are
based on UN COMTRADE standard international trade classification (SITC)
Rev. 3, five digits for 1992-2011. Table 3 shows numbers of SITC five digits
codes and data for three industries in period 1992-2011. Total numbers of SITC
code for intermediate and final goods in these three industries is 420.
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Table 3: Number of SITC Five Digits Codes and Data for three Industries
in Period 1992-2011
Number of SITC Codes

Number of Data in

Total Number of Data in

Intermediate Goods

Final Goods

a Year

Period 1992-2011

186

234

840

16800

Source: Authors

Figure 3 shows share of intermediate imports of Iran in these three
industries to total imports in three industries from China (SIM). Total imports in
three industries illustrate intermediate and final goods imports in these
industries. SIM is introduced as:
(1)
Table 4: Statistical Characteristics for SIM1, SIX2 and SIT3 in the period
1992-2011
SIM

SIX

SIT

Min

Max

Ave

Min

Max

Ave

Min

Max

Ave

6.74%

82.77%

54.35%

53.47%

99.97%

84.35%

6.9%

82.74%

55.02%

Source: Author's

1. Share of intermediate imports of Iran in the selected industries to total imports in these
industries from China
2. Share of intermediate goods exports of Iran in the selected industries to total exports in these
industriesto China
3. Share of intermediate goods trade of Iran in the selected industries with China to total trade in
these industries with China
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Figure 3: Share of intermediate imports of Iran to total imports in 3
industries from China (SIM)

Source: Authors

Figure 3 and Table 4 shows that the lowest share was in 1995 at 6.74%,
maximum share in 2002 at 82.77% and the average share has been at 54.35%
for the period 1992-2011.
Figure 4 shows the share of intermediate goods exports of Iran in the
selected industries to total exports in the selected industries to China (SIX).
Total exports in three industries illustrate intermediate and final goods exports
in these industries. SIX is introduced as:

(2)
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Figure 4: Share of intermediate export goods of Iran to total export in 3
industries to China (SIX)

Source: Author's

Figure 5: Share of intermediate goods trade of Iran to total trade in 3
industries with China (SIT)

Source: Authors
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Figure 4 and Table 4 show that the lowest share is in 1995 at 53.47%,
maximum share is in 2001 at 99.97 and the average share has been at 84.35%
for the period 1992-2011.
Figure 5 shows the share of intermediate goods trade of Iran in three
industries with China to total trade in three industries with China (SIT). SIT is
defined as follows:
(3)

Figure 5 and Table 4 show that the lowest share (SIT) was in 1995 at 6.9%,
maximum share in 2002 at 82.74% and the average share at 55.02% for
1992-2011.
Table 5 shows statistical characteristics of imports, exports and total trade
volume in intermediate and final goods between Iran and China in the period
1992-2011. Figure 6 and 7 show trends of these data. As can be seen, standard
deviation of Iran’s intermediate goods imports from China (400.78) is more
than that of Iran’s final goods imports from China (367.18). Standard deviation
of Iran’s intermediate goods exports to China (1.59) is more than that of Iran’s
final goods exports to China (0.07). Standard deviation of Iran’s trade volume
in intermediate goods with China (400.28) is more than that of Iran’s trade
volume in final goods with China (367.18). It means that imports, exports and
total trade in intermediate goods between Iran and China have been more
volatile than in final goods. These results confirm results that have been reached
by Chen (2010) for the US economy and Sturgeon and Memedovic (2010) for
the world economy.
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Table 5: Statistical Characteristics of Trade in Intermediate and
Final Goods between Iran and China, 1992-2011, in Millions
of Constant (2000) US Dollars

Types of
Goods

Iran’s Imports from China

Iran’s Exports to China

Iran’s Trade with China

Min

Max

Ave

SD

Min

Max

Ave

SD

Min

Max

Ave

SD

Intermediate
Goods

4.47

1240.65

393.73

400.78

0.123

6.38

1.10

1.59

4.59

1240.78 394.83 400.28

Final Goods

3.65

1321.19

287.09

367.18

0.001

0.293

0.074

0.07

3.67

1321.27 287.16 367.18

Source: Author's

Figure 6: Iran’s imports of intermediate and final goods from China in the selected
industries during 1992-2011, Millions of Constant (2000) US Dollars

Source: Author's
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Figure 7: Iran’s Exports of Intermediate and Final goods to China in the selected
Industries during 1992-2011, millions of constant (2000) US Dollars

Source: Author's

According to Table 4, Figure 3 and Figure 4, SIX on average (84.35%) is
more than SIM on average (54.35%), but Table 5 shows that average of Iran’s
intermediate goods imports from China [393.73 million of constant (2000) US
Dollars] are more than that of Iran’s intermediate goods exports to China [1.1
million of constant (2000) US Dollars] for the period 1992-2011. It means that
volume of Iran’s international outsourcing to China is more than China’s
international outsourcing to Iran in the selected industries.

6. Conclusion
This paper has explained different aspects of relations between Iran and China.
We have studied structure of intermediate and final goods trade between Iran
and China in the period 1992-2011. We have extracted intermediate and final
goods trade between Iran and China for three groups of goods: 1) electronics, 2)
automobiles and motorcycles, and 3) apparel and footwear. Our calculations
showed that Iran’s international outsourcing to China was more than China’s
international outsourcing to Iran.
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Empirical results confirmed that imports and exports in intermediate goods
between Iran and China have been more volatile than in final goods. These
results also confirmed those findings that have been found by Chen (2010) for
the US economy and Sturgeon and Memedovic (2010) for the world economy.
The implication is that economic situation can be affected more volatility
through fluctuation in intermediate trade from the main trading partners.
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Abstract
The capital structure and regulation of financial intermediary firms are
important topics for regulators and academic researchers. In general, theory
predicts that firms choose their capital structures by balancing the benefits of
debt against its costs. The purpose of this paper is to analyze capital structure
as a function of bank's specific variable factors. It examines the relationship
between banks' capital ratio and the determinants of capital structure in the
Iranian banking industry. This paper uses a dynamic panel data during the
period 2000 to 2009. The main results suggest that z-score, return on equity and
business cycle are positively correlated with capital ratio. But size of bank, cost
ratio and deposits ratio are negatively correlated with capital ratio. The excess
capital held by Iranian banks seems to be explained by their profitability, the
high stability and soundness of banking system. Z-score, regulation, liquid asset
and product of regulation and business cycle are positively correlated with
capital ratio, but size, profitability, loan-asset ratio and deposits ratio are
negatively correlated with capital ratio.
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1. Introduction
The determinant of capital structure is more essential because determinants of
capital structure in banking system differ from non-financial institutions. Banks
generally hold more capital than the minimum capital ratios required by capital
regulations that banks are obliged to meet. In general, this explains why banks
tend to operate in a prudential manner against possible shocks. However, recent
studies show that factors that determine the capital ratio are not only limited to
legal liabilities, but variables specific to banks are also important in determining
the level of capital. For banks, which constitute the largest portion of financial
institutions in Iran, liabilities relating to legal capital regulations are the most
important factors determining the capital structure.
There are 17 commercial banks in Iran1. Among these banks, eleven are
state-owned and six others are privately owned. All of these banks have to
follow the principles of Islamic banking whereby usury is not allowed. Profit
rates depend on deposits and expected rates of profit on facilities are set on
loans. Some policies have been introduced to change the structure of financial
market by privatizing Iran’s banks. The Central Bank of Islamic Republic of
Iran (CBI) was set up in 1960, and is in charge of formulating and
implementing the fiscal and credit policies. In line with the common economic
policy of the country, four main goals of central bank of Iran are: (1) Preserving
the value of national currency; (2) Preserving the stability of the balance of
payments; (3) Smoothing the path of trade related transactions; and (4)
Developing the potential expansion of the country (CBI, 2009).
According to CBI (2009), the financial institutions in Iran include the
following: (1) Government and non-government banks; (2) The credit
organizations which get the license from Central Bank of Iran; (3) Money
dealers which are accredited, as well as charitable lending funds; and (4)
Cooperative funds and cooperative credit firms. In the guideline of Central
Bank of Iran for banking sector, it is stated that Central Bank of Iran has the

1. Bank Melli Iran, Bank Mellat, Tosse Saderat Bank, Bank of Industry and Mine, Bank Sepah,
Bank Maskan, Bank Saderat Iran, Bank Keshavarzi, Post Bank, Saman Bank, Bank Pasargad,
Refah Bank, Sarmayeh Bank, Eghtesad Novin Bank, Karafarin Bank, Parsian Bank, Tejarat
Bank.
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Figure 1: Return on equity of private and state banks in Iran
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Figure 2: Return on asset of private and state banks in Iran
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The average Z score in Iran was 13.5 for state banks and 15.4 for private
banks during 2001-2009. The lower z-score of Iranian banks is driven by their
higher standard deviation of returns. During the full sample period (2001-2009),
both the ROA and capitalization in Iran are low. At the beginning of entry of
private banks in Iranian banking system z-score and stability of private banks
have been higher than state banks but this trend does not run on.
State banks have, on average, higher loan to asset ratios compared to private
banks. But loan to asset ratio of private banks increased in 2008-2009. This
higher ratio indicates that a bank has extended too much loan and its liquidity is
low. The higher ratio, the more risky a bank may be to higher defaults and
accommodate with decrease in z-score of private banks in 2008-2009.
Figure 3: Comparison of Z-score in private and state banks
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Figure 4: Loan-asset ratio in private and state banks
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The main share of deposits of Iran banking system belongs to state banks.
The state banks in Iran have 95 percent of total deposits of banking system.
However share of deposits of state banks declined with entry of private banks
and share of deposit in private banks is increasing. The average growth of
deposit of state banks was 21 percent during 2005-2009 while the average
growth of deposit in private banks was 66 percent in the same time. However
private banks captured 20 percent of total deposits in Iran banking system.
Figure 5: The Share of Deposits in State and Private Banks
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Higher capital adequacy requirements for banking sector have resulted in
better quality balance sheets. The capital ratio in Iranian banking system is
shown in figure (6). Capital ratio in private banks was more than the capital
ratio in state banks but capital ratio in private banks decreased after 2006. This
can be explained by the fact that public banks are larger and that their size
increased after the mergers with development banks. Moreover, they are often
supported by the authorities. The figure (6) shows that the average capital ratio
of private banks in Iran was 24 percent (in the beginning of activity) which
declined to 9 percent in 2008. The average capital ratio of state banks was 13
percent during 2001-2009.
This research analyzes the factors that determine the capital ratio in the
Iranian banking sector. By using a panel data, this study will empirically study
the determinants of the capital ratio. The main variables are level of asset size,
deposit ratio, Z score, cost ratio, and business cycle in the economy of Iran.
Thes study is organized as follows. In the second section it will examine the
concept of capital structure in banking. The third section reviews the literature
on the determinants of capital ratio in banks. The fourth section will empirically
analyze the determinants of capital ratio in the Iranian banking sector using
regression analyses for the period 2000-2008. Finally we draw conclusions in
the fifth section.

2. Banking Capital Structure
Two main alternative theories are identified in the financial theories which can
explain the capital structure of non-financial and financial firms. The first is
"Trade-off" theory, that firms' capital structure is determined by the trade-off
between the benefits and costs of debt. The second theory- "Pecking Order
theory"- says that the short-run costs of adjusting a firm's capital structure,
exceeds the benefits of capital structure changes. Thus, firms rely first on
retained earnings, and then they issue debt. They issue new equity to finance
projects only if the marginal costs of issuing additional debt exceed the costs of
issuing equity. Commercial banks for instance prefer first to retain earnings,
then deposits, debt and finally new equity. The Pecking-order theory suggests
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that as dividends provide good signals about a firm's future prospects, the firm
will issue more equity as there is less information asymmetry in the equity
market. Kohen and Santomero (1980) show that a regulation based only on the
equity/assets ratio can not necessarily lead to the expected results. Marcus
(1983) shows that there is a relationship between the readjustments of the
capital of commercial banks and many variables such as interest rate,
regulation, deposit growth, asset size, and revenue.
In the last two decades, several studies were carried out in order to explain
the relationships between bank specific variables, regulation, macro-economic
factors and financial characteristics of the banks' capital ratio. Osterberg and
Thomson (1990) find that the capital structure of financial institutions differs
from that of non-financial institutions and the impact of legal regulations on
such a difference cannot be ignored.
Berger et al. (1995) indicate that the theory of capital structure of nonfinancial firms cannot be applied one-to-one to financial institutions due to
regulations relating to their capital. They also show that capital structure of
financial institutions affect the importance of external factors.
Diamond and Rajan (2000) emphasized on the theory of the banking capital
and stated that greater bank capital reduces liquidity creation by the bank but
enables the bank to survive more often and avoid distress. Baumann and Nier
(2003) find that banks which disclose more information tend to have higher
capital ratios and more protection against unexpected losses.
Alfon et al. (2005) show that high capital adequacy is a positive signal for
financial markets. Asarkaya and Ozcan (2007) show that when economic
growth is strong, banks make more profit, and some of this profit contributes to
their capital. So they hold more capital and Basel I accord could not adequately
explain a bank's capacity to compensate expected or unexpected losses.
Certainly, the managers of commercial banks realize this reality. They have to
guard themselves against the risks. Gropp and Heider (2007) find that more
profitable banks tend to have more capital relative to their assets. Their finding
is consistent with the prediction of the Pecking Order Theory of the capital
structure: Firms rely on their retained earnings to fund new projects before
looking for debt and issuing new equity.
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Brewer et al. (2008) point out that the theories of capital determination
under regulation suggest that banks' capital ratios are determined by the TradeOff hypothesis or by the Pecking order hypothesis. The Trade-off hypothesis
with binding regulation has a readily testable prediction. In instances where
there is only one such minimum ratios, as is true in all countries, banks should
generally be operating above the minimum capital ratio required by regulation.
Kleff and Weber (2008) find that the capital level is positively correlated
with profitability. So, the accumulation of profit breeds capital growth.
The surveys of Ahmed et al. (2008) show that the relationship between
capital and earnings is negative in Malaysian banks. According to these authors,
this finding disagrees with the view that high earnings enable bank manager to
have easy access to equity capital. They think that high earnings may cause
bank management to reduce capital cushion accordingly.
According to studies in developed countries, the determinants of banks'
capital structure are not only capital or liabilities and regulations, but also many
other variables that are specific to commercial banks as well as macroeconomic
variables. Consequently, financial institutions, unlike non-financial institutions,
have significant differences in capital structure for safety net reasons or their
legal capital requirements. The determinants of capital structure of banks are
rather various and are the same in any country, but the main determinants are
regulation, profitability, and cost of capital, risk, deposits and asset size.
It should be mentioned that there are no studies on Iran banking capital
structure and most studies in Iran have focused on investigating the effects of
capital on profitability and other variables.

3. Capital Structure Determinants
During the last decade, the number of studies of banking capital structure and its
determinants increased; the determinants of capital adequacy ratios seem
to receive more attention rather than the capital structures of banks in
developing countries.
The majority of the studies have led to the realization that the main
determinants of capital structure of the banks are regulation, profitability, and
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cost of capital, risk, deposits and asset size. These same factors determine the
capital adequacy ratio but they may affect the capital level differently across
countries. Some other external factors are added: Economic growth rate, Market
forces and Information.
The research will distinguish these two categories of factors of determinants
of capital and introduce other specific factors that will be included in the model.

3.1. External Factors of Capital Ratio
3.1.1. Regulation
Regulation is one of the most important factors that affect the capital level of
commercial banks. Berger et al. (1995) state that the impact of legal capital
requirements on capital held by banks is very important. As it was affirmed by
Berger et al. (1995) and recently by Brewer et al. (2008), a government can
immediately affect the decisions relating to the level of the capital by varying
the costs associated with the capital levels and by providing guarantees, e.g.,
explicit deposit insurance and implicit guarantees of deposits and other
liabilities. They affirmed that the observed differences in capital ratios across
countries may be in part explained by the public policy and regulatory structure.
3.1.2 Business cycle
The other factor to be considered in explaining the capital structure is business
cycle. In periods of positive economic growth, banks and other sectors of the
economy have positive expectations and risks are relatively low.
However, during recession, banks may face sudden capital losses as a result
of possible risk realizations and banks generally tend to hold more capital in
recession. Having more capital may reduce the negative effects of the economic
environment by signaling a strong capital structure. It may also limit the
negative effects of adjustment costs that tend to increase in these periods.
With a high economic growth rate during a long period, deposits and loans
increase. Banks expectations are positive and predict improvement of their risk
management and an expansion for all the sectors. They take more risks to
receive more benefits and then they need more capital.
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According to Asarkaya and Ozcan (2007) banks generally tend to work with
more capital in periods when expectations on the economy turn to negative.
Having more capital may reduce the negative effects of the economic
environment by signaling a strong capital structure. It may also limit the
negative effects of adjustment costs that tend to increase in these periods.
In order to consider the business cycle, the real output gap is used to isolate
the business cycle from the economic trend. The BCC1 is computed by
subtracting a non-linear trend from real GDP using the Hodrick-Prescott
(HP) filter.

3.2. Banks’ Specific Factors of Capital Ratio
3.2.1. Asset Size
Bank size may affect capital structure through several channels. First, if there
are economies of scale, large banks should hold relatively less capital. Second,
large banks may have better investment and diversified opportunities. Thus,
they are subject to lower probability of a large negative shock to their capital
and need to hold a lower capital. And finally, the ‘too-big-to-fail’ hypothesis’
suggests that larger banks in financial distress are more likely to be bailed out
because of potential systemic effects. Taking into account these considerations,
we include size effects with an expected negative sign.
The asset size of commercial banks must be taken into account as a
determinant of bank capital structure. The tendency which emerges from all the
previous studies is that the analysis also suggests that the bank size is an
important determinant of capital structure at least and it is inversely related to
the capital level. Larger banks have more difficult systems to use capital more
efficiently and they are also able to access capital from financial markets at
more favorable terms. Shrieves and Dahl (1992) find that asset-size is an
important determinant of capital ratio in an inverse direction. Ahmed et al.
(2008) find an inverse relationship between size and capital. Kleff and Weber
(2008) find that the large banks maintain less capital ratio than small banks
1. Business cycle
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because of their easy access to cover their funds requirements from external
sources. Therefore, logarithm of asset size will be used as an independent
variable for the regression analysis.
3.2.2. Profitability
Profitability has a positive impact on bank's capital. ROE seems to be the best
indicator of profitability. Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (2000) find that there is
a relationship between profitability and capital ratio. Kuo and Lee (2003) find
that in Taiwan, the capital ratio is positively related to profitability only for
public banks but not for small private banks. Hutchison and Cox (2004) find
that capital and ROE are positively related.
The return on equity (ROE) is used as a measure for the cost of capital and
an explanatory variable in model and expects that its impact on capital ratio will
be positive. Decreasing in ROE would indicate that bank is holding an excess of
capital as a cost [(Ayuso et al. (2004)].
3.2.3. Banking Stability (Z-Score)
To measure a bank’s financial soundness, the Z-score is used; the Z-score has
combined the banks’ profitability (μ), capital ratio (k) and return volatility (σ) in
one single indicator. This ratio has become a measure of bank soundness in
related empirical work on financial stability (Boyd and Runkle, 1993; De
Nicolo et al., 2004; Uhde and Heimeshoff, (2009) and is denoted as:
Ζ= (μ+κ)/σ
Obviously, the Z-score will increase with the banks’ profitability and capital
ratio and decreases with increasing return volatility. From an economic
viewpoint the Z-score initially measures the probability of a bank going
insolvent when the value of assets becomes lower than the value of debt. Hence,
a higher (lower) Z-score implies a lower (higher) probability of insolvency risk.
The Z-score became rather popular in the literature (Mercieca et al. 2007).
The Z-score combines banks’ buffers (capital and profits) with the risks they
face (measured by the standard deviation of returns). It can be shown that the Zscore measures the number of standard deviations of return has to fall in order
to reduce equity. A higher Z-score implies a lower probability of insolvency,
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providing a direct measure of soundness. Z-score is used as an explanatory
variable in this analysis for banking system.
3.2.4. Deposit /Asset Ratio
One of the factors determining the capital structure for the banks is the share of
deposit in their assets. The deposit ratio is defined as the ratio of all liabilities to
customers to total assets. A decrease in share of deposit in total asset creates
cost of borrowed financing sources and high cost decrease the profitability of
banks. Then, banks will be tending to increase capital ratio.
The expectation is that this ratio has a negative impact on the capital level,
so it is used as a variable in the analysis.
Bank deposits are a very attractive means to fund the bank because of the
relatively lower interest rates to be paid compared to bonds or borrowing from
banks. A decreasing bank deposit ratio makes banks’ debt more expensive and
reduces the current profit. This effect is controlled for by including profit into
the equation. But a decreasing (increasing) deposit ratio may signal even lower
(higher) net interest profits in future years. Accordingly, lower (higher) future
profits could mean increased (lower) pressure to extend buffer capital. As a
consequence, we expect a negative relationship between the capital ratio and the
bank deposit ratio (Kleff and Weber, 2008).
3.2.5. Intermediation Rate
The intermediation rate is the ratio of "total loans / total deposits". It represents
the volume of financial intermediation which is the main activity of the deposit
banks. When intermediation rate is high, banks are efficient and profitable. This
ratio gives an idea about the degree of competition on the banking market. A
high rate of intermediation means that the bank lends more loans. Its illiquidity
risk and its loan losses may be high. The intermediation rate influences the
capital ratio positively. To avoid multi-co-linearity with the variable liquidity,
we will not retain this variable in the model.
3.2.6. Liquidity
Studies have considered that bank liquidity may have an effect on the capital.
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Some studies show that “as the proportion of funds invested in cash or cash
equivalents increases, a bank's liquidity risk declines, leading to lower liquidity
premium in the net interest margins. Therefore, an increase in bank liquidity
may have a positive impact on capital ratio.” Loan-asset ratio is the liquidity
ratio and we will incorporate this variable in the model.
The loan to assets ratio measures the total loans outstanding as a percentage
of total assets. The higher this ratio indicates a bank is loaned up (has extended
too much loan) and its liquidity is low. The higher the ratio, the more risky a
bank may be to higher defaults.

4. Data and Empirical Estimation
We used bank data from the Iranian banking industry (private and state) for the
period 2000- 2008. The data is obtained from financial statements published by
banks and financial data for the Iranian banks were obtained from the Bankscope Database of Bureau Van Dijk’s company, and macroeconomic
information from the Central bank of Iran Database. Private Banks started
operation in 2003, and then this paper used unbalanced panel data.
Table 1: Summary Statistics
variable

Mean

Std. Deviation

Capital ratio
Business cycle
Return on Equity
Loan-asset ratio
Regulation
Liquidity asset ratio
Deposit-asset ratio
Z-score
Size

14.3
4.18
21.42
58.6
5.52
40.2
62.8
15.01
8.7

17.1
22.8
16.3
13.1
0.83
23.9
21.4
11.66
3.24

Source: Author’ Calculation.

Detailed statistics for the variables are displayed in table 1. The average of
capital ratio in the sample is around 14 percent. The mean of return on equity
was 21.42 during the sample period. The share of deposit in total asset is 62.8
percent. The average Z-score and banking soundness was around 15 in Iranian
banking system.
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Table 2 displays the correlation matrix of the variable used in the
regression. Business cycle, return on equity, loan-asset ratio, liquidity asset,
deposit ratio and size of banks are negatively correlated with capital ratio.
Regulation and soundness of banking (z-score) are positively correlated with
capital ratio.
Table 2: Correlation Matrix for Dependent and Explanatory Variables
Capital

Loan
Bcc

Roe

ratio

Liquid/asset

Deposit

ratio

ratio

Regulation
ratio

z-score

Capital ratio

1

Bcc

-0.061

1

Roe

-0.0033

0.12

1

Loan ratio

-0.43

-0.082

-0.005

1

Regulation

0.02

0.35

0.18

o.176

1

-0.23

-0.031

-0.24

0.21

-.027

1

Deposit ratio

-0.69

0.02

0.05

0.33

0.145

0.22

1

z-score

0.72

0.071

-0.24

-0.067

-0.222

-0.455

1

0.126

0.123

0.098

-0.269

size

Liquid/asset
ratio

0.159
size

-0.32

-0.01

-0.0089

0.257

1

Source: Author’ Calculation.

Banks adjust capitals to achieve a favorite measure of capital. Kleff and
Weber (2008) and Brewer et al. (2008) show how the adjustment is made.
∆capitali,t = α[capitali,t – capitali,t-1] + i,t
∆ capitali,t = capital i,t – capitali,t-1

(1)

If the managers observe that capital in the last period (capital i,t-1) falls below
the target level (capitali,t) they will increase the capital in the current period so
that ∆capitali,t is positive. The coefficient (α) measures the speed of adjustment.
The high value of α, it means that managers respond strongly to difference from
the preferred level of capital. Then:
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capitali,t= (1-α) capitali,t +α capitali,t + i,t

(2)

Since the target level of capital is not observed, we use proxy variables for
the unobserved variable capital*. This paper uses z-score, return on equity,
business cycle, asset size, loan-asset ratio, and ratio of deposits in total asset as
proxy variables for the target level of capital.
This paper specifies the target level of capital as:
Capitali,t = β0 + β1. Zi,t+β2. ROEi,t+β3. Depositi,t + β4. Bcc +
β5. Loani,t + β6. Sizei,t + ui,t

(3)

where capital is the capital ratio for bank i at time t, Z-score is the Ζ= (μ+k)/σ
that defines μ as the return on average assets before taxes (ROA), k is the equity
capital in percent of total assets and σ is the standard deviation (volatility) of the
ROA. From an economic viewpoint the Z-score initially measures the
probability of a bank going insolvent when the value of assets becomes lower
than the value of debts. Hence, a higher (lower) Z-score implies a lower
(higher) probability of insolvency risk. ROE is the return on equity, Deposit is
the share of deposits in asset, Bcc is the business cycle, loan is the loan-asset
ratio, and size is the logarithm of assets of banks. The data variable for
regulation has come from economic freedom index of Fraser institute from 2000
to 2009. Regulation in economic freedom Index includes regulation of credit,
labor, and business. We used Credit Market Regulations. Subcomponents of
credit market regulation provide evidence on the extent to which the banking
industry is dominated by private firms and whether foreign banks are permitted
to compete in the market and indicate the extent that credit is supplied to the
private sector and whether interest rate controls interfere with credit market
operations. Countries with an open banking system where privately owned
banks extend a larger share of the outstanding credit to private borrowers at
interest rates determined by market forces receive higher ratings for the credit
market component of the regulatory area.
The error term in the adjustment equation (Equation 1) is split into two
parts. The first part is a bank specific component that is constant across time for
a bank. The second part is a random term that varies across time and banks.
With differencing out the bank fixed effect, the error term and the endogenous
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explanatory variables are still correlated. Therefore, this estimation needs valid
instruments for these variables. The explanatory variables, z-score, return
on equity and the lagged value of the dependent variable are treated as
potentially endogenous.
The main problem in empirical work is heteroskedasticity. Although the
consistency of the instrumental variables coefficient estimates is not affected by
the presence of heteroskedasticity, the standard instrumental variables estimates
of the standard errors are inconsistent, preventing valid inference. The usual
form of the diagnostic tests for endogeneity and over-identifying restrictions
will also be invalid if heteroskedasticity is present. These problems can be
partially addressed through the use of heteroskedasticity-consistent or robust
standard errors and statistics. Although the conventional instrumental variable
estimator, are consistent, however, are inefficient in the presence of
heteroskedasticity (Hoffmann, 2010).
When facing heteroskedasticity of unknown forms the usual approach today
is to use the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). Since GMM consider
the unobserved effect transforming the variables into first differences, we
consider this technique as an efficient tool to deal with endogeneity problems.
When the unobserved effect is correlated with independent variables, pooled
OLS regression produces estimations that are biased and inconsistent. This
problem can be controlled by using the first difference or the fixed effect
(within) estimators (Hansen, 1982). Nevertheless, whether the strict exogeneity
of the independent variables' condition fails, either the first difference or the
fixed effect estimators are inconsistent and have different probability limits. The
general approach in this case is to use a transformation to eliminate the
unobservable effects and instruments to deal with endogeneity (Nickell, 1981).
Therefore, the econometric method considers the unobserved effect
transforming the variables into first differences, and uses the GMM to deal with
endogeneity problems. Tests of Hansen/Sargan are used to test the model
specification validity. This test examines the lack of correlation between the
instruments and the error term.
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5. Results
For analysis of the results, this research is focused on the factors of
determination of capital structure. To do so, this research used the dynamic
panel data. In each coefficient estimation and t-statistic for significance and the
Sargan test for instrument validity are reported. In dynamic panel data, we do
not reject the validity of our instruments and do confirm both the absence of
second-order serial correlation and validity of the instruments used to avoid the
simultaneity problem.
The results of estimations for the model are reported in Table 1 from
equation (3). Regarding the coefficient of lagged capital, the results show that at
a point-estimate of near 0.28 (significant at 1% level) the dynamic model is a
good choice in explaining structure of capital.
The cost of capital proxies by ROE has a negative impact (although
insignificant) on the capital ratio. This would mean that banks in Iran prefer to
decrease profits to increase capital. The efficiency-risk hypothesis suggests that
more efficient firms tend to choose low capital ratios, as higher expected returns
from the greater profit efficiency substitutes somehow for equity capital in
protecting the firms (banks) against distress, default risk, or liquidation
(Athanasoglou et al., 2005).
The share of deposits and asset size are negatively affected by the capital
ratio. According to the Kleff and Weber (2008), Bank deposits are a very
attractive means to fund the bank, because of the relatively lower interest rates
to be paid compared to bonds or borrowing from banks. A decreasing bank
deposit ratio makes banks’ debt more expensive and reduces the current profit.
This effect is controlled for by including profit into the equation. But a
decreasing (increasing) deposit ratio may signal even lower (higher) net interest
profits in future years. Accordingly, lower (higher) future profits could mean
increased (decreased) pressure to extend buffer capital. The negative impact of
asset size on capital is an evidence of larger banks holding less capital. This can
be explained by the fact that larger banks have more sophisticated systems to
use capital more efficiently. Large banks are also able to access capital from
financial markets at more favorable terms. Larger banks could have an easier
access to the capital market and could raise external capital more easily due to
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lower transaction costs. Thus they may have a greater financial flexibility and
may need less capital than smaller banks.
On the other hand, the capital ratio and the business cycle are negatively
correlated with the capital ratio. The results show that it is better for banks to
build up their capital during economic recession; the coefficient of business
cycle in model is negative and significant. The negative sign of the coefficient
of the share of deposits is also reasonable. Banks that have higher deposits
ratios, have cheaper source of funds and are considered less risky, which in turn
decreases their buffer capital.
For controlling combined effects of business cycles and the regulatory
environments, this paper has used the cross product of BCC and regulation.
This estimation explains that banks can ride the business and regulation cycles,
which underscore the appropriateness of both a micro and macro-prudential
“through-the-cycle” capital framework advocated in various current
consultative proposals to strengthen the banking sector resilience. The
coefficient of product of business cycle and regulation in model is positive and
significant (column 4 in table1). The loan to assets ratio measures the total loans
outstanding as a percentage of total assets. The higher ratio indicates a bank is
loaned up and its liquidity is low. Liquidity is positively related with capital
ratio. Then, the coefficient of loan asset ratio is negative in this model and then
there is relationship between capital ratio and loan asset ratio.
Banks with high liquid assets have more liquidity. Liquidity is positively
related with capital ratio. Then, indicating a positive sign on the variable but
this coefficient is not significant in this model (Model 1).
Regulation is the factor that shows structure of banking system in Iran. The
effect of entry of private banking can influence the capital structure. The results
show a positive relationship between capital ratio and regulation in Iran. The
positive coefficient of regulation can be explained regarding the circumstances
of the Iranian banking sector after the regulation reform and after the
establishment of private banks. During the sample period, the Iranian banking
sector was expanding and banks had to finance investment and help firms to
develop their activities.
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The Z coefficient is positive and significant (Model 3, 4). These results
support the idea that more stability in banking system helps banks how to hold
capital. On the other hand, banks may have reacted to decreasing asset risk, as
higher capital levels reduce incentives for risk-taking and higher levels of risk
lower the incentive for decreasing capital. This behavior would be reflected in
asset risk having a negative effect on banks’ capital.
Table 3: Model estimates
Variables

Model 2

Model 3

0.292
(3.568)
-0.11
(-1.56)
-0.000363
(-1.194)
-0.0402
(-0.777)
-0.1348
(-1.44)
2.524
(1.828)
5.75E-05
(1.197)
-2.895
(-1.557)
-0.289
(-2.966)
-

0.0629
(1.271)
-0.0543
(-1.339)
-9.25E-06
(-0.959)
-0.0588
(-2.077)
-0.1689
(-3.257)
1.177
(1.94)
-0.83
(-1.046)
-0.149
(-2.72)
-

0.0498
(1.0396)
-0.0438
(-1.117)
-0.00055
(-3.376)
-0.0397
(-1.425)
-0.1459
(-2.889)
2.7025
(3.635)
8.63E-05
(3.325)
-2.972
(-2.97)
-0.172
(-3.227)
-

Z-Score

0.2899
(3.5002)
-0.1129
(-1.557)
-0.000383
(-1.187)
-0.0403
(-0.7749)
-0.135
(-1.436)
2.589
(1.814)
6.08E-05
(1.187)
-2.943
(-1.56)
-0.3004
(-2.644)
0.0475
(0.1905)
-

-

J-stat
(Rank)

70
(26)

71.068
(27)

0.948
(12.156)
84.93
(27)

0.9699
(12.85)
80
(26)

Capital(t-1)
Capital(t-2)
BCC
Roe
Loan
Regulation
BCC regulation
Size
Deposit
Liquid asset

Model 1

Source: Author’s calculation.

Model 4
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6. Conclusion
In this study we have analyzed the relationship between capital and other
variables in Iranian banking industry. The study involved basically three phases.
First, we described the main hypotheses which explain the relation between the
capital and the bank’s variables. Second, we examined the suitable methodology
which overcomes the classical econometric problems observed in this kind of
studies, and finally we empirically tested our hypothesis. The paper seeks to
explain the relationship between bank capital ratio and many internal factors
specific to banks by estimating a dynamic panel data model of capital ratio for
the Iranian banking industry.
Capital structure theories seek to explain why businesses choose different
mixes of debt and equity to finance their operations. Banking firms represent a
special case because of certain unique features in the industry, including a
federal safety net and extensive regulation. The financial crisis provided another
set of special circumstances in which banks needed to raise capital.
As in the majority of previous studies, the main variables that were
employed in regression analysis are the liquid asset, asset size, profitability, the
deposits ratio, regulation of banking sector and cross product of regulation and
business cycle. Results show that most of these variables are significant in
explaining why Iranian banks hold capital. According to the results, Z-score,
regulation, liquid asset and cross product of regulation and business cycle are
positively correlated with capital ratio, but size, profitability, loan-asset ratio
and deposits ratio are negatively correlated with capital ratio. The business
cycle in model shows that there is countercyclical relationship between Iranian
banks' capital ratio and the business cycles. Moreover, these results show that it
is better for banks to build up their capital during economic recession in order to
avoid capital impairment in economic downturns. Therefore, capital ratio can be
seen as a hedge against performance deterioration occurring in economic
downturns. The results show a positive relationship between z-score and capital
ratio. This finding supports that positive variations of bank’s capital ratio
increase its stability. The positive coefficient of regulation and cross product of
regulation and business cycle can be explained by the circumstances of the Iran
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banking sector after the regulation reform and after the establishment
of private banks. During the sample period, the Iranian banking sector was
expanding and banks had to finance investment and help firms to develop
their activities.
Then, the factors determining the capital ratio is not only limited to legal
liabilities, but variables specific to banks are important in determining the level
of capital. Banks generally hold more capital than the minimum capital ratios
required by capital regulations that banks are obliged to meet. In general, this is
explained by the fact that banks tend to operate in a prudential manner against
probable shocks.
The global financial crisis that began in 2007 shows weakness in the overall
design and framework for the capital structure in banking. The level of capital
requirements proved insufficient to absorb losses. In response to the crisis, Bank
for International Settlements released the Basel III banking regulatory reform
measures to begin in 2011. These guidelines aimed to reduce the cyclicality of
market risk framework and increase the level of capital. Basel III redefines the
quality, consistency, and transparency of required capital bases. The measures
promote the buildup of capital in good times that can be drawn upon in periods
of stress, thus reducing pro-cyclicality and promoting countercyclical buffers.
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Abstract
OIC members have much potential in their economic development. Therefore,
their economic integration leads to more increment for partners and deal
with global system as a unique organization. Consequently, studying the
convergence of OIC members and their encountered challenges has especial
importance which can assist the policy makers to develop their commercial
relationship and consequently employment enhancing and economic situation
improvement in future planning. Therefore, in this research the commercial
effects of selected OIC members during 2005-2011 were modeled using gravity
method. Results showed that from the basic gravity equation, the economy size
of other 6 OIC members is the main determinant in the Iranian bilateral trade
relationship. Thereby, 1% increase in the economy size of other 6 OIC
members, leads to 0.91% increase in the volume of trade inflows between
considered OIC members.
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1. Introduction
During 1990s, efforts have being made for regionalization around the world.
The new wave of regionalization was generally a result of European countries’
success in implementing the European Common Market and then, European
Union (EU) (Tayyebi and Moallemy, 2003). Advocates of free trade agreement
predict that a country that signed trade agreement would benefit in term of trade
volume which is known as trade creation. The idea of trade creation widely used
in international trade as Viners (1950) in his seminal paper, revealed that the
expansion of intra-bloc under customs union is welfare enhancing for bloc
member countries as well as the world economy. In recent phenomena, the trend
of countries signing free trade agreement with other country or other regional
groups is common. In fact, each country in the world at least has signed one free
trade agreement either at multilateral level (WTO1), regional level (such as
AFTA2, NAFTA3, and EU) or bilateral level (such as US-Singapore) (Normaz
and Rusmawati, 2009).
Basically, the regional economic integration was formed because of regional
or geographical factors; none of the existing regional economic integration are
based on ideology, culture or religion. Recent development of propose to
establish an Islamic common market among the Organization of the Islamic
Conference (OIC4) countries has seen as a positive movement towards
regional economic integration so called ‘faith-based integration’ (Raimi and
Mobolaji, 2008).
The history of economic cooperation among Islamic countries is back to
September 1969, when Islamic leaders gathered in Rabat to participate in first
meeting of the OIC. During the meeting, foreign Ministers of Islamic countries
agreed the foundation of General Secretary of OIC. At the present time, most
Muslim countries (in Middle East, East Asia and North Africa) are also active
members in several cooperation blocks such as ACC5, ECO6, GCC7, and
1 . World Trade Organization
2 . Asean Free Trade Area
3 . North American Free Trade Agreement
4 . Organization of Islamic Countries
5 . Arab Cooperation Council
6 . Economic Cooperation Organization
7 . Gulf Cooperation Council
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CAEU1 etc. However, countries are found, such as Lebanon for example, not to
be a member of any cooperation organization, while Mauritania is participating
in seven economic integration plans. In addition, some of them have strong
economic relationships with non-Islamic countries rather Islamic ones. All these
reveal the fact that there is not a unique and harmonized arrangement among
these countries to follow up their own current and future integration strategies.
To achieve advantages of integration programs in the favor of today
globalization, collaboration of all Islamic countries in an economic theme
should be thus a necessity (Tayyebi and Moallemy, 2003).
Currently, OIC has 57 members. The objective of the organization at the
beginning serves as a collective of Muslim voice and ensuring to safeguard and
protect the interest of the Muslim world. The OIC members are also
heterogeneous groups with uneven development and growth patterns. Based
on Income Classification from the World Bank, out of 57 OIC members, 12.5%
are high- income economies, 19.6% upper-middle income economies, 40%
are lower-middle-income economies and 32% are low-income economies. Most
of the high-income member countries are oil exporting countries with
substantial growth potentials while others are among the least developed and
highly indebted poor countries. Even though they are different in income,
language, geographical location, races, culture, as Muslim countries, they
follow the same faith (Normaz and Rusmawati, 2009). The below figure
illustrates the GDP of OIC members in comparison with Developing Countries
of the World:

1. Council of Arab Economic Unity
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Figure 1: GDP of OIC in comparison with Developing
Countries and the World

Source: OIC annual economic report, 2010

In the view of this development, this study provides empirical evidence to
explain Iranian bilateral trade with 6 OIC members for the period of 20052011. For this purpose, part 2 is devoted to literature review; part 3 describes
the methodology and data sources; part 4 presents the results and discussions;
and finally part 5 is concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review
Theoretically, economic integration is basically defined as a larger economic
unit which is more than a set of smaller national economies included. Hence,
trade restrictions are properly given up and, on the other hand, collaboration in
trade, monetary and fiscal activities are promoted among members of an
integration block. The theory of economic integration expresses that Common
Wealth countries make efforts to combine trade liberalization strategies with
protective policies, to minimize trade restrictions amongst themselves
accompanied by conducting discriminative policies for non-members. After
integration, trade transactions followed by a decrease in costs and resource
reallocation will result in an increase in products, trade and then economic
welfare for members (Tayyebi and Moallemy, 2003). The economic integration
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relies upon economic transaction promotion and unification of resources of two
or several isolated systems that leads to a rise in the capability of the larger
integration system. The weakest is a Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA),
which allows for reduction in tariffs, but not their total elimination, followed by
a Free Trade Agreement (FTA), Customs Union (CU). The most advanced type
of economic integration is Economic and Monetary Union, which not only sets
up a CM, but also gives the responsibility for fiscal policy to a supra-national
authority and adopts a common currency amongst the member countries.
These types of economic integration are also referred to as regionalism
(Balassa, 1961).
Due to the importance of economic integration, several studies have been
carried out such as: Caporale et al. (2001), which analyzed trade specialization
dynamics in two Eastern European countries (Romania and Bulgaria – EEC-2)
vis-à-vis the core EU member states (EU-15) over the period 1990-2006 using
the Gravity model. Specifically, they focused on whether there is a shift towards
intra-industry trade leading to economic convergence and technological catchup. They used recently developed static (FEM, REM and FEVD) and dynamic
(GMM) panel data methods which take into account possible heterogeneity.
Their empirical results indicated that intra-industry trade has indeed increased,
but it is of the vertical rather than the horizontal type, resulting in
complementary rather than competitive production patterns. Tayyebi and
Moallemy (2003) afforded to explore the role of economic co-operations among
about twenty selected Islamic countries. They hypothesized that the more trade
integration among the countries; the more trade flows will be realized. A Trade
Gravity Model (TGM) is thus specified and can then be estimated by
econometric methods, illustrating how trade integration can create
aforementioned impacts. As well known, the model also relies on several
qualitative variables that explain roles of a variety of scenarios such as the
conduction of a possible regional economic integration, etc. Overall, the
estimation results gave support to a growing literature both theoretical and
empirical that regional economic tightness has substantially led to rises in trade
flows of potential integrated Islamic nations. Most economic integrations are
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based on geographical and economic purposes; however, Raimi and Mobolaji
(2008) proposed Muslim countries to have an economic integration based on
faith namely ‘faith-based integration’. Even though based on different levels of
income and development, they suggest that the integration may increase in
terms of promoting technological development, raise the level of human capital,
improve product diversification and develop stable institutions and
infrastructure. Warin et al. (2009), investigated the feasibility of creating a
common-currency union consisting of 16 countries in Southern Africa. They
estimated an augmented-gravity model that includes public deficit, public debt,
public expenditure, inflation, and the foreign reserves position. They also
integrated Africa-specific variables such as existing economic blocs in the
region, colonial heritage, and the convergence of living standards. Their
analysis showed that the prospect for further integration in South African
countries is promising, but many challenges still persist. The existing economic
blocs can provide a first stepping stone to a larger currency union, but countries
continuously have to cultivate good governance and fiscal discipline. Normaz
and Rusmawati (2009) examined the bilateral export between Malaysia and 52
OIC members for the period of 1990 - 2006. Using a traditional gravityequation framework, this study investigates the extent of export creation
between Malaysia and the OIC members after long term membership since
1969. The major finding is that the market size of members is an important
determinant for Malaysian trade. Furthermore, there is evidence that Malaysia
makes trades with high- income economies more than other members.
Empirical result also supports trade increases between Malaysia and OIC
members if they are not similar in terms of size and factor endowments.
Reviewing the previous researches indicate that there is a lack of literature
in field of investigating the economic integration among OIC members,
specially using the new GM approach based on panel data models. Accordingly,
this vacuum motivated the authors to carry out current study.
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3. Methodology and Data Sources
3.1. The Gravity Model
The modeling of macroeconomic variables faces problems of endogeneity. As
Frankel and Rose (2002) explain, by using the gravity model explanatory
variables are truly exogenous. The gravity model is widely used as a benchmark
to estimate trade flows between countries. Initially inspired by Newton’s gravity
law, gravity models have become essential tools in the analysis of international
trade flows. The first applications were rather intuitive, without theoretical
foundations. These included the contributions of Tinbergen (1962) and
Pöyhönen (1963). Linnemann (1966) proposed a gravity model based on a
Walrasian, general equilibrium approach. He explained exports of country i to
country j in terms of the interaction of three factors: potential supply of exports
of country i, potential demand of imports from the country j, and trade barriers.
Potential export supply is a positive function of the exporting country’s income
level and can also be interpreted as a proxy for product variety. Potential import
demand is a positive function of the importing country’s income level. Barriers
to trade are a negative function of trade costs, transport costs, and tariffs.
Bergstrand (1989) also included per capita income, which is an indicator of
demand sophistication (demand for luxury versus necessary goods), and
incorporated factor of endowment variables in the spirit of Heckscher-Ohlin and
taste variables in the spirit of Linder:

LTijt  c0  c1LYit  c2 LYjt  c3 LPit  c4 LPjt  c5 LLINijt  c6 LDij
 c7 LEXit  c8 DUij   ijt
where:
LTij represents flows from country i to country j,
c0 is the intercept,
Yi and Yj are the GDP of country i and j respectively,
LPi and LPj stand for population of country i and j respectively,
LINij indicates the Linder variable,

(11)
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Dij represents the geographical distance between the economic centers of
two partners,
EXi states the volume of total export of country i,
DUij represents the trade integration dummy variable between country
i and j  ij is the error term.
Also, the Linder variable in practical is calculated as below:
Lin = ln ((Ypi-Ypj) 2)

(2)

where Ypi (Ypj) is GDP per capita of exporter (importer). The closer the GDP
per capita in two countries, the greater is the value of bilateral trade between
them. Therefore, the coefficient of Lin variable is expected to be negative.
Also, it is evident that the crucial source of the bias is a result of failure to
applying the OLS methods to deal with the heterogeneity among bilateral trade
relationships. Accordingly, one of the solutions to control heterogeneity is the
use of Panel Data procedure. One way to take into account the individuality of
each two countries or each cross sections unit is to let the intercept vary for each
country but assuming that the slope coefficients in the model are constant across
countries. In the literature, this kind of model is known as the Fixed Effect
Model (FEM). The fixed effect model can be expansive in terms of degrees of
freedom if we have several cross section units. And so instead of treating
intercepts as fixed, we can assume that there are random variables. This method
is called Error Component Model (ECM) or Random Effect Model (REM). The
challenge facing a researcher is to select between panel and pooling methods
and if the panel approach has been selected, we should choose FEM or REM.
We will implement this through Fleamer test and choose between pooling and
panel. There is a formal test that will help us to choose between FEM and REM,
which is called Hausman test. In technical words, H statistic test for the null
hypothesis that explanatory variables and individual effects can be uncorrelated.
The FEM estimates are consistent with both null and alternative hypotheses,
where the REM estimates are only compatible with the null hypothesis.
Therefore, REM model is preferred if the null hypothesis holds, otherwise FEM
can be applicable (Baltagi, 1999, Hsiao, 1986, Cheng and Wall, 2005).
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3.2. Data Source
Due to the importance of GDP and per capita income, in economic integration
establishment, this study considers the 7 countries of OIC members including:
Iran, Egypt, Indonesia, Turkey, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan which
have great parallelism with D8 group. The Iranian bilateral trade partners cover
6 countries for the period of 2005 - 2011 which are accessed from the
International Monetary Fund’s Direction of Trade Statistics. The GDP, per
capita GDP and population are from the World Bank Indicators. Finally, data on
geographical distance have been collected from Haveman's website, available
at: http://www.eiit.org/Trade Resources/Data/Gravity.
Tabel 1: The Gravity estimation results for panel 2005 - 2011
Explanatory Variables
c0

LYit
LY jt

LPit
LP jt
LLIN ijt
LD ij

LEX it
DU ij
R2
Fleamer
Hausman statistic

FEM estimates
-6.011
(-4.02)*
0.18
(2.15)*
0.91
(16.2)*
0.64
(3.3)*
0.07
(1.68)**
-0.45
(-5.09)*
-0.78
(-9.64)*
0.85
(8.71)*
0.55
(8.69)*
0.93
14.502*
-19.981*

Notes: Value of t-ratio and probability of null hypothesis acceptance for F
and Hausman statistics are available in parentheses.
*, ** and *** denote 1%, 5% and 10% level significance, respectively.
Source: Research findings.
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4. Results and Discussions
Having applied Panel Data, we estimate the model using gravity approach, as
specified in equation 1, for bilateral trade flows of Iran and other 6 OIC
members during 2005-2011. The estimation results are summarized in table 1.
According to the results, as the value of Fleamer test shows, the null
hypothesis of the same individual effects cannot be acceptable, which implies
that OLS results will bias and, more specially, there exists heterogeneity for
each pair of trading partners. It means that the problem of heterogeneity should
be controlled through concentration on different individual effects and the Panel
Data is applied to enable us to consider heterogeneous individual effects. In
addition, the Hausman statistic approves that the explanatory variables and
individual effects are not uncorrelated and FEM results are more reliable in
comparison with REM.
Estimation results obtained by FEM indicate that:
 GDP coefficients of both exporter and importer have the positive sings,
and as expected, are statistically significant at 99% confidence level.
Also these coefficients interpret that 1% increase in the size of economy
of Iran and other 6 OIC members will increase the volume of trade
inflows between considered OIC members equal to 0.18% and 0.91%,
respectively.
 Coefficients of population of both exporter and importer have the
positive signs, and at least, are statistically significant at 95%
confidence level. Also these coefficients show that 1% increase in
population of Iran and other 6 OIC members leads to an increase in
their total trade volume equal to 0.64% and 0.07% respectively. Based
upon this result, the Iran's economy would be more outward-oriented as
its population grows.
 Coefficient of Linder variable is significant at 99% confidence interval
plus its expected negative sign. Also, the coefficient of Linder variable
states that 1% increase in the economic similarity between Iran and
other 6 OIC members, leads to 0.45% increase in total trade volume
between the considered OIC members.
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 Coefficient of distance variable is significant at 99% confidence interval
plus its expected negative sign. In addition, the negative sign of
coefficient of distance variable states that countries with more distance
show little interest to bilateral trade.
 Coefficient of Iran's total export is significant at 99% confidence
interval plus its expected positive sign. Also, this coefficient shows that
1% increase in Iran's total export leads to 0.85 increase in the volume of
trade flow between Iran and other 6 OIC considered members.
 The coefficient of dummy variable of trade integration is significant at
99% confidence interval plus its expected positive sign. Also, the
coefficient of this variable states that existence of trade integration
between Iran and the other 6 OIC members leads to 0.73% ([exp.
(0.55)-1] = 0.73) increase in total trade volume between the considered
OIC members.

5. Concluding Remarks
This study examines the bilateral trade pattern between Iran and other 6 OIC
trade partners using the powerful method named the Gravity Model. Due to the
presence of various individual effects and heterogeneity in trading-partner pairs,
the method of panel data was appropriately applied to the estimation process.
From the basic gravity equation, the economy size of other 6 OIC members is
the main determinant in the Iranian bilateral trade relationship. Thereby, 1%
increase in the economy size of other 6 OIC members, leads to 0.91% increase
in the volume of trade inflows between considered OIC members.
Free trade is always the best policy; however, having regional economic
integration, if it gives economic benefit, should be the second best policy. Iran,
after being long term member, should see the importance of trade relationship
among OIC members. Iran should be fully utilized and exploited by all
OIC members. The difference in terms of level of development or factor
endowment should be seen as an opportunity creating business opportunity
among members.
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تخمین توابع خطی و غیرخطی سیاست پولی در ایران


سید احمد رضا جاللی نائینی


مریم همتی

تعیییین چگیی گی واکیی سیاسیی پیی ی بییم غ یرهییای کلییی ی اق صییا ی همیی ا ا ا
غش ی های عم ا ذه ی اق صا ا ان پ ی بی ا اسی ت ت میین ق اعی سیاسی پی ی ا
طریق «ت ابع واک شی» وشی اس کم بم غ ظ ش اخ ف ا با کهیای غرکی ی اسی اا ا
غیش ت هما سیس م های قاع اغ ی و تی م غی غنا بیا ت یییر ییمهیا ف ا هیا عی
غیش ت عملا ت مین ق اع اب ا ی ت ضیح غی ه چگ م با ک غرک ی سیاس خ ا
قبال تح الت اق صا کالن پی بی ی ش ا ت ییر غیی هی ت ایین غقا یم ت میین چ ی
قاع ا اب ا ی بم ص ت خطی و غیرخطی برای اق صا اییران ا ائیم غییگیر ت ق اعی خطیی
شان غی ه کم سیاس پ ی ایرانا بم جای غبا اا تمایل بم همراهیی بیا تی م ا ت
همچ ینا ت مین ها شان غی ه کیم با یک غرکی ی جمهی ی اسیالغی اییران بیم طی
سیس ماتیک ا ق اع سیاس ی غرس م یا غ لط جهیان تبعیی مییک ی ت وای یی کیم
غیت ان ا ت مینهای غیرخطی خ ا آن اسی کیم وضیعی «تی م پیایینتیر ا ییک
آس ا م»ا سیاس های ا بساطی با ک غرک ی بم فعا ی های اق صیا ی کمیک غیی ک ی ت
و اهای «ت م باالتر ا یک آس ا م»ا با ک غرک ی سیاس های ض ت غی اعمال مییک ی

 غ یر گروا پ ل و ا ا پژوهشک ا پ ی و با کی و ا شیا غؤسسم عا ی آغی
بر اغم ی ی کش a.jalali@yahoo.com

کا ش اس ا ش پژوهشک ا پ ی و با کی hemati.maryam@yahoo.com

و پیژوه

غی یری و
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و ی این غ ضعگیری بم غساع ت بم ت ی ی میا جاغ ت
اغ اسب یس اغا خاصی ی ی ا ت

واژگان کلیدی :سیاس
واک شی سیاس پ ی
طبقهبندی E4, E5 : JEL

ایین وضیعی ا سیاسی پی ی

پ یا قاع ا اب ا یا اثر آس ا مایا قاع ا غککا ما تابع
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مروری بر سیاستهای صنعتی در ایران و کره
در دوره 0691-2102
بهروز هادی زنوز



غی م ت سعم اق صا ی و ص ع ی و علل ع م غ فقی ایران
تبیین غ فقی کرا ج بی
این غی م ه ف اصلی این غقا م اس ت برای تبیین عملکر غ ااوت این و کش بم سطح
یم سیاسی و ها های اق صا ی و سیاس های تجا ی
او یم ص ع ی ش ن آ هاا بم غاهی
این کش ها گاهی ا اخ مایمت یاف مهای این تحقیق بم این شرح اس :
و صعی
س ی قبل ا هم  0691سطح ت ی اخا ص اخلی سرا م و ت سعم ص ع ی کرا باالتر
ا غ ت و ت سعم
ا ایران ب ا و کرا غقایسم با ایران غ قعی به ری برای ش
و ا 0691-0611ا یمهای سیاسیا سا غان
ص ع ی قرا اش م اس ت ومی
بر اغم ی ی و ظام با کی هر و کش غشابه هایی اش و بم غم آن کم کرا ویکر
صا اتی و ایران ویکر جایگ ی ی وا ات ا ات اذ کر ا ب ا ش اق صا ی و ت سعم
ص ع ی کرا و ایران همس جی با کش های حال ت سعم یگر باالتر ب ت س م ی
و ا  0691-2102و کرا یم تجا ی و سرغایمگذا ی غس قیم خا جی خ ا آ ا تر
کر ا بم با ا ها ق بیش ری اعطا م و سیاس های ص ع ی خ با ه ف تسهیل و و
و ا ط ال ی
ب یان با گری کر ت اغا اق صا ایران
آن کش بم اق صا ا
 0616-2102با ا قالب و یک ج گ ط ال یا تحریمهای بینا مللیا گسس های ها ی و
سیاس های اق صا ی غ اجم ب ت عملکر به ر اق صا کرا این و ا
ت ییرات غ عا
ا غیت ان بم ها ها و سیاس های برتر آن سب ا ت چها م ی ح ی اگر ایران با همم این
 اس ا

ا شک ا اق صا

ا شگاا عالغم طباطبایی bzonooz@gmail.com
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اغالیمات غ اجم میش ا سیاس جایگ ی ی وا اتا همراا با فق ان سیاس
میت ا س غ جب تح ل ص ع ی و ایجا غ ی قاب ی برای کش باش .

واژگان کلیدی :سیاس ص ع یا سیاس تجا یا سیاس
خا جیا ص ایع س گین و شیمیاییا ص ایع با ف او ی پیشرف م.
طبقهبندیO11, O13, O14 :JEL

ص ع یا

سرغایمگذا ی غس قیم
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قیمتگذاری در ایران :واقعیت های آشکارشده در مورد
دادههای خرد شاخص قیمت مصرفکننده
مریم همتی





سعید بیات

اش ن ک س ا جم چسب گی قیم و غاهی قیم گذا ی برای تحلیل اثرات
خص ص ا یابی جم
سیاس پ ی بر اق صا ال م اس ت تاک ن غطا عم جاغعی
اق صا ایران ا جام ش ا اس ت بم این یلا با اس اا ا ا غجم عم
چسب گی قیم
وسیعی ا ا اهای خُر قیم ها کم ساخ شاخص قیم غصرفک ا غ اس اا ا
و ا 0292:0
قرا غیگیر ا ویژگیهای اصلی ف ا قیم گذا ی سطح خر افروشی
جم چسب گی اسمی سطح خر افروشیا
تا  0261:1ا یابی غیش ت بم غ ظ برآو
گام س ا ت اتر و ا ا ا ت ییر قیم برای  256قلم کاال و خ غ غصرفی غحاسبم
غیش ت گام بع ی بم این غسئلم پر اخ م غیش کم ک اغیک ا غ لهای قیم گذا ی
شاغل غ لهای وابس م بم غان یا وابس م بم وضعی ا سا گا ی بیش ری با ا گ ی
قیم گذا ی ایران ا ت بر اساس ایج این غطا عما قیم های غصرفی ا ا عطافپذیری
باالیی برخ ا هس و جم باالیی ا چسب گی و بم پایین این قیم ها غشاه ا
غیش ت همچ ینا اهمگ ی قابل ت جهی ت اتر و ا ا ا ت ییر قیم گرواهای کاالیی
ای ن
ا ت و های غ اس اا ا برای ش اسایی ا گ ی قیم گذا ی
غ لف وج




hematy.maryam@yahoo.com

و ا شج ی ک ری ا شگاا تهران

bayat46@ut.ac.ir
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غطا عما ش اه ی تأیی وج
وضعی ا ائم غی ه ت

قیمتگذاری در ایران :واقعیت های آشکارشده در...

هر و ا گ ی قیم گذا ی وابس م بم غان و وابس م بم

واژگان کلیدی :چسب گی قیم ا قیم گذا یا ت اتر ت ییر قیم ا ت اوما غ لهای
قیم گذا ی غ کی بم و ا تابع غ اطراتت
طبقهبندیE30, E31, E5 :JEL
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تحلیل برون سپاری بین المللی در رابطه تجاری ایران و چین
سیدرضا میرعسکری





سید کمیل طیبی



محمد واعظ برزانی

وابط ایران و چین یشم تا ی ی ا و سالهای اخیر همکا ی و جا بم ح اهای
ا ر یا تجا تا غسائل سیاسی و فره گی ا تقاء یاف م اس ت ه ف پژوه حاضرا تحلیل
وابط تجا ی وجا بم
ق برونسپا ی بینا مللی قا ب تجا ت کاالهای واسطمای
ایران و چین اس ت این پژوه تجربیا ا گ ی تجا ت کاالهای واسطم ای و هایی بین
و ا  0662-2100غ غطا عم قرا گرف ت تجا ت کاالهای واسطمای و هایی
و کش
سم گروا عم ا غحص الت ا ک رو یکیا ات غبیل و غ ت سیکل ا و پ شاک و کا
بر سی ش ت ایج شان ا کم سهم تجا ت کاالهای واسطمای ایران با چین بم کل تجا ت
کاالهای واسطمای و هایی این سم گروا کاالیی  55ص اس ت تجا ت کاالهای
واسطم ای بین ایران و چین غقایسم با کاالهای هایی سم گروا کاالیی غ بر سی
سال های  0662-2100سان بیش ری اش م اس ت

 ا شج ی ک ری اق صا

اس ا گروا اق صا ا شگاا اصاهان sk.tayebi@ase.ui.ac.ir

ا شیا گروا اق صا ا شگاا اصاهان mo.vaez1340@gmail.com
ا شگاا تهران r.miraskari@gmail.com
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واژگان کلیدی :تجا ت بینا مللا برونسپا ی بینا مللیا کاالهای واسطمایا جیرا
جها یت
ا
طبقهبندیF10, F23, O19 :JEL
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عوامل تعیینکننده ساختار سرمایه بانکی در ایران


مهشید شاهچرا

ساخ ا سرغایم و ت ظیم ق ا ین و غقر ات برای غ سسات غا ی غ ض عی غهم برای غحققان
ا شگاهی و اظران با کی اس ت بم ط کلیا براساس ظریم ب گااها ساخ ا سرغایم
براساس اقالم ترا اغم و برقرا ی تعا ل بین غ افع و ه ی مهای خ ا اب غیش ت ه ف
ا این غقا ما تحلیل ساخ ا سرغایم بم ع ان تابعی ا ع اغل غؤثر بر غ یرهای خاص با کی
اس ت این بر سی ابطم بین سب سرغایم با کها و ع اغل غؤثر بر ساخ ا سرغایم ب
ا اهای تابل یی پ یا سالهای 2116ی  2111غ
با ک ا ی ایران ا با اس اا ا ا و
غطا عم قرا ا ا اس ت ایج اصلی شان غی ه کم ثبات با کی)(z-scoreا با ا حق ق
صاحبان سهام و ا وا تجا ی ا ای ا تباط غثب و غع ی ا ی با سب سرغایم ب ا و
ا ا اهای با کیا سب ه ی م و سب سپر اها با سب سرغایم ا تباط غعک س ا ت
غا ا سرغایم سیس م با کی ایران تبل ی ا س هی و ثبات این با کها ب ا اس ت
ثبات با کیا ق ا ین و غقر اتا ا اییهای ق و اثرات هم غان چرخمهای تجا ی و ق ا ین و
غقر ات ا تباط غثب با سب سرغایم اش ما و ا ا اا س هیا سب وام بم ا ایی و
سب سپر اها با سب سرغایم ا تباط غ ای و غع ی ا ا .

 اس ا یا گروا با کیا پژوهشک ا پ ی و با کی

mahshidshahchera@yahoo.com
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واژگان کلیدی :سب سرغایما ثبات با کیا ساخ ا سرغایما ا اهای تابل یی پ یات
طبقه بندیG21, G32, G28, C23 : JEL
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بررسی همگرایی اقتصادی ایران با کشورهای عضو سازمان
کنفرانس اسالمی با استفاده از مدل جاذبه


سید محمد فهیمی فرد

ت سعم اق صا ی
کش های عض سا غان ک ارا س اسالغی ا ای ت انهای با ق اای
یک یگر هس ت ب ون تر ی همگرایی اق صا ی بین اعضای این سا غان بم غ افع بیش ر
برای کش های عض غ جر ش ا و غ طقم ا قا غیسا تا بم ع ان یک جبهم غ ح
ظام جها ی عمل ک ت ب ابراینا بر سی همگرایی کش های عض این سا غان و چا های
بر اغم ی یهای آتی بم
وی آن ا اهمی خاصی برخ ا اس و غیت ا
پی
یجم
غی م ت سعم وابط تجا ی و
بر اغم ی ان و تصمیمگیران کش های عض ا
اف ای اش ال و بهب وضعی اق صا ی کمک شایا ی ک ت این غطا عم با اس اا ا ا
غ ل جاذبما اثرات تجا ی کش های غ ب عض سا غان ک ارا س اسالغی برای و ا
2100ی 2115ا گ سا ی ش ت ایج شان ا کم بر اساس غعا م جاذبم پایما ا ا ا اق صا ی
وابط تجا ی ایران با سایر
 9عض یگر سا غان ک ارا س اسالغیا غهم رین غش صم
ا ا ا اق صا ی  9عض
کش های غ بر سی غیباش ت همچ ین یک ص اف ای
یگر سا غان ک ارا س اسالغیا حجم جریان تجا ی بین کش های غ بر سی ا 1/60
ص اف ای غی ه .


ا شج ی ک ری اق صا کشاو ی و کا ش اس غرک غطا عیات و بر سییهیای اق صیا ی اتیاق با گیا یا
ص ایعا غعا ن کشاو ی خراسان ض ی mfahimifard@gmail.com
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